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AND GOD'S DUMB CREATURES.

it is fatherly

in man

that is di-

tenderness toward

the

to enkindle a new enthusiasm, even broader

than the * enthusiasm of humanity,” an
enthusiasm for God's creatures. I shallnever
forget how that passionate pity and wrath
at weakness and strength abused, which
exhibits my best ideal of a man, or of a
God, flamed up in Mr. Bergh's countenance

as are e8peeinlly' adapted to his wants.
Manuscripts rejected by the Harpers are
articles

rejected by the Atlantic are frequently accepted- by the Harper's, Lippincott or and manner the first time I met him, as he
oneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
Galaxy. Articles prepared for the first tried to speak of the feeling with which he
they will be at the risk of those sending thém.
orders, bank
money
he regular charges for
class
magazines often first see the light in always witnessed the oppression of a helpchecks, and Post Office money orders may be deducted from the amount due, when thus gent. Agents
very common place newspapers, and those loss animal by a man.
Not only the hands,
are particularly requested to make their remittances
written merely for current periodicals some- but every muscle of action and expression,
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is times find their way unexpectedly into very
clenched at once with the vehement imreceived by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
sad until payment of all arrearagesis made as re- solid magazines. In periodical writing,addp-pulse to succor and avenge, as he confessed
quired by law.
tation is one great secret of success, and
Each subscriber 18 particalarly Joquested to Hote
that it sometimes cost all his self-control to
the date on the label for the expiration of his/subthisis learned only by long experience and
ensuing
the
for
due
is
scription, and to forw ard what
keep
his own hands off the cowardly wretch
an acquaintance with the whole literary
year, without further reminder from this ofices
who could abuse an inferior creature. This
mqre deceptive than
-| field. Nothing can be
NEWSPAPER
ER DECISION! Ss.
god-like passion is the secret of the power,
the stories which are told of the compensaAny person who takes a newspaper regularly
1.
of
the exhaustless energy, and of the great
or
name
his
to
directed
from the post-ofice—whether
tion made for good writing. The idea prc- success of our Howard of Dumb Animals.
another’s, or whether he has subscribedor not— is

register letters whenever requested to do so.

responsible for the payment.
Ifa person orders his

he

paper discontinued,

ay all arrearages,or the publisher may con9
tinue fo send it until paymentis made, and collectthe
whole amount, Whether the paper is taken from the
w¢lice or not.
3. The courts hal decided that refusingto take
rawspapers and periodicals from the post-ofiice, or
omovies and leaving them uncalled for, is prima

acie evidence of intentional fraud.
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So pure !=as clouds that shil on
With tender yearnings toward
Dropping sweet rain or lit with
As wills the Power that gave

Buntline gets

is to

1873.

high,
the earth,
sun
them birth.

Literary
from

it

et

Lave central

12,

is much

The

in that

industries

organizations,

circumstances,

to

magazines

best

the

of

proportion

The

farmer,

to spend

the leisure of a win-

his board, at this rate of compensation,

had attempted to make literature

who

a profes

sion?

1873.

;

No question is more frequently asked of an
different

is represented to be in New

York and Philadelphia,
bond of union.

of

ter in writing a really good Sunday School
book. But how would-a.young writer pay

SOCIETY.

society here

what

erary

T. PETERS.

Correspondence.

LITERARY

easy

it has
and

no

trades

literature

has

none.

respondents so charmingly describe, finds
no imitation here.
No Johnson or Madame
Piozzi, Charles Lamb or ‘Anna
Seward

holds a literary court. The river Charles
has no Sunny side or Idlewild. The Boston
editor is a literary .shop-keeper, and the
average Boston writer is a respectable peddler of literary wares.
Several well known magazine writers,
whose names

it might

be

impertinent

to

2

give, spend a large part of their time in the
Atheneum, which is one of the most quiet
as well as the most extensive libraries of
the city. Here are prepared many of the
most thoughtful and instructive articles
that appear in Harper's Magazine, Secrib-

and

spare,

an

uncommonly

face, and in the
to sadness and

expression, earnest almost
blent with sternness, the

marks of God's own born ard sworn knights,
the men of sorrows not their own. The
Berghs are an old ** Knickerbocker” family,
native to New York for nearly two centuries past.

came

Their present representative

more

wrongs

especially

of dumb

interested

in

was

led

power,

be-

he

to dwell upon the theme, and to

mark with deepening sensibility the painful
iHustrations of it which every day's observation affords, until the sentiment became a
passion, and the passion concentrated in the
purpose now expressed in a form of pledge,
on a large placard, distributed by Mr.
Bergh's society to those who will accept it,
“1 will protect dumb animals,
God in his mercy protect me.”

and.

may

ties they

sentiment and the object of a proposed
society for the prevention of cruelty to animals, with au engagement of the signers
to unite in such an organization, and with
this little paper he visited the men of character aud position of every party, in poli-

will be recognized,

and

not

until

RELIGIOUS

PAPERS.

1t is somewhat remarkable that neither
Boston nor Philadelphia has religious papers, that, like the Fadependent or Ghristian Union of New
of Chicago, have

York, or the ddvance
a national
reputation.

drew up a simple preamble, expressing

tics, in the professions,

cles, and in

short,

prise, as the

first

in

commercial

engaged
step,

the

the

eir-

and that should

prove

with

the

Atlantic,

-a representative

of

religious culture, has long been under con-

Animals.

Without delay the

were called together.
man was calledto the

n.
chair,

Christianity tex:hes us the beauty and dignity of common and private life. It makes

representative

it valuable, not as Plato did, for the cares
from which it frees us, but for the constant

duties through which we may train the soul

1

=
the

to perfect sympathy and power.

It shows

us that the

ealls and

humblest

difficulty in obtaining a self-respecting inde- pendence, and would soon demonstrate the
En unwisdom.of depriving her of an ade-.
uate opportunity for the full training of
her ivtellectual powers.

Events of the Week.
er

——

ANOTHER COAL MINE EXPLOSION.
The gas in a Pennsylvania coal mine exploded last Tuesday afternoon, killing
about twenty persons and injuring many
others. About fifty miners were exposed
tothe disaster, and the escape of the others.
was fortunate.
THE MODOC PRISONERS.
At this writing there is no public decision as to the disposal of the: Modoc prisoners.
Jeff Davis & Co. are not yet hanged.
They were greater murderers. Oue would
‘liketo see them disposed of -before theModocs swing. In the meantime the captives are kept carefully ‘guarded.: Two
women, whose friends the prisoners were
charged with murdering, were admitted
to their presence last week, to

see

if they

could recognize them as the mgrderers.
They did, and with a vengeance, for they
rushed upon the Indians, one with a revolver and the other with

a

sheath

knife,

and it was with difficulty that they were
kept from killing them on the spot. A
shameful and painful affair occurred soon.
after at Boyle's
Camp.
Some
Modoc
prisoners were being escorted under ‘guard
to a place of confinement, when

they

were

or-

lot brings

tation owning £5,000 a year, he has cut
down his household expenses, so as to save

money and found a family. Batler, footman and pages are not now at the palace.
And a witty country wag libelously avers
that the Bishop is shaved by the lady’s maid.
He rides to confirmation in a gig, or sometimes walks all

the

way

in

wet

weather

spring with both,” trying to ‘decide which
to adopt. ‘Last week'they had z trial of thé

brakes,

on

parallel

level tracks, “ald the

cirenmstances” and “conditions being alike.
and the resultis reported: “to be favorable

to thé Westinghouse

brake.

The trial ex-

cited general

interest, “and

many promi-

nent

meén

country

railroad

in

the

were

taking care that one of his literary chaplains present to witness it. The anxiety of this.
gies of the most exalted virtue to meet and privately inform some of the London news- road to get the best and ‘the safest in ali
satisfy. It impresses upon us the solemn papers of his truly humble and Christian respeets is Creditable and’ gives them a des
served public confidence:
truth that life itself, however humble its spirit.
A NEW TRIAL GRANTED.
condition, is always holy; that every moment has its duty and its burden, which
-A
despatch
from Albany. says the court
Zion's Herald must be credited with these g
Christian strength alone, the crown of sound remarks :
of appeals, by a unanimous opinion, grants

opportunities

incorporators
and

only or most appropriate province. Yroae
woman needs is the thorough, protracted
training requisite to the full and harmonious
development of her powers. Let wonggm
be kept, to the school and her books as long:
as her brothers are, and she would find less .

forms

like manner, though in a far different spirit,

in his enter-

men of his native city, almost without an
exception.
With this honorable roll and
Boston publishes numerous literary periodthe draft of a charter, he went to the legicals that circulate in all the states of the |
islature, and after some difficulty succeeded
Union. But the circulation of her religious in getting a bill passed, incorporating the
main, confined to
periodicals is, in the
signers of his agreement as the American
the Eastern States. A project for starting Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
a religious magazine, that should rank, in
a literary point of view,

including

25

attacked by a party of Oregon volunteers
and several of them murdered.
There
was no just cause for such a cowardly at‘tack, and the Government pretends fo be
displeased by it. But there is yet no attempt to catch the murderers.
us that the Christian hero will ennoble the stituted ; and the word ‘‘communion,” FAILURE OF A FISH-TRANSPORTATION PLAN.
humblest field of labor; that nothing is which was applied to the sacrament from
A plan has been lately proposed to stock
mean which can be performed as’ duty, the first, points clearly, as the Epistles western waters with eastern fish, such as
but that religious virtue, like the touch show, not only to the new covenant, but to shad, salmon, trout, &c., by transporting
That a body repof Midas, converts the humblest call of the new commandment.
them in vessels of water from our eastern
conscience into spiritual gold. The great resenting the various denominations of Prot- waters. The late attempt to transport newphilosopher, Plato, has left an instructive estant Christendom and meeting to bind ly hatched shad in this way to Michigan
and beautiful poetic pieture of the judg- closer the bonds of fellowship should be un- has failed. The fish died rapidly on thement of souls, when they had been collect- able on account of prejudice to make use of way, and they had to be liberated to save
ed from the regions of temporary bliss and this expressive symbol is to us a reason for them.
But new trials will be made, the
pain, and suffered once more to return to grave regret. Nevertheless, there are many parties b eing confident that they can ever
‘the duties and pleasures ~of earthly life. other matters concerning which Christians cross the continent with live fish. Indeed,
The spirits advanced by lot to make their of all names are substantially agreed; and an aquarium car containing fish has already
choice of the condition and form under there is no reason why our Baptist brethren reached Omaha from Boston, bound: fox
which they should re-enter the world. The should be driven away from the Alliance or San Francisco, ouly a few of the fish “hays
dazzling and showy fortunes, the lives made uncomfortable at its meeting by 'in- ing died.—A telegram states that this car
of kings and warriors and statesmen, were sisting upon a symbol of union to the use of was wrecked bey ond Omaha.
soon exhausted ; and the spirit of Ulysses, which they ohject.
MASTER CAR-BUILDERS’ CONVENTION: :
who had been the wisest prince among
The
annual convention of ‘the UZ 8
The London Church Herald describes the
all the Greeks, came last to choose. He
Master
Car-builders
was held in ‘Bosté
advanced
with sorrow, fearing that his Bishop of the period in a way which cerlast week.
There was a large attendances;
tainly
illustrates
freedom
of
speech
in
Engfavorite condition had been selected by
and questions relating to ‘improvements
| some
more
fortunate
soul who
had land :
Cunning and clever, he keeps, as chap- constructing cars, so as té- give passengers
gone before him. Butto his surprise and
greater ease and comfort as well: as SSAfetgt.
pleasure, Ulysses found that the only life lains, lick-spittle creatures of the baser sort,
were intelligently diseassed:
Fes
Db
which had not been chosen was that of an who hoist moral storm-signals to see which
A TRIAL OF BRAKES, XK TOaTW J
obscure and private man, with its humble way the wind blows, or who act as clerical
There is quite a competition’ HOHE
cares and quiet joys: the lot which he, detectives in plain clothes, and inform his
the wisest, would have selected had his lordship ef their earnest labors. The Bishop | railroad men as to‘the relative’ vale of” Ne
and “vactum Brakés “THe
turn come first; the life for which he long- only exercises hospitality when such work Westinghouse
ed since he had left the folly and mean- is absolutely essential, being stingy, penu- cars. The Boston “and Mathe* roid Has
ness of station, wealth and power.
In rious and grasping.
With nauseous osten- been expefimenting duriii@ the winter and

animals while filling a

of delegated

Animals,

opinion, that the shepherd bard did not
have as yet been wrung from the legislaperfectly understand the use of the harp.
ture of New York.
A strong effort was made at the reSpirit of the Press.
cent session of our legislature to place
as
rank
front
the
in
York
the state of New
Writing, of Sunday Traveling,
Tra
the Chrisregards the efficient protection of animals.
4)
ian
Intelligencer
says:
Mr. Bergh’s bill, though strenuously opposAgainst the demoralization of every comed by the class of interests and the kind of
munity
through which Sunday trains pass,
politicians to whom restraints in the interagainst
all forms of Sabbath indulgence and
est of good morals and humanity are odidisturbances of which they are prolific sourecmajora
by
accepted
ous, was nevertheless
es, against the fatal tendencies to Sabbath
ity of the members of both houses, and
desecration which spring from the competithe day of its final passage was apparently
tion of rival lines, and against the inevitaday,
very
that
of
fixed. On the morning
ble evils which Sunday traffic brings upon
however, an agent of the omnibus lines and
the army of employees ‘and their families,
others opposed to Mr. Berghis interference
the voice of remonstrance should be unceasgame
cattle,
horses,
of
with the treatment
ing from the press, the pulpit, ecclesiastical
fowls and animals, pigeons, &c., in this
assemblies, Christian associations, and all
purse
city, arrived in Albany with a heavy
other available agencies.
made up by such parties, for the defeat of
the bill, Just two things are known to
The Independent, referring to the deterhave happened: the purse was emptied,
mination of the Evangelical Alliance to disand the bill was killed. The connection of
pense with the Lord’s Supper at its meeting
the two circumstances is best known to the in October, on account of Baptist Sorunles,
parties concerned, but can easily enough says:
be guessed by anybody.
Vor.
We hope it is not necessary for us to say
——— rer
that we regret, as much as any one can, the
| necessity which leads to the omission by the
Beauty of Humble Life.
Alliance of this sacrament of brotherhood.
The lesson of Christianity urged and en- We believe that, while it was primarily inforced by nature, is the inestimable worth t¢fided as a memorial of our Lord, it was
of common duties, as manifesting the great- also intended to manifest the unity of beThe prayer of Christ for his disest principles; it bids us attain perfection, lievers.
ciples
‘‘that
they may all be one” seems to
not by strivingto ‘do dazzling deeds, but
by making our experience divi ine; it tells have been made when the Supper was in-

diplomatic position near the Court of St.
Petersburgh, about eight years ago. Happening to witness certain cruelties which
keenly outraged his sense of justice and of
the responsibility

to

ceeding in fullness

the

On his return to bis native country, in
1365, Mr, Bergh engaged at once in what
proved to be his mission and life work, He

One does not hear of *‘press din-

ment of English literary society, which cor-

though

Jarge proportion of that stature is. given up
to a tower of a head, in whose high dome
a phrenologist would find room for the
amplest organs of our nobler moral facultics, while the physiognomist might
trace in the long and strong features of the

editor than this,—*‘How shall I establish a
literary reputation ?” Let the young writer
begin literature as a recreation only.
Let
him write little and well.
If he have abili-

he has received recognition will it be safe
a livelihood by
ners” here as in New York, or literary par- for him to venture to earn
|
his
pen.
ties as in Philadelphia. The social ele-

.

I ask,

Mr. Bergh is a man of commanding stature,

sation.
It would pay a minister, a teacher, a lit-

B.

———
BosToN, June

in

meutal and

his own fatherhood.

$8100 to £300, $150 being the usual compen-

And love that wins and keeps the heart.
dt 4

oneself

civil,

where can the fuel come from ? and I know
of no probable answer unless God himself
imparts it direct from the infinite storé of

Apple-

series

social,

a marvel of moral resources to me.

that the

rejected book manuscript is as large. Fhe
number of manuscripts offered to the Sunday
School publishers of Boston is greatly in
excess of the demand for really good books,
and only a small proportion of these would
literature. The prices
make creditable
manuscripts vary from
book
these
for
paid

Hopeful,~though hope seems all in vain;
Trusting, ~though weary leagues apart,
With beauty such as lives in thought,
Ina

put

perience of a life time.

Peaceful ;— as fixed stars that shine
More bright for storm and darkness o'er,
Nor scorn to lend their light to guide
-Barth’s homeward bound, on sea and shore,

hd

trash;

are accepted, and of those that are accepted,
many treat on subjects that cover the ex-

Y et, ‘patient, dwell lo mid the grass,
And brooding sing through lonely days.

En

for

lucky names for a certain

the articles offered

fill the summer air with praise,

Boston

$15,000

force,

muscular, day by day, makes a mystery and

and to write a book is to achieve a fortune.
It is true that a few very successful
writers are very liberally paid. But not one
in ten, some editors say one in twenty, of

Joyous ;—as birds that warbling rise,

N.

into vast

for

articles, and he fancies that to write a story

AA

—

Saint John,

Bret

year

to 8200 for an adventurous article. He
hearsof ten per cent. paid to the writers on
the sales of books, and of special pri ices

My Friends.

And

that

per

some excellent compositions ; and that Ned

paid to
rel

learns

$10,000

Such a heat, hotter than ever, after eight
years intense combustion and conversion

tons is compensated on the acceptance of
his article at the rate of $10 per printed
page, and that the Atlantic pays from $100

The Worning St far.
WEDNESDAY,

aspi.ant

Harte receives some

ordinary writer for the Harpers and

a When Agents receive premiums, ho percentage
¢1 moneys sent for the Star is allow ed in addition.
#9 We send no books out to be sold on commig#on_ or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
hem.

[)

vails that, as the poet expresses it,
“ Authors of modern date are wealthy fellows.”

Number

of come after, and pick up the words which
complaint and suggestions to prosecutors, others let slip in a running talk, or to
have been compiled, printed and distribut- check their impetuosity, that he may point
out to them their missteps. Had he lived
ed to all correspondents. Societies correspondingto this, adopting the same name, in the days of Solomon he would have
with the addition ‘of the name of their flattered the royal sage with an intimation
state, and employing a commen emblamatic that some of his proverbs were but plagiseal, furnished by the original society, have | 2 risms ; or, had he been a contemporary of
been formed in twenty-five of our states, Solomon’s father, would have felt himself
and laws have been enacted in those states hound to give the slayer of Goliath somes
lessons on the use of the sling, and hinted
through their influence, in. some cases exand force those which |* o the sweet, singer of Israel, his private
Cruelty

weak and lowly. A few minutes spent in
conversation with Henry Bergh is enough

articles offered him, and these must be such

often published in the Atlantic, and

BERGH

If there is anything

teacher or farmer, which will leave him

leisure to work with his pen.
Even the articles. of the better class of
writers are often rejected. The literary
shop-keeper can buy only a fraction of the

Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N.H.
L RM, BURLINGAME, Publisher.

H.,

New York Cor oTDORdRAe,

cessful writers can rely upon their pen for
a livelihood. A writer of unmade or uncer+ tain reputation should have some resource
besides authorship. He should engage in
some occupation, as, for example, journal-

STAR

FAMILY.

ISSUED

FREEWILL

G

N.

DOVER,

Volume XLVI
THE

JUNEE 18, 1873.

per

which

require

all the

ener-

ganization was completed ‘by +the election
of Mr. Bergh as President of the new socitaken for carrying it into effect. Among
ety, and of suitable persons for the minor power, can do and bear; and that the
ner's, the Galaxy, and Appleton’s Journal.
Conthe
here,
the denominational papers
Let it be understood that our duaghia a mew trial to Stokes. There are two .
offices.
Next year the society appeared at perfect character is the character of Jesus,
Visitors find their way into the superb art gregalionalist has the widest circulation,and,
whefl they have physical ability, and: am opinions ‘written, one by Grover and the
rooms of the ‘Atheneum, but seldom into doubtless, exerts the widest.influence. Per- Albany, through its President, to ask for who fulfilled the greatest mission in the
aptness
for it, shall study as long. as eut other by Rappalli, The charge is held to
the reading and writing rooms. These last haps no religious journal has displayed a stronger statutes for the protection of ani- humblest walk, and showed to the world boys do, and have as thorough, an . educa: be erroneous on the point’ ‘that the aw
mals against cruelty, and: for increased that the simplest experience may become
are a solitude, whose silence is unbroken,
more marked and steadily growing improvetion, with such post-collegiate training as presumes thurder fromthe fact of killing.
with a heavenly beauty, when
even by the wheel of the horse car. The ment during the year. Its managing editor powers for arresting and prosecuting of- radiant
and Gills on the’ prisoner to mitigits oF
The ' successive legislatures of hallowed by a spirit of constant love to their tastes and capacities, indicate, - and justily ; “also that there were errors in ex:
book worm:here may solace himself with is O. A. Richardson, who is a brother of fenders.
what must be the inevitable result 7 Floun=
all the sentimental joys
j
of Southey’s experi- Albert D. Richardson, whose counection 1866 and 1867 enacted stringent laws addi- ‘God and mdn.— Thomas Starr King.
ces will drop from dresses like leaves in cluding proof of threats by the deceased
ence,
with the “Tribune in its palmy days, and tional to those already in force, on the sub{autumn from the trees, by a necessary and to kilt the prisoner; ‘also an error in per“My days amon, lhe dead are cast;
whose popular book ‘Beyond the Mississip- ject, the latter (1867) giving agents of the
natural law. Girls can not then be ‘brought mitting Mrs. Morse to contradict Jennie
Egotistic Talkers.
Around me I
’
pi” once made his name familiar in almost society, approved by the sheriff of the coun‘Where’er my eyes I chance to cast,
out” at sixteen. ‘The early school days will Turner in a collateral matter called out
—
ty, authority to arrest persons violating
“Suv: mighty minds of old,
every American home,
Almost
every
circle
is
blessed
with
the
not
be interrupted by. a vain attempt. to in the cross-examination,—nameély, as to.
v never failing friends are they,
The Congregationalist is one of the tenants these laws, and devoting the fines collected egotist, who exercises a kind of dictator- crowd the studies of twenty years info ten. whether she left Mrs, Morse’s against hex
With whom I converse day by day.”
Other well known writers make free use of the new Congregationalist House, where it of such violators to the purposes of the so- shipover it. Are you in mistake asto a The mindof the girl will not be perplexed wish and because detectives were said to .
matter of fact ? He can not suffer yod to with the illogical mixture of primary and be after her soon after the homicide. Oth-.
of the Boston Public Library, which is has very pleasant and conveniently arrang- ciety.
;
But by far the most important results ef- proceed until yon are corrected.
Have professional studies. She will: have. little er points were discussed, but these are the
“open to all” and is well
provided ed rooms.
a word on the end ‘of your tongue? time for serial literature, and less for novels. | principal ones. ‘Stokes received the vews
with. desks for literary work.
A larger
The Watchman and Reflector, which at oye fected have been in the education of public you
number of periodicals are received here tima seemed about to overstep denomina- sentiment throughout and even beyond the He at once comes to your relief. Do you Her tastes will be constantly cultivated by with the utmost calmness, and says (hat
He quotes rules wholesome models, and ber mind strength- pow he has no doubt of his ultimate scquitthan at any other reading room in the coun- tional limits, and become a religious paper United States, mainly by the example of talk ungrammatically?
try, and the library itself’ is the largest in for the people, but which afterwards ap- Mr. Bergh's indomitable perseverance, and and gives examples like a pedagogue. ened to demand solid food. The founda- tal. He hopes to be admitted to ball at am. |
America, with the. exception of the Con- parently changed its purpose, is the leading the contagion of his enthusiasm, spread.yDoes he discover that there “is a link want- tion will be well laid for her a “variety of early day.
BETTER, FOR SAN FRANCISCO.
:
It is abroad by the daily press, of necessity in ingin the chain of your argument? He pursuits which will riot only be a “source of
gressional Library at Washington.
As a organ of the Baptist denominations
, Mayor Wolford of San Francisco has
reference library for authors it has no equal, exceedingly liberal for a denominational the records of judicial proceedings, and in bids you stay till he has supplied it. Do revenue and independence to her, but full
LITERATURE AS A PROFESSION,
paper, and in the controversies concerning the disputes often arising on cases of you drop a word to which he has devoted of satisfaction in their pursuit. Her com- vetoed the ordinance of the board ef sgm=
Never were so many people attempting restricted and open communion has taken a novel interference with long berated inhu- much research ? He asks you whether you pass of activity will ‘not be narrowed to pervisers requiring the heads of Chinese
its primitive
signification,
and téaching, to lessons on- the piano, or to in: prisoners.to be, shaved. of their. pigtails
to earn a livelihood by writing for the press generous position, /and has treated the sup- manities. The fame of his crusade extend- know
ed
to
the
remotest
parts
of
the
land,
and
posed
minority
of
open
communionists
with
different ingtraction in p: Afting ‘and draw- algo the order obliging Chinese lanndeymes.
straightway
inflicts
upon
the
circle
a
long
asnow.
One who had charge of an editor's desk would stippose that a large pro- candor and fairnesg, Its principal editorial wherever a human heart was wounded by philological . disquisition. - When you' re ing. i God's providenéé is “ever” crowded. to pay $15 per quarter for cach, man em
portion of all the teacherd, students and writer, Dr. Upham of Chelsea, is a gentle- wrong to the dumb, the first thought came late an incident which you suppose new: He hasa ‘place for every ‘intelligetit “mind, ployed. The action, of the: mayen Tygels.
t
great majority ofthe,
6b ery varioas “did possible Aven: the ‘approval of the
boarding school girls in New England had man of fine scholarship,ripe experience, large to be that “of appealing to their champion, and affecting, your friend listens without: and: for
0i Lh opposed Lo.
you have done, he obs opment of mindy The ‘great fitld of oigi- public, slip
been seized with a common aspiration. for sympathies and well known excellence ‘of in New York, for advice and encourage- emotion. When
a
the honors of ruthorship. “Writers,” re- religious character. Whatever he contrib- ment to attempt a remedy. Letters of this serves that he heard the same: dong:agoy nal study and invesgigition i¢#s wide’ ‘ope’ Chinese immigr
uitufcipdl
Tegfsin
the. forg
ihefore
woman:
4s
man:
She:
has
Yoenfoutid
sort
without
.oumber
have
reached
Mr.
reading.
and
adds
a
very
material
circomstawée
thoughtful
to
entitled
well
id
utes
marked an editor to us recently, ‘‘are as}
ere
NT
ne
ad hat:
to ho apatient and persevering: oBserveisl ersecution.
thick aa blackberries in August.” The The paper has a well earned reputation for Bergh from all parts of the country and which you omitted. He i3 never dwkenc by:| to
The
hecrets
of
maturerhdve
not
Yeptin
to“
be
have
been
invariably
and
attentively
ansurprise,
and
it
is
impossible!
ceo
ive
dim:
It
better established periodicals estimate “that the value of its‘foreign correspondence,
has published many excellent letters from swered with his own hand. The laws of any information, ' And yethe .ne¥br takes disceroed-yets- They are waiting forTovitigy of refri, Wién 6d
they receive ten times as much manuscript
aroused and is kept Big by) a kind of
as they can use. Writing for the press as Dr. Pressensé of Paris and Peter Bayne of this city and state, and the by-laws of the the lead, in conversation, nor advances an eyes to fall upon them. The whole field of
mad
zeal.
literature
invites
her.
The
novel
is
not
her
|
American
Society
for
the
Prevention
of
original
thought,
[It
is
his
business
to
H.B.
a profession does not pay, Only very suc- London."
fry
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PROF,
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confessions.

The design

however,

abode of the soul, and we, who cdre not

to

of Joseph,

make this erime, this madness and wrath to to embalm their dead, and they knew the
praise him.
What God intended had no | process so *well that bodies, preserved by
influénce on their intentions, - the ‘¢ good” [them have been kept from decay until our

A, HOWE.

he meant to “bring to pass” was not the | day.
offspring of their sins, but of hig dirceting ing.

JOSEPH,

is open now.

' By and 4

the wight of death

will come. If you reject the Saviour, you
can have no hope of a glorified kome here-

trayers, and yoully tools in the hands of unprincipled men. She hud just witnessed an
execution, but it did not alter her purpose,

clothed in white raiment.”

atter,
No hope
dear departed.

Perhaps she looked back over the centuries,

of life,”

and heard the Saviour say, *1t is enough
that the disciple be as his Lord.” As she
sat on the sea-shore, bound, the incoming
waves at first only laved her feet, then rose

can be obtained in, this life.
“And
he
that overcometh, to him will I give power
over the nations.”
“And 1 will give him

higher and higher till they kissed her 1ips,
{and then, one more wave, and the bitter-

than one could obtain here.
To be ruler
over offe or two nations, at most, is all
one

of a

a

sacred

rest with

the

UG

Homeward.

The Jews seldom practiced embalmThey wrapped the bodies of the dead

providenge. . He turned the currents of in spices and sweet gums, but not with
evil into the filter of his over-ruling power
intent of preserving them from decay.
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JERUSALEM,
the Holy City threugh

“a crown of life,” and

eat of the

hidden

We

shall

manna,”

the morning star.”

That

wear

given

sand

the

Surely this is greater riches

is more

an

We

entered

the

~ Commuiciions.

.

fh
i

shall

be

¢g
“ree

than

power

person could expect In this world, Wa
ness of denth was past !
shall
be “pillars in the temple” of our
What
was
it that badé her executioners
North, or Damascus gate, and went at once
from which they flowed out again pure and
The coftin in which Joseph was laid, if
God.
“To. bim that overcometh will I
20
back
from
their
cruel
purpose
«and
witto the Hotel D’Amerique.
[ healthful, saving ** much people.”
construted like those of which we have
grant to sit with me in my throne.” Ang
ness
40
their
manhood,
by
restoring
_
her
to
It
was
too
‘late
in
the
afternoon
to
do
We ought to be grateful that God has examples, fitted the body closely, but was
all people shall say, “Blessing, dad honor,
GENESIS 50: 15-20.
not let loose in the world a monster which open over the face. These coffins, after much move’ than get comfortably settled, life and home and hope ? It was the same and glory,
and power, be to him that sitvoice
that
bids
us
retract
‘We
foul
wrong
a
(though
way to the housertop from a |
he can not restrain and control.
Man receiving their precious occupants, were
teth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb,
QUESTIONS, of"
we
may
have
jnvolved
ourselves
deeply
in
balcony
on
the
second
story,
and
were
out
|
may sin, for: God has made him free to | placedin an erect position in the sepulforever and ever.” Also,*‘our light affliction,
15. Of what. were the brithicn of Joseph
early the next morning to sce the sun rise Ww roy doing) because it is wrong. Dut
choosg good or evil, but God will set bounds chers.
aid? Why would the death of Jacob expose
which is but for a moment, worketh for us
expediency
had
a
suggestion
to
m
The
The houses are of solid mat m to this? To what must their fears be atto the evil, and hedge in the course of sin.
"Here we leave Joseph, embalmed, cof- over Olivet.
a fur more exceeding and eternal weight
tributed? Why do men fear to meet God? How
. We know how the sin of these men was fined, in the tomb. In his death the world sonry, the second floor or roof being sup- girl must be now convinced that‘her sex, of glory.”
can such fears be allayed?
Will not this be indeed “a
There are, however, no youth and beauty would not save ler, and
16, 17. What statement did they make to Jo- | used of God to save the lives of multitudes
lost a benefactor. His character has no ported by arches.
crown of glory that fadeth not away”?
seph?
Was it false or true?
Why would such
her
foes
be
accredited
with
great
clemency,
in Egypt, and in all the bordering countries, superior, and but few equals, amoung the floors, but, instead, a pavement of brick or
4 request have influence with’ Joseph? How do
if she is’ now terrified enough to yield. So “Human love is sweetest when it leadeth
When we regard the grand results of God's noted men of the Old Testament.
men regard the last request of their friends?
Yet Jo- stone, and for the roof this pavement is
they recovered her from the surging waters, to 4 more divine and perfect love.” And
What prizes did these brethren put in for thems working in this event, our hearts are filled
seph was no better than we ought to: be, plastered,
selves!
How and why was Jacob affected?
who can love us with so great ‘a love as
The light was roiling up in the east, and and again bade her pronounce the shibbo18. What did his brethren then do? Their with a sense of the divine goodness, and Out of his soul shines forth no virtue that
Christ? He tells us “I have loved thee
leth
of
the
party,
Her
kindred
pleaded
words? Show that the‘ spirit of revenge was awed by the consciousness of his nearness
ours should not have. If we have studied a slight shower was passing over the city,
with an everlasting love.” “I will never
not harbored by Joseph.
Gen. 45: b, 7, 14, 15.
It with her, * Dear Margaret, say, ‘ God save
to men in all their ways.
W hat art of. joss h’s dreams are here fulfilled?
his hisgory. aright, we have felt new inspira- when we reached the top of the house.
leave thee, nor forsake thee.”
“God gave
y
he Teply of oseph? What does this queswas a most solemn and impressive moment, the king.'"
21. The fears of the troubled, guilty men tion td goodness of effort in our lives.
his only begotten, Son, that whosoever beto ‘imply?
o whom does vengeance belong?
Now
the
maiden
had
received
the
idea,
Joseph allays, He‘ pledges to them their give us this incentive, the Scriptures have As we look southward, a little to the right
Deut. 32: 85.
Whom
will God punish and
lieveth in him should not perish.” And
«whom
pardon?
is Mount Zion, where King David dwelt. that the king, being an unconverted nan,
safety, he assures them of the sincerity of so fully deseribed his history.
they crucified him! “Greater love hath no
20.
What does he further say? The character
his forgiveness of their sin.
Immediately before and very near to where would be dealt with according to his charof their thoughts? The design of God?
How
man than this, that a man lay down his
acter,
without
regard
to
his
kingly
office.
was their guilt affected by the purpose of God
It was not difficult for him to pardon ofwe. stand is the Mosque of Omar, on the
life for his friends.” That would be comto overrule it? To what end did God govern
site of the temple where God was visibly Time, that changes many things, sometimes
fenses against himself. It would have been
their sin?
Bul Christ laid down his
paratively easy.
21. What assurance did Joseph give them?
present and where the Son of God walked | modifies our opinions, sometimes shows us
difficult for him to harbor feelings of revenge
life for us, his enemies, and cried, **Fasher,
How should we regard Joseph if he had punish|
that,
reasoning
from
false
premises,
we
in his pure spirit.
and tanght.
A little further to the left, over
ed them? What virtue does he exhibit? How
Through Christ all the
forgive them!”
does ©hrist tell us to treat our enemies?
The exercise of forgiveness was emphatthe city wall and acress the narrow valley, have consequently adopted wrong conclu- gloriou promis
will be fulfilled. Heaves
s
2. The age of Joseph at his death?
sions; but time, fire, flood, and rack, sepASnd ITrcident.
apparently a stongls throw from the Mosque
ically taught usby Christ. In the Lord's
3. What generations did he see? What is
en will bring—
arately
or
combined,
never
uproot
the
said of Job in respect to this? Job. 42: 16. To prayer, and in answer
of Omar, lies the Mount of Olives.
to the question
BY MARILLA.
“Darkness to tired eyes,
whom is this privilege promised?
Ps, 138: 6.
——
E—
2
of
Peter,
¢
Lord,
how
oft
shall
my
brother
Jerusalem is spread out like a map before mental attribute {hat leads us to hear and | Perplexed with vision, blinded with long day,
24. What did Joseph say? Of what land did
“This is pleasant, Ruth. I am glad you us. We stand a moment thinking of its determine acwording to evidence, though And rest to busy hands, glad to fold up,
sin against nre, and I forgive gm ?” and in
he speak? How did he know this?
What did
And lay their work away.”
the Lord say to Abraham on this subject? Gen.
invited our friends to come last evening varied fortunes. No other city so blessed our natural abilities may be too weak to
instructions
about
our
duties
to.
our
ene15:
13—16.
“They
shall hunger no more, neither thirst
comprehend trath, and our education such
mies, as well as by the Golden Rule, we instead of this; it is so much better to or cursed!
Seventeen times has it been
25. What oath did Joseph require of the chilany
more.”
“And God Shall wipe away
dren of Israel? Who are meant by “the children
are taught to forgive from our hearts those spend my last hours at home alone w ith my taken and pillaged, and within its walls as to prejudice us against it, and our wills
of Israel?” Why did Joseph desire this? What
all teaas from their eyes.’
too
undisciplined
to
submit
to
it,
when
submillions of human beings have been slaughwho have injured us. It is sometimes a sister.”
should be our chief concern in view of death?
E.T.J
26. After Joseph’s death what was done to
The speaker was aman of thirty years, tered. What distinguished characters have mission would be tacitly saying we have
arfficult
command
to
obey,
and
because
of
his body?
What is it to embalm?
When was
sometimes make proud, talented and handsome, winning lived here, walked these streets and looked |{ been wrong. This position is like that of
the request of Joseph performed?
Ex. 13: 19. the difficulty of it, men
Rev. J. W. ¢lolman.
the artist who would paint Prometheus
Where were his bones deposited?
Josh. 24: 32.
no effort to heed it. But the heart that re- love and even reverence wherever he upon this scenery !
ul he prepared for death?
Are you also
fuses’ to forgive is malicious, and malice; chose, and, consequently, a favorite. in soWhile thus meditating the sun comes up chained to a rock, with a vulture gnawing | This ambassador for Christ received a
ready?
ciety. Christians had a strong desire that ovér Olivet, first gilding the domes and at his vitals, and so he purdhased a captive, | call to return to that court from which he
lies onlv one step short of murder.
an old man, and subjected
Yim to torture, received his commission,
while at his
22
ooseph was shorter-lived than his Robert Clemens should devote his life to towers on Mount Zion, then Moriah, and
NOTES AND HINTS.
that
he
might
have
a
living
illustration of son's
God,
knowing
what
a
powerful
influence
residence in Providence,
May 16,
finally shining cheerfully upon the whole |
.ather, but dies of old age at last. Disease
"At the time of Israel's death, Joseph was
was almost upknown
to the patriarchs. he had over all his associates, and many a city.
The birds are chirping and singing, | the attitude and agony he wished to trans- 1873, aged 68 years.
We must take up many
in the full vigor ef his years. He was fifty- Their life was in contrast, and in many re- prayer was offered for him, but in no other the Arabs are calling to their donkeys or fer to his canvass.
He was born in’ Canaan, Me, iin 1805, in|
crosses,
before
our
selfxabnegatien is com- dulged a hope in Christat the age of 13,
six years of age; for, as he was thirty spects favorable to their Jongevity, with the heart was there such an intense yearning,
hawking their produce through the narrow
when he first stood before Pharaoh, and
life of men in modern times. They had such a feeling that they would not be de- streets below. ' As the sun rises higher, the | plete. The dead are passive, bus the paint- and commenced preaching on the fourth
nine years elapsed before the arrival of Ja- less care, less hurry, less madness for mon- nied their request as in the heart of his olive trees and other shrubs, and every rock | er’s model was a living man, and hée#writbed | of July, 1824,
Replying to Robert's and path on the Mount of Olives, ean be | under torture.
The first half of his ministerial labors was
cob, after which Jacob lived seventeen
ey, less adoration for the frivolous rites of only sister Ruth.
Sometimes we are not quite eousistent. | in comnection with the Freewill Baptist
words, she said, —
years, this must have been his age at that society, and followed the laws of nature*in
distinctly seen.
It seems very near, and
I thought it would please you.
Then, only a slight elevation, being only abeut two | We inflict positive pain, physical or men- | Denomination. He was associated with our
time.
respect to eating and drinking 'as we do
too,
I
wanted
a
long
talk
with
you.
It hundred feet higher than the city wall. | tal, and Jook calmly cn, and serenely say, first interest in Boston, and for many
On his return to Egypt he was feared by not.
‘his brethren, who thought that he would | Joseph, however, in his public life, ate of seems so lonely to think that you will soon Though steep and roeky, it is tame and | ‘“ Bear it,” and as our victim passes through vears had the pastoral eharge of one of
| various stages . and is wounded, and uneasy, our churches there. He also, while with
How I rounded.
now proceed to take vengeance on them the forbidden fruit which brings early death ‘be a thousand miles from me.
shall
long
for
your
presence!
low
I
for their crime of long ago.
One of our first walks was out through | and passionate, and res entful, and desper- | us, had the care of several other churches,
to our doors. He had great cares upon
15. Thirty-nine years have passed since him. He made his public life a season of shall think of you, and dream of you, and the eastern gate across the valley, through ate, we give the screw another turn each | He was twice chogen as a delegate to the
long, long the garden of Gethsemane and over the time, ostensibly to teach our subject stoi- General Conference, and was a member
the brethren of Joseph sold him into Egypt, devotion to the welfare of Egypt, and was count the weeks until this
year
shall
have
passed,
and
you
will be Mount of Olives to Bethany. We lingered eism, patience, gentleness, meskness and of the ninth and tenth sessions of thi
but this has brought no peace to their con- preyed upon by the duties of his position
submission ; but this Athenian painter was body.
As chairman of the committee on
once more by my side.”
in the vicinity of the garden, sat a few minscience, nor forgetfulness of their sin. until he died.
a
consistent wan, albeit he was a heathen, moral reform, he was out-spoken against
Thus,
for
hours,
the
brother
and
sister
Now that Jacob was dead no reason reutes
in
the
enclosure
said
to
be
the
very
23. One of the gratifications of Joseph’s old
mained for further restraint, and Joseph age is mentioned in this verse. ‘‘Children’s talked, recalling the days of their happy spot where our Saviour went with his disci- and he reasoned that if he inflieted pain, it whatever might lessén the sanctity of the
would proceed to punish them.- How lit- children are the crown of old men,” wrote childhood, before they had left their beauti- ples, picked a few of the pretty wild flowers would manifest symptoms; and he would Sabbath ; he considered dueling as murder,
ful home, béfore the death of their parents, now in full bloom, then commenced climb- | have been disappointed if the old man had and his condemnation of sin in its various
tle they appreciated goodness of heart! Solomon, and truly wrote.
That crown
they
themselves,
and the years of grief which followed this ing the mountain. There is a path winding not been convulsed. The captive asked for forms was too plain and forcible to be
like
been
Had Joseph
Joseph wore.
He saw the grandchildren
He
well might have feared him. If they had of his sons. They came to him in his cwn sad event.
round the southérn end to Bethany and au- pity: —he might well have demanded jus- misapderstood -; or to be without effecs.
would have the ministry and the church
There was sotpething at once tender and other leading almost directly up its western tice.
felt the forgiveness of God, we might think house, and were dandled on his knees,
do all in their power for their removal,
“ Pity thee, so IT do, *% * «
that they would not have been so suspi- caressed and embraced in his arms.
They pleasant in this reminiscence, and Robert slope to the top. We took the direction
But what were a thousand lives like thine,
His views on church independence were
cious.
A guilty conscience does thus take were favored-with a more honorable ances- Clemens’s voice grew husky and more than between the two, and in a zigzag® course
To one of deathless tame like mine?”
decided, and he was ever ready for their
.away peace, and forbid us to confide in the try than the prince royal of the realm. Of one tear fell trom his dark eyesas they spoke picked our way up the mountain, often
When nature, unable to suffer more, gave defense.
:
virtue ef-athers,
all the names celebrated in the history of of their mutual endeavors to make each pausing to look off over the city and land- -way, the man was lost in the artist, and he
As a preacher he was able. His vivid
scape.
Around
us
are
many
old
graves
other
forget
all
sorrow
when
they
were
doubtwas,
Joseph
to
~16, Wha person sent
‘anciént periods, none excel, few equal, in
breathed out his regretful aspirations to the imagination, his ready use of Bible figures,
with Hebrew and Latin inscriptions. OutJess,one of themseives. The message given genuine virtue, in. executive ability, man- left alone in the world.
divinities he worshiped,
his warmth of soul, his love for his Master
There
was
another
subject,
unspeakably
side the walls of the city and on the Mount
as from Jacob to Joseph bears no internal hood and worth, the name of Joseph. He
and
for sinners, begat an earnestness and
“Ye
gods!
would
I
could
paint
a
dying
man!”
Of them it might dear to Ruth’s heart, of which she wished of Olives are the whife temts of travelers,
marks of truth. We can not asserf that it honors his descendants.
gave
him a power which fitted him for a.
“Dear
Margaret,
say,
‘God
save
the
to speak ; but knowing his dislike for all usually flying their nation’s flag.
:
was a false plea, manufactured to move Jo- well be written, ¢* the glory of children are
successful
eyangelist.
He
saw
revivals
king;'”
and
the
pallid
lips,
with
scarce
religious
conversation,
she
hesitated.
Imagine my surprise and pleasure when
<seph to promise them no harm, but we can their fathers.”
from
his
early
ministry
to
his
latest
labors.
muscular
power
enough
to
frame
the
words,
Still, she felt that she could not let him go there issued from one of these tents, with a
say that it appears to be. Jacob had no
24. Joseph knew that he was near his
He
leaves
cohverts,
who
came
to
Christ
sighed
out,
“God
save
the
king.”
‘She
without one more appeal, At length she warm greeting, Rev. Mr. Taylor, whom I
suspicion of insincerity in Joseph toward end. He said to his brethren, who had
has said it, she has said it,” said her friends. the past. winter, sorrowing that they shall
said,
—
had not seen since leaving college sixteen
his brethren. The student of his history been summoned, *‘ I die, and God will sure“Robert, it may be we shall never meet years ago, and Rev. Mr. Sturgis,a class- What a mighty triumph for stalwart men, see him here no more. His artistic and
and character feels that such a suspicion is ly visit you, and bring you out of this land
poetical powers were marked, and he has
again here. Won't you give your heart to mate and friend of my brother. From a —the subjugation of this lamb of the fold!
a wrong to so noble a spirit. The oath unto the land which he sware to Abraham,
left many hymns now in use.
God? Won't you throw aside all your tower on the top of Olivet, we had one of But hark, she has not yet finished the conwas needless. We have no reason to doubt to Isaac and to Jacob.”
As I stood by his dying bed and took
fession
of
her
faith.
True
to
her
stern
skeptical ideas, and Bcoept of Jesus Christ ther most interesting and extensive views
the trust of Jaceb in his favorite child. We
his hand, he asked the charity of his former
We may not suppose that Joseph died as your Saviour ?”
theology
she
added,
**
if
it
be
God's
will,”
our eyes ever rested upon.
We look down
have far more reason to think that this prior to the decease of any of his brethren.
brethren and said, “Tell them to meet me in
“I had hoped that you would let this upon Jerusalem, every street and house dis- and her integrity sealed her fate. To some,
'brethJoseph's
of
fabrication
a
heaven.” For twenty years he has been
story was
The word ** brethren” seems here to be night pass without any allusion to that
tinctly visible. Mizpeh and Gibeon are five her last resting-place was a martyr’s grave. connected with the Baptist Denomination,
wen. It thus accords with their character.
used for Israelites. The Scriptures have subject. Ihave told youthat I had no
To
others,
her
execution
a°warning
never
~
or six miles distant in the northwest, and
17. It was a skillful plea. It was urged not recorded the time of the death of any
laboring as an evangelist and pastor in
wish to be a Christian. My ind is fixed Bethlehem about the same distance to the to express an opinion contrary to that of the New York, Massachusetts; Maine and ConIt was repreat the opportune moment.
other of Jacob's sons, but the omission can and can not be changed.”
And the look southwest, and Bethany less than a mile ruling powers. To some, her persistence
sented as one of the last requests of his not be explained to mean that they all outnecticut, He was pastor of the church
one of haugh- away directly south, There is a gradual was an evidence of being well estiblished
to
changed
kindness
tender
of
just
had
he
burial
in Stonington,
Ct., at the time of his
dead father, from whose
lived him who was next to the youngest of ty defiance, as the young man uttered these
descent to the valley of the Jordan and Red in the faith; to others, it was a perversion death. Such of late bas been his incessant
returned. The sacredness which the last the family.
of firmness, which is obstinacy. Some
bitter words.
sea, which is in sight, and in this clear atsvishes of our friends have in our eyes was
labor that his physician considered that
called her sentimeut heresy, while others
The
Israelites
must
have
greatly
multispeak
don’t
brother,
own
my
Robert,
mosphere
seems
very
near.
The
mountains
“0
put upon this plea with Joseph. It appealoevrwork shortened his days.
thought it’ was not a matter of criminal
ed with irresistible force to all that was plied, and been, at this time, an important to me thus. I cannot endure it. It was of Moab beyond rise like a wall, Nebo be- jurisdiction.
His bodily sufferings were often intense,
part
of
the
population
of
Egypt.
More
my
great
love
for
you
that
prompted
the
ing one of the highest points. Bethel is in
but as he neared the evergreen shore his
noble in him, to his whole nature then.
The years have counted out their centuries
than fifty years had ‘passed since their ar- words,” exclaimed Ruth, and great, scaldsight, only ten miles distant, directly north.
Moreover, it is asked as a favor to Jacob,
spiritual vision and soul triumphs were acsince
Margaret died, but her record has had
rival
in
Goshen,
and
consequently
‘they
ing tears, tears wrung from a heart full of A high mountain, with a volcanic appearcompanied with some of the sublimest and
not to them; and as an act of grace, not as
something
to
do
in
molding
character,
that
deserved.
They ground this plea, also, on were now wedded to the country by many anguish, rolled down ber cheeks as she ance, ten miles off in the other direction,
has its sphere of action, to-day; and evi- most glorious utterances connected with
their 1autual relations to God. . Joseph him- ties. Besides, Canaan, the land of promise spoke.
the death of saints,
“| marks the location of Hebron a few miles
dences that, we helieve,no unhallowed gain
“I know it, sister. I know you love from its southern base.
self often needed forgiveness of God. Could from which they removed, was now in the
At ong time, rallying after a terrific
of
place
will
compensate
for
the
loss
of
the
possession of men that knew not Jacob, me, and ilove you better than all else on
he, then, refuse to pardon the sins of God’s
paroxysm
of suffering, he said, ¢ There's
We sat down and rested beneath y fig soul.
D.
servants against himself?
This request nor his right to much land in Hebron and earth or in heaven. It was my hatred for re- tree, probably not far from the spot where
a good deal that is pleasant, about it. I'm
MiAS
caused Joseph to weep. It touched him to Shechem. Many difficulties hedged the way ligion that made me speak so cruelly. Come, the Saviour cursed one upon which he found |
going
home,—going
home,
yes."—At
to
an
immediate
return
to
their
old
home.
see the contrition of his brethren, to witRuthie, cheer up. We have only a few no fruit. We wound along the eastern
Short
Sermons.—No.
1.
another, ** nearing the city,—Nearing
“the
ness the distress that their sin, committed Joseph did not advise them to go at once.
more hours to spend together. The train slope to the foot of the mountain, and crosscity.” Awaking from a state of semi-in“Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and sensibility, ¢¢ I've been to heaven,~no, not
nearly forty years ago, still gave them. It Perhaps he knew of the prediction that they leaves at two in the morning, you know. ing another ridge we are in Bethany. AlHe did Now let's be happy while we can,” and
his righteousness, and these things shall quite, been through a little gate leading
affected him even more to be distrusted by should live in Egypt in bondage.
though but two miles from Jerusalem,
Yes, all ‘‘these upto heaven.
« them, and to be thought capable of revenge. know that God had promised a return to Robert came back to his sister's side, and neither the city nor the summit of the Mount be added unto you.”
Jesus and the multitudes
« It was reviving a painful subject which he (‘anaan, and in that promise Joseph trust- spoke again in his usual kindly tone.
things,”
which
we
so
earnestly
desire, and were there. I did not quite reach the Goldof
Olives
are
in'sight.
We
saw
the
prehad once dismissed, and demanding the ed.
riches, en Gates.” Again, “1 gee Jesus, I am
Morning found Ruth Clemens still sit- tended grave of Lazarus, the ruins of the labor so constantly to obtain;
25. Because of his confidence in the prom- ting in the room where her brother left]
* words of forgiveness of which the spirit
house where Mary and Martha lived and fame, power, love, or any other thing which waiting to get ‘hold of his hand. Just as
- had been cherished ever since their first ar- ise of God, Joseph ‘took an oath of the her.
Their parting had been most affec- the house of Simon, where Jesus was in- may be striving and seeking for. Christ the clock was striking four, while“the birds
aival in Egypt.
children of Israel” to carry his bones into tionate, but the moment Robert was gone
vited to a feast. Of course none of these rebukes us, and says, *‘ Seek ye first the in the garden were singing their early
18. Again we see the proud, imperious Canaan for burial. It is evident that Jo- Ruth felt a sadness, an indefinable dread
localities can be Identified, but over these kingdom of God, and his righteousness.” notes, he said, “I am going now,—Good
“men, who said, * Shalt thou indeed reign seph saw their return to be a distant event; for which she could not account.
All day hills, and perhaps along these very paths, That is better than all the rest, therefore bye,” and immediately expired.
over us? or shaly thou indeed have domin- otherwise an unsworn promise from his shewandered about the house, unable to
we ought to seek it first and most earnestly.
He leaves a widow, one daughter, and
our Saviour walked, and that gives them
“ion over us?” prostrating themselves, like brethren might have sufficed. The oath was read or rest.
Christ says, ‘‘Seek, and ye shall find,” and four sons. IHis sons are all suceessful Bapan interest that is linked to no other spot.
the sheaves before the sheaf of Joseph, in a pledge of the whole tribe, to be handed
That nighta telegram anaounced a terin finding that, we shall find*“all these tist clergymen.
J. MARINER.
‘his dream.
* Behold we be thy servants,” down from generation to generation, until rible railroad accident,and Robert Clemthings,” Can we doubt Lis word? They
Providence,
May
20,
1873.
:
is language denoting a surrender of then: the day of return should dawn.
ens's name was among the fatally injured.
certainly will “be added unto” us.
Per
Margaret.
CARTY,—*¢ Charity never faileth.” Stars,
selves to him, for him to make sheaves of
“I shall goto my brother,” said Ruth,
This oath was sacredly kept, and the
haps not in thi8 world, and if they are, not
Oo
them if he saw fit to spare their lives.
and
suns, and systems! ye are appointed to
bones of Joseph were not forgotten,
Ex.
“he may need me.”
Only eighteen! and her dying hour had inthe way in which we expect them to
‘19. The reply of Joseph was every way 13: 19. Why Joseph wished to bave his
She went, but he had no need of earthly come; not, fathers and mothers, as it came come, But we shall certainly have them endure but for a time; notwithstanding
worthy of him: * Fear not, for am I in the remains deposited in the land of promise
your appearance of permanenee, ye carry
agsistance now.
to your daughter, when. fever ran its rapid in heaven.
place of God?” He means—does it not we can well understand. He wished to be
That form, so strong, so manly, was
Why do we toil so, day afier day, if not with you, in .ybur gloricus marchings, the
course, or decline wasted more slowly a
belong to God to punish, and to take ven- identified with the people of Israel, and to terribly‘'mangled.
Only the face remained
young life away ; but it came when health- that we hope for greater happiness of some sentence ‘‘ that ye shall end ” stamped upon
geance ? ‘and shall 1 presume to do it? be remembered among them. He preferred unsearred.
ful blood coursed through her veins, and sort or other, when our work is done? youall! But *‘ charity never faileth.” The
Every man 'who takes revenge for wrongs to have his heritage with the people of God, _ Thus did Ruth find the brother she had when bright hopes lay in her future. When We shall have perfect happiness and rest wan who, actuated by the love of the Crea‘inflietéd ‘on’ Him, usurps the place of God. | to be known and honored as a child of loved so well.
She had no tears now to death entered your homes, loving hands did in heaven.
The ‘‘unspenkable riches of tor and Redeemer, drives out * by little and
“Vengeance i¥ mine, I will repay, saith promise rather than as a prince of Egypt. shed. Her agony was too decp for tears, what they could to stay its progress and to Christ” are promised. We shall be heis little ” all selfishness from his soul, shall
the Lord.” "Children are not to cherish an He was a true Israelite, not an Egyptian. for wherever she might go this thought alleviate the sufferer’s pangs. Friends and of God, and joint heirs with Christ.” . And shine hereafter amidst stars which are never
to be quenched, when * there shall be no
atigry spirft towards one another, nor are Hence he chose a burial place among the would follow
her, — he rejected the neighbors gave you willing aid, and when what earthly riches could build a city like more
light of the sun, neither ofthe mosn.”
men std woméh to
oe py a state in which the descendants of Abraham.
Saviour, and now he is dead.
they could do nothing more, evinced their ‘‘the city of my God, which is new Je- Toe ait in whom faith has wrought by
they can rot’
ee
ve us our debts
Perchance this sad incident may be read sympathies by kind inquires; but ib this rusalem,” the city of the kingdom which love, shall have their place in a firmament
It matters, however, little to us after
a we forgive
Hat
death whether our earthly tabernacle dis- by one who has requested friends never other case, kindred stood by, with power- we shall inherit? “In my Father’s house spread out for eternity, on move ia an orbit
which, if it change,y wil11 change ‘only through
“90; Joseph ags
Lito state the solve in one place rather than another. The again to trouble him "by speaking of re- less hand! and neighbors had ceased 10 be are many mansions. If it were not so, I | increasing
speed in poston ng the will of
ye
:
evil, against. me.” } gros matter cf interest will then Tespert the ligion, If so, take warning. Mercy’s door friends, and had become informers, and be: would have told you." We shall “be their Lord.
ott
Es
Essential Truth :—The unrest of the
guilty continues until they know that
they are forgiven.

oA

had given him occasion,

exact oaths concerning our place of burial,
in making this assertion, was to put in con- may legitimately dnd wisely consider where
| trast with it the thoughts of God who | our souls will have their final home.
“meant it unto good.” God intended to
26. It was the custom of the Egyptians
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Above
E.

H. SEARS.

Above the stordhs and thunder-jars
Away

air,

beneath the naked

stars,

Ris¢s the Mount of Prayer!

way ; and picture ourselves

The cumbering bars of mortal
Here break and fall away,
And the harsh noise of human
Comes never; Let us pray!

life

How silent move thy chariot-wheels
Along our Supine ground,
‘Whdse thickly-folding smoke conceals
- Thy camp of fire around!
‘We tremble in the battle’s roar,
Are brave amid its calm ;
And when the féarful fight fs o'er

.'We snatch thy vittor-palm.

On surface-knowledge we have fed,

tual acquirements, he

And missed the golden
grain;
And now I come to thee for bread
To sate this hunger-pain.

The Tree of Life in mystic rows
flows

Ambrosial fruits hang o’er the waves
That pour their cleansing flood,—
Thy fount of love the heart that laves,
And fills with royal good.

That good 1 seek, yet not alone
The hungered heart to fill,
But as the angels nigh the throne,
Mad e swift to do thy will;
Thy will, unmingled, Lord, with mine, &
"Moat makes all service sweet,
And, charged with messages divine,
Puts wings upon my feet.
No need of sun or moon;
The glories falling from thy face
© Make my unchanging noon.

1

‘Wonderful Compensations.

mind with God’s wisdom and goodness.

found

the

conceivable

velocity

the

and

of

Unprofitable Talk.
—

the most part,

we

character

and

foundation

of

distance”

is a

who

long for

influ-

example

in

of

influence

in

the

for

word,

of

of

while

our

sion.

Do we

not,

then,

need

kingdom
Weekly.

of

God

“Think

is

me

for the cold without. A copious supply of
fuel is at hand, not in the form of wheaten
bread of our tables, nor fruit of any kind,
none of which would answer the purpose,
but in the greasy flesh of the whale, walfat

is

eaten

raw, and with a relish, being found a wonDr. Kane says that

he

and his party ate it as a real dainty, so keen
did the demands of the internal fire make
their appetites! It raised the animal heat
to a point which enabled his men to resist
a cold which kept the mervemry solid. Under the glow which it imparted, they were
prodigies of endurance and activity.
There are ever in the outward world symlife.

Nature

is con-

stantly speaking to us of grace. The law
of compensatien is as clearly
established,
and as generously maintained in our spiritual, as in our physical life.
With us, as with the planets, there is a
foree driving ue off from our =ppolnied center;

yet we

have often felt, and

may

ever

feel a hand upen us which would bring us
back to the orbit in which alenc we may
sing and shine. There are a thousand influenees in subtle operation to taint our
spiritual atmosphere, but we have only to

* throw open the windows of our hearts to
the vitalizing breath of the Holy Spirit;
and though the miasma of death be upon
us, the vigor of life instantly suceeeds.
The

eold

which

greater than an

assaults

aretic

cold

our

which

hearts

is

freezes

mercury.
It is well able to,and often does,
when not properly resisted, turn them to
utter insensibility.
A eold world, a cold
church, and a cold generated much nearer
to us tifin either, when combined, tend to

crente a fearful spiritual condition. But
the eompensation is found in the vitalizing,
heat-producing Spirit.
How wonderfully
he cap dispel the cold from our hearts!
What a fire he can kindle within us!
“Ob, that it now from heaven might fall,
- And all our sins consume ;
- Come, Holy Ghost, for thee we call;
.
Bpirit of burning, come.”

As in many cases in the natural world,

there compensations are simply provided,
not forced upon us, We must lay hold of
“the hand which can stay our destructive
flight from the center of life,
We must

call down,
which

by. believing

refreshes.

We

prayer,

must

ask

may give us. the Spirit, to melt with
divine our frozen hearts.— Mudge.

the rain

that God

beams
[

A good example is the best sermon.
4

but

man

offend

man?

Seeing

we

not

find

in

But

men

far

Satan

will

fight

You

for

Devil's weapons.

Do

—I
1

his whelps and

not

Keep at

and

God

borrow

the

Leave alone all his fiery

darts, sharp arrows, bitter words, railing
accusations, and all the machinery which

he uses to destroy the children of God. You
can not mse these,—you would be mo match
for the Devil, fighting with his weapons.

Do not study Satan’s tactics, nor take lessons im hell’s fencing school.
Qutwit the
Devil by telling Gods truth.
Walk so

straight that the .crooked serpemt can not
follow you. Fortify every weak place where
Satan tries you. Hold up the shield of
faith against his darts. Take the sword of
the spirit anc cut with it right and left.
Live so near God

that

you will

be

and

Only

‘ Yes,” said he, ‘‘ the

lead. Canaan is before you, Ezypt behind,
—make haste and you shall outstrip your
home of rest at last.

signed

the

just

temperance

till she got mf down where 1 had not been
before for thirty years—on my knees. Then
she said, * O God! help him! and T said,

¢ Amen!

and

she said,

O God! help my

poor Ned, and strengthen him

pledge,” and I hollered
Joud as I could holler.
time we ever
not the last.”

knelt

to

keep

together,

but

it was
:

After the Chicago
GRAHAM,

REAL

his

‘ Amen! just as
That was the first

Fullness
=

in

PERRY

ESTATE AND

Fire.

LOAN

in which the buildings were

consumed

and the Fire

Insurance companies have failed.
~
NOW IS TME TIME TO INVEST
here, and to place on loan.
OFFICE AT PRESENT,

166 LASALLE
45L

How difficult it would be to name a noble
figure, a sweet simile, a tender or attractive

relationship, in which Jesus is not sed forth
sponding’ saint!
balm.

Am

1sick?

Am

He

is medicine.

He

is

Am

I naked? He is clothing. Am I poor? He
is wealth. Am I hungry?
He is bread.
Am | thirsty?

He js a surety.

Ie is water.

Am Iin

Am I in debt?

darkness?

He is

a sun,
Have I a house to build?
He isa
rock.
Must I face that black and gathering
storm ? He is an anchor, sure and stead-
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in form, can be easily carried ih the pocket, and
adapted

perfect

NIvs. Child’s Series.
‘°
“The Christ-Child,

A®~ Life of Wm. Burr, 75 cents, including postage.

printed

choice

BAPTISM.

the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
:
do
do
do
dozen,
Communionfst,
single,
. do
dozen,
Choralist,
gingle,
do
dozen,

The Sacred Melodies
revised

TO

Rainy Day
A Raipy Day at School,
Birthaiy Present,

Co.,

Engine for Sale!

Lessons

ENTITLED

been

and

CHURCHES

OF

Master and Pupil,
Bell,
May
Sabriha Hackett,
Auni Mattie,
Light from the Cross,

wholesale

Send your orders to the STAR OFFICE, Dover,

Vol.2

THEE WORK

has

at

cash,

New 3-octave

Shining Hours,

tist home, and would not fail to have a goed influence
apon the readers of our Sabbath School Libraries.
A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.

do

SOMETHING NEW!

stereotype plates, made from new

Andy

in

A pew edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out:
of press. The price has been reduced from $1.00 to
75 cents, and will be sent postage paid on receipt of
that sum.
.
:
This little volume should be in every Freewill Bap-

do

procuring advertisements for our paper (name mentioned) in the above cities, and authorized to contract for advertising at our lowest rates.
21tf

These
ment.
livery.

Life of Wm. Burr.

History,

J.B. FORD & CO., 11 Bromfield St. Boston, Mass.
.
20tf
AS.

part

beautiful in style and

* Starlight

. Lo

Exclusive

&

wil

and Or-

pubatalogue of New Sunday Sehool Books just
lished 5 the Freewill Baptist Printing Establish-

latter 2 cents

Address,

Raise a club!

JOHN

or

Superintendents

been clofhed in an entirely new dress, and present
a very comely appearance. It should be in every

ner, will be sold upon

34

oe Next?

of the

N.Y.

Waters’,

Illustrated Catalogue mailed.

AND

* This little book has been revised by the author, ha

Great Juvenile Magazine. Enlarged. 336
Pages
Choicest Reading.
Charming Pictures.
nly 40 cts. a year. New
CHHROMO, ‘‘ WEALTH
OF THE

cash,

TO PASTORS

New

Co., in the most substantial

2 to 6 large bottles will

1

rgans are the most

At their Great Medical Depot, 195 & 197 Broad Street,
Providence, R. I 4}
6m12

Our

cure cases given up by physicians.
The only cer=
tain care
for Sciatica.
Large bottles, $1.50;
small bottles, 75 cts. Sold by all Druggists.
lyeowll

t What

prices

including

Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,

PREPARED BY
S. FLILINT

H.

low

tone ever made.

afllicted

Engine, which was made by the Swamscott

1s a positive cure for Sciatica, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, Lame

Sprains, &c.

for

Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-mem
ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper covers

Write for Testimonials and
Circular.
Call for Mrs.
Linus Belcher’s Cure.
Sold by all Druggists.
Price
&1 per bottle, or six pottles for $5.

town

& PINKHAM,

CHRISTIAN

for Female Weakness
WITHOUT SUPPORTERS,
an

very

Broadway,

Melodeons

Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,

Sent by mail on receipt of 30 cents by the Publishers.

from

makers,

years.

Dealers

! 481

Pianos,

gags, of first-class

and retail druggists, Franklin Square, Dover, N. H.
Orders by mail promptly and faithfully executed,

SUNSHINE

Made

and

Medicines.

For sale by LOTHROPS

A novelty for every Christian worker.
Hymns and
tunes that never ‘wear out,” for the family worship
and prayer meeting. A few pages of practice and pieces

Cure

by all Druggists

HORACE WATERS & SON

Offer

of 100

firet class
FPiamos,
modern
improvements,
for
235 cash.
The Waters
Concerto
Parlor

of the Quaker Bitters,
FEELING!

:

Great

balahee in small monthly installments.

with an incurable disease,) after taking a few bottles

Responsive Scripture readings, with many songs.
Illustrating ! Enforcing!
Inviting!

*1y45

bh

dispose

It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and paves

Sunday School.

JOHN

1 t146

-— §

Hysterics

declining

TOOLS

Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill Machinery, (bot
Circular and Upright,) Iron and Brass Castings,Gas
ompeters and Gas Works.

Bitters just the ar-

their

.

of every description,

.

The Aged find in the Quaker

Close to the heart!
religious needs of the

GREAT VARIETY! DEEP
INTENSE MELODIES!

uable medicine.

:

MACHINISTS?

the Quaker
Bitters.
\
.
Bilious, Remittant and Intermittant Fevers, go
prevalent in many parts of our country, completely
eradieated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.

BY FP. P. BLISS,
1873, Now Ready.

'
LATHES,

of the blood, bursting through the skin-or otherwise,

gered readily by following the directions on the
oftle.
.
or Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements
it has no equal; one bottle will convince the most
skeptical.
]
orms expelled from the system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the
most obstinate case.
g
:
Piles; one bottle has cured the most difficult case
when all other remedies failed.
“aR
Nervous Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache, &ec.,
eased immediately.
Rheumatism, Swelled Joints, and all Scrofular
Afflictions removed or greatly relieved by this inval-

Difficult Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Side and
Chest almost invariably cured by taking a few bottles of the Quaker Bitters.
Female Difficulties, so prevalent among American ladies, yield readily to this invaluable medicine,

SUNDAY SCHOOL SINGING BOOK,

CONTAINS

Portable Steam Engines,

Dyspepsia, Heart Burn, Liver Complaiaf, and
Loss of Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
|
Lassitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation
SHAFTING,
cured at once.
Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches, and all impurities [*
TURNING

cured or much relieved.

SUNSHINE!

is well

no reference

’

& CO.

on Cocheco

attended

in manu-

Also at No. 68 Daniel St., Portsmouth, N. H.
Cement Lined Water Pipe made to order and

Sale increasing.
WANTED for our

Pocket Companion worth: $10.00 mailed

HUBBARD

&o.,

Salary or Come

over 600 pages, only $2.60.
Incomplete and inferior
works are offered, look out for them.
Send for circulars dnd see proof of the greatest success of
free.

SHEA

at Factory

pub-

LIVINGSTONE 28 yrs. in AFRICA
the season.

City Sewers,

Mr. SHEA has had ten years experience
fauturing Cement Drain Pipes.

\

30th Thousand
2000 more LIVE

INTRODUCED.

and

Pipe can be cut at any time. and branch in two.

12620

CI

YET

Town

Culverts,
Well Curbing, and Chimneys,
better and cheaper than wood or brick, as

8th St,

York, for best selling book

lished, $30 a week and expenses.
mission.

&

ARTICLE

Praing

they will not decay, but continually grow harder
and smoother.
They have a joint which gives no
trouble in transportation or laying, and the Cement

of parties claiming to

»

fast. Am Ito be tried? He ian advocate,
Is sentence passed, and, I,an] to. be con-

demned?

THE

For House

are Bryant's Library of Poetry and Song,
and Miss
Beecher’s New Houschoepirs , Fae
Toth selling

bells, annually, than any other foundry-in the coun-

cheer a de-

I wounded?

Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.

2 Brilliant Books for Canvassers

which have been made at this establishment during
the past twenty years) and are now making more

and

AND

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invariably cuve the following complaints :—

for

5

Continue to manufacture those BELLS (which have
made TROY celebrated throughout the world, and

for Churches, Academies,

of Hydraulic Cement,

MALE or FEMALE

Old Established Troy Bell Foundry

try,

STONE Pipe,

WORKING
CLAS
$60 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at nome, day or evening; no capital required; full instructions and valu-

TROY BELLS.

Wrought Iren Pipes.

STATIONARY

DOVER

Manufactured

4teowls

CHICAGO

public.

Christ.

and

Cement

3 cents.

Street,

¥,

AGENTS

sinner

TILE

What

AGENTS,

Flue

Welded

& (O.,

Ofall the money we had placed on loan, we have
notlost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases

manufacture Genuine
Foundry is ror, and

—

to woo a reluctant

Plain and Galvanized

OF

Ferules for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ; «

Back,

TRY, N. Y,, said claims are intended to deceive the

.The

"MANUFACTURERS

Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes Tor Print Works ; Lap

pledge,

arms round my neck; and I didn’t know
she was so strong, as she pulled and pulled

AGENT,

Valves; Steam Whistles: Locomotive, Marine, Tubu..

this

her face so pale, thinks I, she’s dead, and
i've done it now.
But she wasn't dead;
she opened her eyes, and then ‘she put her

character

prised, disconeerted, disturbed, nor. hindered.
Keep near the mercy-seat,
and
walk where the pillar of cloud and fire shall

have

matter’s

away. I was just in time to cateh her; and
as she lay in my arms, her eyes shut and

out of

of a servant of Ged will stand the est. No
one cam kill you but yourself; keep self
right, and all else will be provided or,
““ Think it not strange.” Do not be sur-

foes, and enter.the

something;

and, so help me God, I'll keep it!"
;
_‘“ She started to her feet, and she did faint

the Devil's reacl; and walk so uprightly
before men that ne one will believe the lies
that are told about you.
Water will find its level. Froth will
float, mud will sink, and the real

do

it to her by degrees.’

the matter ?”

It you

fight for God,

you.

break

PAUL,

SOUTH NEWMARKET, N.H.,

lar,

Close to the Bible!
Close to the musical and

““ Well, Ned, what is it?”
‘“ Why, I think I shall—that is—I mean
to—to—Nancy, I mean”——
Anything
““ What's the matter, Ned?

the work.
Double the watches, and double
shot the guns.
Pour in God's truth like an

avalanche.

Felt.

—

she had n't looked to please me; and now
I am planning to break good news to her
gently, for fear it would upset her.”
As near as I could gather from what he
told me, he found his wife sitting over the
embers, waiting for him. © And coming into the house, said he,—
.
‘ Nancy, I think that"——

us P—Chsis.

is after.

AMOS

Bteam and Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Irom.

think of it; why, the night before, I'd haye
knocked her down, just as. like as not, if

send his hordes of yelping hell-hounds on
your track, with lies, slanders, insults, and
abuse.
Si
What then?
Keep right along.
Do not

stop, that is what

TER

We

yi

he had been a hard drinker and a cruel

I must

discus-

not have the friendship
are sincere, hypocrites
If you are lukewarth
get along very quietly
if you are earnest for

a Wife

away, or she’ll up and

glory.

will hate-you.

ER BIT

MACHINE COMPANY.

of the Heart Regulator is ONE DOLLAR
per bottle, and can be obtained of any druggist.

For

I thought of my wile—what will my wife
say to this? Strange that I should think of
my wife the first thing, but I did; and, as
1 was going home, I said to myself, ‘ Now,
if T go home and tell her all of a sudden
that I have Signed the pledge, she'll faint

It not Strange.”

the world

DR.FLINT’S

-

refuse

had almost become used to it. *¢ But,” said
he, ¢ the very moment 1 signed the pledge

LL

| the world,

increasing.

;

The pre

husband ; had beaten his poor wife till she

he

disenchant-

within

and the demand is still

Wright.

The most Shilling and powerful book ever written
on this subject.
presents a startling array of
Jacts, and containg revelations never before made
public, Send for Circulars and Terms to Jomes
rothers & Co., 79 Sansom 8t., Phila.
13t21

FRANK E. INGALLS, sole Agent, Concord, N. H.

A man at whose house I was a guest, told

ment? Is there nat danger in trusting to
those who say, ‘Lo, there!”
when the

better | like a roaring lion, with all

is to the internal process of combustion
what the storm of wind is to the burning
forest.
The fire within burns the brighter

any

wo

adapted to its purpose. The air, condensed { pups to come baying at your heels. If he
by cold, supplies the lungs at every breath can tempt you into sin, or frighten you from
with a greater quantity of oxygen, which duty, he will de that; and if not, he will

spiritual

together

is a perfect man,”

How

own

its sacrificial

By Julia McNair

Enlargement,

entertainments

shall never be a word amiss nor a word too

ungodly

heresy in the far fields of limidess

|

oc-

¢ If

the same

where is that

anywhere.

discourse

Palpitation,

are confident we are doing the public a benefit. and
not trying to impose on them a worthless preparation.
Send for circular containing testimonials, &c., to

of

when

notice

them for no other end than to be their
shame, by discovering their felly and weakness.

private,

Christ

we

and® trash ; as if their tongues were given

provide

Intemperance and covetousness aud strife
prowl about our very tiresholds, but we
prefer to chase the dragon of theological

should,

experience,

of anthracite ever equaled it, or was

bols of our

common

and societies of men

wife? The preventive is at hand. It con- | God; at war with all sin, and trying to win
sists of a wenderful internal fire, No fire | souls to Christ, you may expect the-Devil,

derful beat-exaiter.

—

much.

Many

casional .touch from the Ice King, with || are honest, you can
If you
fingers charged with seventy degrees minus. | of rogues.
What, under such circumstances, prevents { will not fancy you.
man’s body from becoming a frozen lump, and sleepy, yo may
as inanimate as the pillar of salt of Lot's in the world; but

Even the clear

Regulator,

moral mirage.

“enchantment

Calvary is bereft

wheels

thirty-five degrees below zero, with an

rus, and seal.

in

which

Shams, Osstfication or Bony
Formation of the Heart,
hewmatism, General Debility, Water about the Heart,
Sinking of the* Spirits, Pains in the Side or Chest,
| Dizziness, Sluggish Ciroulation of Blood and Momen‘tary Stoppage of the Actionof the Heart.
These forms of Heart Disease have been cured by
Dr. Graves’ Heart Regulator, and we do not hesitate to say it will cure them again. Any form of
Heart Disease will readily yield to its use, and we
have yet to learn of any case where the Heart Regulator has been taken i jroperly and the party not received a marked benefit.
'
We have sold many thousand bottles of the Heart

In all the disorders of the world the
tongue hath a great share.. To let pass
those irruptions of infernal furies, blasphemies and cursing, lying and unchaii1able speeches, how much have we to account for as unprofitable talking! Itisa
lamentable thing that there is nothing, for

declare that, with the thermometer below |
If you serve God, you will
mad
the
zero, such an organization would be de- |
stroyed. Yet explorers into the arctic re- [ Devil. If you sail up stream, you must
If you are chosen out of
gions endure for months a mean cold of |'stem the current.

1

wealth.”

deceptive is the enchantment of distance !”

in bearing others’ crosses,

Given the delicate, sensi-

the facts

Eyes to the blind, and to the poor man

a questionable entertainment, or by defying
a custom or fashion which ministers to the
pride of life:
We waste time and strength

from their centers, as

winters,

he is to such as naked be;

among

non

ONFESSIONAL.

Is becoming very common in every community, and
the sudden deaths resulting warn us to seek some
relief. The disease assumes many different forms,

so,

from this, it can not choose but work this,
to stir up ardent desires in us to be. removed to that
blessed society
where there

tive organization of the human system, and
without

doing

To him that’s dead, he’s life; to sick men, health;

as by declining the invitation of a friend to

them into their appointed orbits.
This law is impressiyely shawa in what
immediately shook ey 22 animal life. Illustrations may be found in almost any diyection.” Take that which is afforded by the
provision nature makes for our resistance
of our

and,

he is to lost ones that have strayed;

A robe

neighbors.
We praise martyrs who died
in the arena, but we will not suffer for conscience’ sake on a small or obscure scale,

in-

and

cold

T offer him to you—

offer of him;

generally, and most of all ourselves, so

is attacked

supply.

off with

cient force arrests their flight,

the

ONVENT

all thé fullness of

Is any hungry, to all such he’s bread;
Is any weak, in him how strong is he!

or low ; but the duty which

courageous testimony

grandest

through unnT
effi-

were we

“A way

We often, as Christians, envy those who
have stpod in some “imminent deadly
breach,” while we shrink from bearing

both

if bound on a lawless career
limited space, a silent but

to external cold.

free

SW AMSCOT

FOR

SECRETS

fragrant

any sphere, high

sure

sweep of his works.
When the atmosphere we breathe tends to a loss of its vital
izing power, in rushes currents laden with
the needed corrective. When the fountains
—ami rivers are in danger of exhaustion, the
with

“In him dwelleth

and thus-fail to build that which is the only

The law of compensation is apparent
to even the casual observer of nature.
When studied closely, it is an occasion of
wonder, and impresses deeply the devout

start

the

perfection:

their

Where planets and suns

and

euce in the public assembly are careless

————

clouds are commissioned

and

thought on things too high for me, and
could see no glory in anything not extraor-

This

A—

and

AGENTS WANTED

and

will challenge you to name a want for which
I shall not find a full’ supply in Christ—
something that fits your wants as accurately
as the works of a key the wards of its lock.

lies nearest to us demands our first altention and is always divinely blessed. How

— Religious Magazine.

details,

vine,

the Godhead bodily.”

dinary. One may serve humbly and truly in

No néed to trim my taper’s blaze,

smallest

gems,

all things was he_ unfitted by nature and clear. Keep thy heart, and then it will be
trainingto be a diplomatist; but a minis- easy to keep thy tongue.
It is a great help in the quality of speech
ter plenipotentiary -he must be. His eye
was fixed on the pomp and ceremony of to abate in quantity; to pounder what we
foreign courts;
Soh the dignities and are going to say. ‘* Set a watch before the
consequence of those to whom many must doors of thy lips.” Ps. 141: 3. He does
apply for favors, He therefore excused vot bid us build up like a stone wall, that
himself from the debt which he owed to nothirg may comé in nor go out, but he
those who had sacrificed almost everything b speaks of a door, which may sometimes
for his education, rejected.the providential open, and ofttimes shut, withal to have a
opening which might have made a man of watch standing continually. A Christian
him, and “studied law,” or, rather, studied must labor to have his speech as contracted
intrigue. He spent years in elbowing and as can be in the things of this earth; and
bégging his way into a third-rate cousul- even in divine things our words should be
In speaking of the greatship, and after a brief season of - authority, few and wary.
ended a life which he had selfishly wasted. est things,it is a great point of wisdom
Before his death he wrote to his old com- not to speak too much. The Apostle James
panion: “You made the right choice. 1 makes it a great character of a Christian's

« All that the Father hath is mine,”
Thus does thy Word declare,~
So the full stream of Life Divine
Flows from the Godhead there.

in the

both

and

But for all the disorders of the. tongue, |
His ambition lay not in the line either of the remedy mmsé begin at the heart. Purge
his abilities or of his opportunities.
Above "the fountain, and then the streams will be

O Lamb amid the.throne!

are

could

clustered

make a

for Lis own and become widely useful to
his generation. But he did not. take the
same view of the case as his companion.

No gift I bring, nor knowledge fine,
Nor trophies of my ownj
I come to lay my heart in thine,

Illustrations of this law

heroes

ly.”

his presence and help in their old age, he
should, for the present at least, devote
himself to the care of the business which
his father was too feeble to conduct alone.
The other youth was similarly situated.
He had suffered from the confinement of
student life;
his widowed
mother and
younger sisters needed thé comfort and support which he only could give; and by re-maining in his’ native town and availing
himself
of a timely opportunity which accorded with his natural aptitudes and ac-

I’ve mingled in the battle-din
That shakes the plains below
And passions born of earth and sin
"Have left their stains, I know.

idiot

as

of her gold,

rose of Sharon.
He is ‘‘ the chiefest among
ten thousand, and the one altogether love-

The conversation
naturally turned upon
their intended avocations.
One of them
said that, as the state of his health demanded an active life, and his parents needed

And all the pages dark and bright
Lie open to my view.
\

Stands in eternal green;
Out from the throne the river
In crystal waves between,

ley, the

and

martyrs in conflicts which. God does not
call us to enter.
:
Two young men, the day after graduation at college, left together for home,

*

strife

Here, Lord, may thy serener light
Reveal my nature true,

Ey

our present

tribute

myrrb, and frankincense, the lily of the val-

near duties,is more worthy than they of our
ambition,
Some great thing, some far
thing, some unusual thing, on these do’ we
waste our enthusiasm, our good resolitions
‘and our golden promises. We even think
ourselves willing. to undergo great sacrifices for the good of our fellows—in our own

li

That shake the eddying

the

1t is a common weakness to imagine that
some calling, remote from

the Storms. :

BY

fields gn rivers and mountains, earth brings

of Distance.

our hands. Price $2,00.
Postage,
extra, 24 ocefits. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more. Or
ders are solicited.
AN "IN UENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

or,
tested Spits

[000
Theories of

’s Creati
bis Origin and Ants,

pn Pol, mo, Price, $1. Will be sent or
post, on receipt
of prioe, he A i,
de
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~ Slections,

The Enchantment
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@he Worning Star.
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18,

needs, now? Can any thing be more conipluck, to wrestle down the hindrances that | plete than prohibition?
‘We have tried
dispute iis way to a large success. There | that for many years,” sags one, ‘and are
are noble, brave and generous hearts among | as drunk now as when we began.”
But
[ the little band of workers.
After all the | is the law to blame? It is rarely the case
aid afforded them from abroad, they are | that any reform measure will execute itforced to carry heavy burdens. They do | self. It needs some moral force behind it,
not faint rior croak, They pray, and toil, and if that is ‘lacking, canit be expected,
and hope. They have a faithful, earnest to stand ?
and sympathizing pastor who means work
But this moral force should be: found in
and reaches after victory, The debt on the the executors of the law. How does the
church property is heayy,” and constitutes Governor dare to. insinuate that the peothe chief discouragement.
If that could
ple of New Hampshire are in the fau't bef
somehow be lifted, there would be great cause our prohibitory law has not prevai
joy and abounding hope.
Failure is not a ed ? They do not execute the law. That
thing to be thought of. Too much has is not their business, They did their part
been done here to go for nothing. The po- in framing it. They have tried also to
sition is so' prominent and central and do their part since, in electing officers
widely related that’ we can not spare the pledged to execute it, but we have seen
prestige of a real victory.
Words of cheer how frequently they have been deceived.

1873.

;

&a~ All communications designed for publication
~anould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on

»usiness, remittances of money, &c.,
&ressed to the Publisher.

should

be

ad-

Special Notice.
We have decided to publish on a sheet by
themselves the Questjons on. the International Series of S. S. Lessons, now appearing weekly.in the Star, and expect to furmistithem for the month of July. The Scriptare lessons and questions only will be pubikshed, a separate sheet being used for those
of each month, They will be found valuable aids for both teachers and Scholars.
We can not vet state the subscription price
per hundred copies, but it will certainly be
as low as they can be procured elsewhere.
ORDERS SHOULD BE SENT IN AT ONCE.

Editorial

are worth much as they are sent even

jt

was

popular,

care

to

get all the clang from the anvils that had
set the staid Bostonians wild with enthusiasm, and to put Mr. Arbuckle and bis silver
cornet inte the foreground to melt sympa‘thetic hearts into {pnderness, make the stupidest souls wong
min the dryest eyes with tears.
wed according to
its intent and purpose, it was every way a
success. No impracticable thing was attempted. It was meant to voice the popuiar gladness and gratitude over the restor-!
city,

and

it

did

it.

The

here

May

than

both

come

Both were pleas-

backwardness

and our “Granite Hills,” and

of the

these to lose their point when ‘we

deal with the liquor traffic ?

Their record is on

high and in the hearts they have helped to
open to the truth. Their works will praise
them, and

their

reward

is

sure.

I

had

learned to venerate and love them through
hearing of their service ; the reverence and

railroads

affection

have

both

been

deepened

by

the people at half
meeting th¢m face to face and clasping
the hotel keepers |
hands in fellowship.
Even more than beusual level. The
fore I have learned to prize the work of the
at one dollar each.
true western pioneer preacher, and to see
The common people came in crowds, and
the tweed and calico were at home no: less | in him the modest but real prophet of
than the broadcloth and satin. The masses our progress that is yet to be.
God bless them every one, and may they
jubilated for themselves, instead of doing it |
never cease to have the sympathy and coby proxy in the persons of a few aristoerat- |
operation of their brethren in the older
and

wealthy

representatives.

And

whether it were the *¢ Twelfth mass” performed by the orchestra, or ¢ the Heavens
are Telling” swelled out by the full chorus,
or ‘* Sweet Home” dropping in liquid melody from Mr. Arbuckle’s wonderful instru-|
ment, or the ‘ Doxology” rolled forth in
surges of--harmony from the whole audi_ence, there was ever an undertone of rev-|
- erent thanksgiving that made the occasion |
both touching and sublime.
I need not stop to speak of the special
reasons for holding this festival. Words
are weak here. Figures bewilden
Plain
and modest statements

are

likely

fo seem

work.

mineteen months

Not by any means among

loo.

‘least

im-

A real and

a

speedy

triumph

there

would be to northern Iowa almost what
the same thing at Chicago would be to
northern Illinois.
May our trinmph
at
both points be like that of the allies at the
Waterloo of civil Europe !
Of the peculiarities of this western

terri-

tory ; of the spreading glory of the prairies,
sheeted with flowers, rolling like the great
swells of an emerald sea, and already

in rebuilding

the

wonderful

that

joyed, and the grateful courtesies received;

and

for a score of years.

Trade

of

of welcomes and kind words not to be forgotten ; of encouragements to work on in

the field assigned by Providence,—of

these

things, and many others
not now stop to speak

I can
Other

points

One reads no pleg for pity, but

are

yet

workers met

to

be

like them,
in detail.
visited,

that belong

and

to

household of faith; and the

other

our

time

special
for

more

specific words will more naturally come
after the tour is ended and there has been
time to gather up the definite lessons which
are now
offered. This letter is long
enough. The rest must be told, if told at
all, in those that follow it.

- all sorts is full of briskuess. Faces glow,
and eyes flash, and lips are compressed,
and voices ring, and steps are quick with
energy.

the

portant of our prominent Home Mission
stations is the thriving young city of Water-

bandman ; of the old fellowships renewed;
of the new acquaintances made; of the
bountiful and large-hearted hospitality en-

<one must see with his own eyes if he would
take in the facts and cure his skepticism.
The great portion of the chief business area
shows only here and there ‘traces of the
terrible fire. The new palaces of trade are
-wven richer than the old, and they were so
many and magnificent as to challenge the
admiration of the world. The grand hotels
of two years ago are replaced by far finer
things. The currents of business sweep
through the streets as though, instead of
‘having suffered so recent and terrible a
check, they had been steadily gathering
momentum

states.

breaking into promise to the eye
of the hus-

extravagant when made to a stranger and
repeated a thousand miles away. The
burned city isso vast

\

Prohiltion or License?
a

pledge to conquer instead,in the very aspect
of the streets and the air of the citizens. For
the bravery that dares] the restless, practical

energy that achieves, and, if the whole
truth must be told,—for the self-sufficiency
that shrinks at nothing and admits no equal,

The Governor of New Hampshire has
sent us his message.
It is very good. excepting the portion devoted to -‘‘temperance and the liquor laws,” and
bad.
But not wholly bad.

paragraph, for instance,

that is very
Here is a

that could

hardly

“Chicago may safely be pitted against the be improved, at least in sentiment :
world, And in her history she does stand
forth as the commercial wonder of the continent and the ages.
Give her three years
from the time when the flames swooped up
her wealth in a night, turned her beauty to
ashes and changed her shout of trinmph to,
a ery of horror that swept around the world,
and the magnificence of” the new city will
almost make one forget the glory of the
«old. Already one stands dumb with sur* prise-over the results of the recreative ener"gy that appear.
To a distant reader all this may sound
like stilted rhetoric or fulsome compliment.

- To eneron the ground it is simple,

sober

statement that falls short of the truth.—But

det that pass.
a

I did not sit down to praise

describe Chirago.

She does

not suffer

for lack of egotism or compliments ; and to

All will admit that there is no evil productive of so much crime, pauperism, and
expense to the State, as the

of spirituous

liquors.

excessive

Tippling

use

shops

are

the great evil of ourlarger.towns and cities;
from those who
frequent them we fill pur
“
almeshouses, ‘jails, and
prisons; and al-

"though we have been for years constantly
lamenting
the evil, and as constantly attemptingto legislate to prevent it, still it
goes on, apparently worse with every attempt to restrain it.
It seems
quite remarkable that, after
using such language as the above, His
Excellency should proceed to suggest chang-

es in the temperance law

that would

remove what

already

checks

the free use of liquors.
tion as

between

we

Tle puts

prohibition

the

and

only

have

on

ques-

license;

states that we have tried the” former for
years, but have failed of the desired results,

pictare her adequately would require more and that it might be well now to try, the
time and skill than 'T can claim. She is latter.
Of course this is delicate ground to tread
sare to be a mighty power. Whether

* chiefly for God or Mammon

. yet quite safe to predict.

it may

not be

upon.

There are as

many

theories

upon

If her chief pow- it as there ave thistles upon a Canada farm,

“ers can be dedicated to Christ and bis
«church shé will hasten the steps of the mil-

and if you avoid one you are almost sure
to be pricked by another, Asis suggested
in the message, this local-option-license

Aennium. If she is allowed to become
‘Satan's servant or ally—well, she will fig- law has worked favorably in many places.
«mre prominently in his list of forges, and the Why should it not be just the thing for

“world will suffer sorely through the perver-| L New Hampshire ?
~ gionof her brain and heart and hand.

for

“bur hardy

soil that produces stanch men,"—are

and the consequent hurry of the

‘count of their fidelity.

brought in and returned
fare. The hackmen and
kept their prices at the
concert ticke's were sold

ic

do

Possibly it might, but why

among men, and

is working

the elevation of other

nations

for

and

es- ctunate, after the

the

tablishment among them.of free institutions,
We trust it will be an ever increasing blessing to mankind.
.

The greatest peril still-jfemains.

Hard-

ship'can be endured, and oppression

brok-

en, and inconsistency rectified, but what
shall be done with moral corruption, eating

as a canker, and paralyzing the life energies ? This foe and destroyer is intemperance, We need not compare it with other
evils or enter into the detail of its ravages
among all classes, ranks and conditions of
men. The heart-rénding truth is too well
known and familiar.

And shall it be that,

after we have nobly overcome such powerful antagonists in the past, and shown ourselves worthy of a name and a praise in

the earth, wo shall bow

—— WELL ARRESTED.

mightily

and fail before

this subtle but ignoble seducer? After all
that has been said, written and sung in ex-

tenuatiop of the convivial cup, there is no

It would be unfor-1

Government nearly gave
its life to free the colored peoplp here, if it
should not now protect them in their freedom.
It seems determined to do so. - Not
only did the military cadets at West Point
recently get their deserts for hazing a colored student, but Jast week three or four Naval cadets were put under arrest at Annapolis for stoning a colored fellow-student.
It is stated that they will be dismissed from
the Academy. The influence of such an
act can not be less than beneficial. Colored young men are yearly getting more andmore of such positions. There is a too prevalent tendency to harass and torment them
on the part of white blockheads:
It is well
then to begin in season, and

convince

both

parties that there is a higher than the social
law which they make.

The Maryland
——A CaNoN R¥PeALED.
Diocesan Convention of thé
Protestant
Episcopal church at its late session in Baltimore repealed the canon of Lay Discipline
formerly known as Canon xviii,, forbidding

absolute and unqualified, is the only tem- more pitiful and shameful sight than a’
perance law that will accord with the spirit -degnkard, dnless it is a drunkard-maker.
and instituéns’of New Hampshire. We | 7%, at a being with the dignities of manare not in the habit of dallying with other hood, with the divine impress on his brow, theatrical exhibitions
and other light and
crime, Why should we with this? Are for vile, sensual gratification, should put vain
‘amusements, This action has met
all the inspiring sentences that have been himself beneath the idiot and the brute,
with'the strong disapprobation of the venerborn of the “Old Man of the Mountain,” would seem impossible were it not so comable Bishop of Maryland (Whittingham),

a

:

The

may

all of

come

to

The aim doubtless is, to prevail upon the
Legislature to alter or amend our present
law so that a license system shall take the
working company.
Most of the churches | place of it. The chief consideration urged
are small, not large in resources, frequent- | in its favor is, that ‘the price of a license”
ly scattered, and holding active fellowship
should be fixed ‘at such a sum as will at
and entering into co-operative labor only least do something towards compensation
through effort and painstaking. - The pas- for the public loss entailed by the use of
tors must often travel much, scatter their liquor.”
In humanity’s name, how is the
labors, accept small salaries, and keep the price of a license going to compensate the
larder supplied in part through their own public for its loss in such cases? The Govphysical toil. They work on with the erpor has just stated that ‘‘there is no evil
agricultural implement in one hand and the productive of so much crime, pauperism
Bible in the other. Study must mix itself and expense to the State,” as this use of
with travel and toil. But there are not a liquor. Will the money that is taken for
few noble, faithful, vigorous men among allowing the stuff to be sold buy back the
them, who are doing yeoman'’s service, and character that is ruined by it, the life that
whose ability and devotion would honor it costs, the widow's hope or the orphan’s
prominent positions. I do not write their support? Will it clear these same ‘‘almsnames here. God knows: them all, and houses, jails and prisons,” which the Govhe does not overlook nor fail to take ac- ernor has just said are filled mainly from

ing accommodations for 1000 musicians,
vocal and instrumental, imported Gilmore

ed

can

courage

well, then, license

other states, we believe that prohibition,

seed-sowers aided to lessen the general attendance. But the meetings were earnest,
spirited, kindling, practical. Generally,
the pastors are‘a faithful, resolute, hard-

Southern R. R. station, putting seats for
40,000 listeners into the great area, supply-

taking

imagine.

season

cheap and taking, though no. lacking in
artistic merit. She reared no special building for it. She utilized the new Michigan

and his band from Boston,

stranger

ant occasions.

——

But

and

the second, at Waterloo.

thing,” of course. She would not have
been herself if she had allowed its propordwindle.

However

I have been in attendance upon the sessions of both the Ill. and the Iowa Northern
Y. M’s. The first was held -at Fairbury;

own characteristic enterprise, and yet with
a rare economy.
She made. . it “a big

to

thankfulness
freely.

CHICAGO, June 10, 1873,
Chicago has just held her jubilee. She
pad a reason for it. She did it with her

tions

from

farthest east and west.
If they are followed by substantial aid they will stir more

Correspondence.
rr

Hampshire all the temperance law" ghe

The F. Baptist church here is holding on
bravely, and seeking, by patience and

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.

a

|

hasn't New

mon. He who will thus debase and unmfin
himself, whatever his powers, opportuni-

ties or promise otherwise may be, can never be trusted. The fell destroyer is at the
bottom of most of the startling disasters
by land and sea, it fills oflr poor-houses and

prisons, it secures most of the corrupts legislation in city, state

almost every
family, even;

and

nation, it curses

commumity, social circle and
yet, and here is our chief

peril, we do not and will not see the danger.
Of what avail will be our glory

in other contlicts,
here? .
We

if we

miserably

perish

do not underrate other evils,

lying,

fraud, extravagance, though they are mostly engendered and fostered by strong drink.
The remedy is a plain one. Intoxicating
liquor as a beverage must be proscribed
by law, and the law enforced.

Put the sale

of it in the category of crime, and treat it
as other crimes. Moral means have been
used, and should continue to be used

per-

sistently, with the full power of love and
kindness. But these are not sufficient. [nflictiews” and penalties are essential in the
overthrow of other evils, and no less so in
this case. Adequate laws can be made and

who, physically unable

to preside in the

Convention, has filed a protest against the
repeal, in which he says:
‘The current of
the times and the movement in the population of the country are such as imperatively
require of a faithful branch of the Church of
Christ increased stringency, and not timid
relaxation in the announcement and enforcement of the rules of holy living, self-denial,
und non-couformity to the world.” Bishop
Whittingham does not, however, content
himself with this formal protest. He declares that he shall not consider himself
bound by the action of the Convention, and

that he shall regard ‘his own right in the

canon to be nnaffected, and

consider

it to

be, so far as concerns himself and his official action, of no force and validity.” The
matter is one on which different people
think differently. Both the Bishop and the.
Convention ought to be allewed to have
their own way in it. But then, we don't
see how they can.

commit their

trusts

and

the fresh enthusiasm
borers in the field.

burdens,

of

the

But we will not anticipate

and

in

Younger
:
:
the

la-

report

of

the Clerk. The session was presided over
by Hon. B. J. Cole of Lake Village, and
the business was transacted quietly and
with dispatch. = The church here, of which

Bro. Tasker is now pastor, is doing good

service for the Master,
for it is surrounded

And well it may,

by

these

grand

old

hills which are a constant inspiration, and

breathes the freest and purest of air, full
of those invigorating qualities that make
strong bodies as well as earnest spirits.

If the. expressed conviction of some of the
fathers, that this would be

ering of the kind,

their

last gath-

should prove true, they

can surely rejoice in the rich possessions
that not even death can take from them.

, Rhode Island Association.
This religious body held its annual meeting at North Scituate, on Tuesday, Wodnesday and Thursday, June 8, 4 and 5, 1873,
at the Free ‘Baptist church, of which

Rev. J. M. Brewster

is pastor.

Although

the weather was cold and somewhat threat-

ening, and North Scituate is not thé most

accessible place, but lies remotely among
its hills, the attendance was good, and the

meetings characterized by Christian fervor
and unusual interest,

The meetings eommenced with a Pastors’
Conference

at 21-2,

P.

M.,

at

the

which

brethren gaye encouraging reports of their
labors during the year. Two brethren were
received as members of the Conference,
viz.:

Bro.

8.

G.

Woodrow,

Providence,

and S. D, Church, Blackstone. In the evening, after the usual devotional exercises,
which were conducted by Rev. G. W. Wallace, of Apponaugh, a historical sermon
was preached by Rev. M. W. Burlingame,

of Georgiaville, to an attentive and deeply
interested audience. The lives of the pioneer ministers of the denomination were
briefly but discriminatively sketched, while
a more extended account was given of the

life-work of our much-honored and much-

loved brethren, Revs. Reuben ‘Allen and
Jas. A. Mackenzie, who have recently en
tered upon their reward.

.

At the morning meeting of the Pastors’
~—O0PPOSED TO GERMAN RULE.
The inConference, on Wednesday, the attendance
our tippling shops,— will it clear these of
habitants of Alsace and Lorraine have no
had increased. Tbe Rev. J. W. Rich began
their inmates? What a price, to suggest
idea of living under Teutonic sway. Since
the proceedings by amusing remarks on
in the name of law, for such priceless boons!
those
provinces were conquered by the
pastoral calls ; he did not like being a ** parBut why, “although we hate been for triumphantly enforced, as numerous examGermans, and
were
disannexed
from
lor ornament,” The brethren seemed to
years constantly lamenting the evil, and as ples show. The people are ready for it, the
France, the flight of the inhabitants has
constantly attempting to legislate to pre- times demand it, and the good work begun been so great that plans have been entered sympathize with the sentiments expressed.
The Association was called to order at 10
vent it,” does the traffic still ‘go on, ap- should be prosecuted in the rural districts, into for the purpose of -foiinding, under the
o'clock, A, M., by J. M. Brewster, after
parently worse with every attempt to re- in the villages, in the cities, in Boston, New
flag of the United States, a new city of
strain it”? Is it because this legislating bas York, Chicago, New Orleans, until this Strasburg as it were, where the exiles ‘may which Rev. J. Mariner was chosen Moderanot ‘given our exeputive officers suitable
whole people obtain deliverance, and the be ‘reunited, and re-establish their house- tor and Rev, C.'S. Perkins Assistant Modweapons with which to slay it? Or is it grandest triumphof our history will be ac- hold gods. The French residents of New erator. Brothers Brewster and David Boyd
acted as clerks. The records were read and
not rather because there isa lack of con- complished.—J..J. B.
York have, with this object in view, form| approved. The Treasurer's report . showed
BR
—
science, and of fidelity to official oaths, on
ed an association through which they inthe part of those who pretend to wield
Current Topics.
tend to found an Alsatian colony, and to a balance in hand of about £17.50. Committees reported, and a new committee was
those weapons?
——
:
furnish aid to all such immigrants as show
The
This tinkering with good laws can not ——HoNOR TO THE LOWELL GIRLS.
any capacity or disposition to help them- nominated to report upon the ** Religious
be less than dangerous. There is danger young women who work in the Lowell
selves. Land dnd liberty are to be their Condition and Wants of the Churches;” a
that the people come to lose faith in all law (Mass.) mills have begun a charity which compensation for the loss of the comforts proposal which we would commend for genwhatever, if they must thus witness the fairly entitles them to a place on the ro!l of of their native country, and among the eral adoption to the notice of the brethren
yearly spectacle of good laws unobserved, practical reformers.
They have dedicated innumerable corporations holding land for and churches, as adapted to impart a deeper
and hear the clamor for others that shall a Home for the shelter and support of wor- settlement, there is already a lively com- spiritual tone to these annual gatherings.
The Rev. C. B. Griffin, of Boston, was inat best only legalize the evil that they pre- thy girls who are out of work, at which
petition for the favor of the new colonists,
troduced by thé Chairman, and spoke upon
tend to regulate. This matter, we must* they aid them in procuring employment, The
association
above-mentioned
has
say, is presented unfortunately to our al and take care during working hours of abundant capital, and though disposed” to the prospects of the churches belonging to
islature. It will arouse discussion, a
children whose mothers are engaged in the be of service to immigrants of all nation- the Boston Quarterly Meeting; and Rev.
T. C. Brown reported of the churchés beprovoke disgust, and weaken the pulMlic mills. Could anything be more sensible
alities, it is designed to stand especially
faith, in a needless manner. Why is not than that,
longing to the Western Rhode Island Quarnow? Think of the great
between the wanderers from. Alsace and
:
the law well enough as itis ? Would not number in that city who need just such aid Lorraine and the abuses and deceptions to terly Meeting.
At 2, P. M,, the Association again met,
the Governor have used speech to better as these young women propose to give... ‘It which they are exposed by their ignorance
purpose, if he had exhorted to a more faith- is a fresh exhibition of the every-day - spirit of the language and customs of the coun- and the letters from the churches were read,
ful execution of the law we already have,
of Christianity.
But there are hundreds of try; and the cupidity
of a numerous class and indicated a general state of religious
and in assuring all his subordinates that other manufacturing places in the United
of speculators of both high and low sta- interest and advancement, which was most
gratifying. The Association Sermon was
they need expect no whitewashed counstruc- States, and in the most of .them are other tion.
then preached by Rev. A. H. Heath, after
tien of this law from him ? The main hope
subjects needing just such Christian attenis with the people. Should there be an tion as this is. Let similar. charities,—if
devotional exercises conducted by Rev. C.
appeal to them, we must believe that they that is what you would call "it,—be begun
S. Perkins. The reverend gentleman - sewill still insist on keeping the resporusibili- there, and a great host of happy hearts, and
lected as his text, Deut. 10:19, and Matt.
ty where it belongs, and that is, with those doubtless a Food many redeemed lives,
New Hampshire Yearly Meeting.
5:45, 47, and proceeded to deliver an able
whom they elect to execute their laws.
and interesting sermon, abounding in the
will be the eonsequence.
The last session of this body was held at felicitous illustrations and expressive poetic
——PREVENTING A NUISANCE. Illinois has Center Sandwich, Wednesday and Thurs- diction characteristic of the preacher. His
The National Peril.
done well. By legislative enactment she day of last week. There was a good at- object was to impress the duty of individual
——
has banished all prize packages from her tendance of both old .and young, clergy- effort for the good of the general mass, and
Nations, like men, have their state of railroad trains, and forbidden them to be
men and laymen,—~with their wives and the sermon will not soon be forgotten.
trial and probation. Some deny that there sold thereon. The Pennsylvania R. R. daughters, and a good interest was kept
Business was then proceeded with. The
is any national retribution, though the Bi- company has done the same.
No one who up throughout. The time allotted to Mis- Executive Committee for the ensuing year
ble is very explicit on the subject, teaching has traveled a half dozen miles on a west- sions was used to good advantage, the was appoint
ed, consisting of Revs. A. H.
that the wicked shall be turned into hell, ‘ern railroad can fail to appreciate such an attendants
seeming
alive to the wants Heath, Chairm ; J. M. Brewster, J. Maran
with all the nations that forget God; and enactment as this. Almost every half hour that are now -pressing upon them. Many
iner, W, F. Davis, and George Jepherson,
history has fearfully confirmed the doctrines. a vender of some sort of worthless trash, hearts were touched by the remarks of SisEsq. S. W. Anthony, Esq., was elected
Happy are they who bear the test, and ob- either confectionery, or cheap literature, or ter Bacheler, when she spoke of arranging Treasurer, and 8S. Steere, Auditor. Rev.
a new departure to India, for it was W. F. Davis was nomina
| tain a worthy destiny. Weare not, to re- silly gewgaws, is passing through the for
ted as preacher of
gard any hight of prosperity so much as trains, practicing upon the credulity of such like burying her dear family of children, the Association Sermon next year. Resoluand like turning her back upon all that 1 tions were adopted, one of which pertained
progressive and enduring virtue.
as are simple enough to suppose that a gold
makes life desirable to so many.
But to the recent death of the Rev. J. A. MacWe have not been exempt from the cqm- dollar or other valuable prize may be had
mon lot. The cradle of this people was a in ten cents’ worth of candy, or else thrust- there was a glorious satisfaction in ful- kenzie.
filling the divine injunction, and the grace
wilderness, bleak and wild, abounding, as ing their travel-stained periodicals into the
A Temperance meeting was held in the
has been often said, with savage beasts and faces of such as do ngt absolutely forbid that comes only from God enables her to evening and was well attended. The choir
more savage men. The old Puritan stock them, and generally disgusting all decent undertake the work anew. Many prayers greatly added to its interest by several seproved equal to the task, and laid a good travelers, The custom is creeping east, will follow her, and the band that may lections of music, which were rendered
foundation for a great nation. Then came and will, if unchecked, soon become as accompany her. But they need something with taste amd®nimation.
After devotional
prayer,
and the. Denomination
upon the weakpess of our childhood unnat-. great a nuisance here. This is a good ex- besides
exercises, conducted-By Rev. Mr. Reid, Rev.
ural oppressions from the fatherland enough ample that Illiniois has set. Let it be faith- should see that their mission doesn’t fail W. F. Davis spoke upon, ‘‘ The Importance
for want of means.
to crush, but which served only to develof Clear Ideas upon the subject of Temperfully copiud by every State.
The Women’s Missionary Convention,for ance,” which was followed by a spirited adop, manly strength and vigor. Subsequent
struggles, if not so heroically borne, have
which a call appeared in the Star two dress by Rev. D. Boyd, on ‘The Utilization
REMEMBERING OLD
FRIENDS. There
not diminished our reputation with the seems (0 be a disposition on the part of weeks ago, was full of enthusiasm for. the of the Great Principles of the Temperance
world.
both Mayor Havemeyer and Governor Dix work, and a Society was formed, intended Reform,” remarking that the great mistake
Two perils were still imminent. One was to remember their old Democratic friends. to, belp the morally needy wherever they had been, that complete success had been
slavery,—a lipel on freedom, a disgrace to Thus far many of the most prominent offi- maybe found.- They have laid compre- expected from the use of partial means.
Many pointed to it as the ces in both City and State have been filled hensive plans, the details of which we will
civilization.
At the Ministers! Conference on Thursday
not mention here, and mean to do a good
rock on which we should surely split. by Democrats. To: be sure, Tammany
morning, Rev. L. W. Manning,
of the
was exSooner than was anticipated, the ** irrepres- doesn’t get much notice. And that is very work. Judging from the hearts that are Protestant Methodist. denomination,
gible conflict” came, After four years of well. But many New Yorkers are com- devoted to the enterprise, we feel safes in amined for admission to the Association,
rending and carnage, and eight years of plaining that several of the appointees are -gaying that no ordinary difficulties will and received,
:
Pe
good rereconstruction, we can hardly realize oul equally
objectionable, They have asso- prevent them from realizing
The report on Lapham Institute was fol’
:
present condition, Where so recently were ciated the late reform movement with the sults.
lowed by a paper on education, from Rev.
The létters from the several Quarterly J. Mariner, and an address (extempore) by
darkness and despair there is now light and idea that Democrats were the mischief
makers, and that they should be counted out Meetings were generally encouraging, al- Rev. C. 8. Perkins, advocating the managehope.
What was supposed to be the work
of generations, if ever accomplished, is all in making up the officers. They ako citethe ‘though the numerical increase has not been ment of thé higher departments of educaThe tion by denominations under the patronage
wrought out in this brief space. Not but Governor's ““local-option” veto, and declare as great as might be desirable.
that much remains to be done, though the that he is as much against them ag he is for
churches are prospering, and trying to of the State.
blot and curse of slavery have been remov- them. It may be so. But men with great overcome by the word of the testimony.
At the afternoon session the committee
ed. We would indulge in no vain-glory responsibilities upon them often have their
A marked feature of the gathering was on resolutions submitted a variety of resoover the issue; but as patriots and philan- own way of meeting them, and that chiefly
the loyalty to the Denomination, that found lutions, calling attention to the nceds of
thropists we may and should rejoice that, because they can best see how they ought utterance in various ways, in the annual oyr educational interests in general, and of
by divine help, we have successfully passed to be met. Both these officers ought to sermon by Brother Lovejoy, the dppeal of Bates College, Lapham Institute and iodithrough this terrible ordeal. It gives new know their ground and their men. They Bro. Stevens in behalf of the Denomi- gent students in particular.
Pe
“hope and confidence in the nation and to have been reasonably faithful to'other truats. national literature, the exhortations of the
An address touching the needs and’ pros:
the nation. It gives us and the world more We do not know why they should not now fathers as they plead for loyalty among pects of our Foreign Mission field was then
faith in- men, and in the power of right be working in the same spirit.
those into whose hands they will soon delivered by Rey. C. O. Libby.
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Little

hand, plump ahd Sinall, but certainly rather
brown, with the slender white fingers of her
city friend, all glittering with rings. “‘Just
‘That
“I've
thought,” says
Ellice.
‘ Wait look at the two!” she exclaimed.
till to-morrow, Nan.
Then we'll go on an comes of making butter and cheese, and
exploring tour. We'll find out how high sweeping and dusting, and washing dishes,
the steeples are around town.
Then we and making beds all the time. That man
can give some idea about this distance. If told the truth that said woman's work is
I know mine never is.
Oh,
‘we can't find out, then, boys, you'll just never dene.
have to climb some trees and. measure
dear, dear ! to think that you, Margaret,
“1 can tell

Tease.

—

\

Teaching the kittens their letters in play,

Clambering up to the table and shelf,
Having a tea-party all by herself.
Quiet a minute; in mischief, no doubt,

‘Pulling the needles and thimbles about,

them

|

Printing er hands in the soft, tempting flour,
Tumbles and bumps twenty times in an hour;

Tangling the yarn and unraveling the lace,
Doing it all with the prettiest grace.

Mother is scolding her very bad girl,
Says that she sets the whole boifse in a whirl;
Looks at her pouting there down at her knees,
Clasps to her heart again dear little tease.

— Young Folks.

my

eighty

miles

is,”

I sat alone with my conscience,
In a place where Time had ceased,
And we talked of my former living
In the land where the vears increased ;
And T felt I should have to answer
The question it put to me,
And to face the answer and question
Throughout an eternity.
4d
The ghosts of forgotten actions
Came floating before my sight,
And things that I thought were dead things
Were alive with a terrible might,
And the vision of all my past life
Was an awful thing to face,
Alone with my conscience sitting
In that solemnly silent place,
And I thought of a far-away warning
Of a sorrow that was to be mine, |
. In a land that then was the future,
But now is the present time.
And I thought of wy foriner thinking
Of the judgment day to be,
But sitting alone with my conscience
Seemed judgment enough for me.
And I wondered if there was a future
To this land beyond the grave;
But no one gave me an answer, vi

E

children again.
“Yes,” says
the Equator,

should have married a city

Mrs.

where

Grey.

it

is

we
the

* And

very

near

warm,

| part.

we

The

| countries.

Andes

have

glaciers,

in

** But,

mamma,”

says

| how they get started.”
*“ In the high valleys
| the glaciers are formed,

that

will

|

This mass of snow

the

snow

falls

melts and freezes, again

the library, blazes and crackles

merrily, as

if bidding

winds

and

far

away

the

Paris

for

the evening’s lesson.
“ What is the subject, to-night, mother ?”

asks Ellice, the dark-eyved brunette.
“ How will glaciers do?” asks Mrs.
Grey, looking around on the bright faces.
Winter,

the

youngest, ‘“ that was just what I was reading about the other day and didn’t know
what it meant. I had to ask.”
:
had

now

we

are all ready,” says Ellice.
order,

ready

to

take

:
brought

notes

with.

into
These

notes are afterward corrected by their
mother, and
then
copied into blank
books, which they keep for future reference.
‘ % Glaciers,” says Mrs.

Grey,

commenc-

ing the

often

called Ice

subject, “ are

Fields; also Ice Rivers. They are immense masses of ice.”
“ How large, mamma?” asks Lucy, the
youngest sister, ‘‘ As large as this room ”
‘ Yes, larger than our house and‘ farm.

Larger than a whole

town,

sometimes.

gla-

think,” answered Mrs.
has been proved that
movement

down,

‘“ And,
mother, sometimes the water
that comes from them forms rivers,
I remember reading, the other day, that the

“Tam glad that

yen

remember

facts,” says Mrs. Grey.

** This fact of the

a

very

inter-

The water is in this way kept,

are

from

discovered

an

immense glacier, on the northern coast of
Greenland, five hundred feet high. He
"miles

it along

the

base

|

for

by

the

water

from

these

masses of ice. What if it all melted
flowed-down at once ?”
“ Why,”

answers

Weldon,

¢ it

and

would

be as bad as, or worse than, an avalanche.
The whole country near would be overflowed, lives and property destroyed.”

Someway, it makes me feel safe to
his hands.”

be

in

2

The children
the bright fire,

iook thoughtfully
a moment,

and

off into

then

Nan

says, as shelays hér hand on her mother’s,
“ You always have such pleasant thoughts
of God,

mother,

you

make

him

seem

so

good and kind to us.”
*¢ I only make him seem as he really is,
Nan; only as he really is.”—Bright Sidg.
-

—

Only a Farmers Wife.
Two

women

sat together,. at

sunset,

in

the porch door of a white cottage tlt
stood under its *‘ old ancestral tree,” and
“ among its fields of wheat and corn,” like
a poet’s vision of a quiet resting place for
some weary, suffering, human

soul.

And one of those two women had eyes to
see, cars to hear, and a heart

appreciate it all.
ly lady, apparently
age—not exactly
graceof air and
own. The careful

to

feel

and

She was a tall and statesome thirty years of
handsome, but with a
manner peculiarly her
toilet, the nameless air

of elegance and luxury, the pale cheek

soft white hands betrayed

the

city

and

dame.

While the weary glance in her large, dark
eyes, which even the pleasant quiet of that

eighty
:

Her companion was some five “years
junior, and many
times prettier—a
round faced, apple-checked woman,

Ler
little,
with

dark blue eyes and dark brown hair, and

a

rounded figure that was set off to the best
advantage Wy the afternoon dress of finted

keep busy, until the size is noted down on
~ their papers. Then their little tongues
_ break loose, and Mrs. Grey has to wait till
the matter is talked over,

muslin that she wore.
At present the prettye face was almost
spoiled by a querulous, discontented ex-

children’s eyes open

genuine hard work in it than all your

mak-

ing of butter and cheese can bring.”

“0 Margaret!”

own

amusement

‘with astonishment, but their fingers ‘still

rise and

dress

appear at

and

certain

dear,
work

to

provide

for.

A

shop

and

balls,

parties,

concerts,

exactly as your friends do, or be voted bizarre, and out of the world altogether. You,
my poor Jenny, who are by no means. fond

of dress, what would youwdo ata fashionable watering-place in the hottest days of
August, withfive ehanges of toilet between
morning and night, and a French lady’s
maid to tyrannize over you all the time into

pression.

She wus

contrasting

her

:

Jenny was silent. Here was the side of
the bright picture which she had never seen
or dreamed of before.
love your

‘“ Yes," says Mrs. Grey, ‘‘ and so, whenever I think of glaciers, I think, also, of | did not 1”
God's love and care for human beings.
“Tut, chill!

pretty wide

The

more

“You

them, shattered and ruined, at her feet.

“followed

with

husband,

Jenny?”

said

her friend, after a time.
|. Jenny opened her eyes widely.
“Love him ! Why, isn’t he my husband ?”
was her naive reply.
Mrs. Van Howth laughed.
.
in’ society might think
| “Some women
| that a reason why you should not love him,”
she said, dryly.
*‘And he loves you also ?"
“I should die to-morrow if I thought he
|

miles in width.

Kane

Jenny,

and cheese if I were you.”

these

fifteen to twenty miles in length, and three
Dr.

one,

Rhone issues from the glacier of Mount | the bargain ?”
“Horrors !" ejaculated Jenny.
Furea,” remarks Ellice.
“Balls that you must go to in spite of fa“ Yes,” says Weldon.
** And some one
said the other day, that the Ganges starts, tigue, parties that you must grace in spite
at once, a stream forty yards broad, from a of the heat, calls that you must make on
cave in the perpendicular front of a gla- people whom you detest! O Jenny, I
should far rather be at home with the butter
cier.”
;
»

sifset hour could not quite drive away,
showed that Time had nof dealt gently with
her and her heart's idols, but had thrown

Some of the glaciers in the Alps

weary

and

real
:

—

I thought you would all enjoy it.”

The papers and pencils are

“Ttisa

and

it,”

““ And

And

“How should I P”

lunch,

lower regions,

outside

pencils brought out, and they are ready

mother.

life?

>

dress again and drive, and dress again

saw

until it is needed in the cullivated regions.
Many a drouth is prevented in these warm,

sleet, and a warm greeting for the bright
fire and cosy room. But the ottomans and
chairs are soon arranged, the papers and

* So we shall,

is that

ly as if her full brown eyes
ciers.

esting one.

clock points toward seven, and the rustle,
and trip, and tramp of half a dozen children bring the mother’s thoughts back from
their-wandering and the old pleasant smile
to her face.
.
:
There is a little bustle and confusion as

says Nan, * Was it, pamma ?”
“ Yes, dear,” auswers Mrs. Grey.

what

own

People

leave

this

long

as

“What

the

midst

of all

her

‘should seem so sad

wealth

‘and

and

your

world

when God wills it, not before. IT dare say
you would survive his infidelity. Many
women before you have lived through such
things,”
“Don’t talk of it, Margaret. I could not
bear it, Why, his love is all the world to
me! How could I bear to lose it P?
“Then don’t wish him to be a city merchant, my dear. I dare say there are a great
many good men in the city, men who love

you

been

doing?”

“ Only freeing a tiny mountain,

ed Modestus.
““Humph! and
army of goblins.”

asked

I have

answer-

put to flight an

Again, a gentle sigh was wafted on the
night wind. Modestus listened.
“It is all oyer with us, my children;
we will die together. I had hoped to close
my eyes peacefully, and leave you to transmit my bloom and beauty to the summer.”

luxury,

ill at ease.

have

Little Brag, the haughty.

She

It was a sweet violet that spoke.

wondered no longer now.

A wild

To be the wile of a man who has no love deer, bounding through the forest, had
for you! What ‘lower deep" can there be trampled her to the earth, and she was dyfor a proud and sensitive woman than this ? ing.
Jenny turned with tears in her eyes to
‘¢ Nay, beautiful one,” said Modestus, *‘let,
meet her handsome, stalwart husband, as me bind up your broken stem,
Your lithe came from the field.
tle buds are uninjured, and see, by my
“Well, little woman,”he cried, and she fairy art, I will plant this thorn-bush near
got the rough embrace ans the hearty kiss you for protection.” .
‘For my children’s sake, thanks, gentle
for which she was looking.
:
Yes, Margaret was right. The butter fairy I” and her last sigh exhaled in perand cheese were of very little consequence fume.
while love like this made her tasks easy -to
In the morning the sleepy thorn-bush
endure.
opened her eyes, and presently exclaimed;
And the rosy-checked little woman bent | * Well, things are strangely turned around ;
fondly down over her Hiram, as ho flung there must have been an earthquake in the
himself on the porch seat, and fanned him, night.”
talked to him, brought him cool lemonade,
** And what have you been doing?’ askand made him thoroughly happy and at rest. ed Little Brag, mockingly.
Poor Margaret!
Happy Jenny!
Never
‘ Only sheltering some tiny flower-buds
again would she wish to be anything more, from danger,” said Modestus.
only a farmer’s wife.
“Hump! and [—I—why, I have dream-

+
Bombastes.
FABLE.

Little Brag, or, more properly, Bombastes, was a chivalrous fairy.
Clad in his famous coat of mail, fashioned from a beetle’s
horny shell, and armed
with blade and

spear, he was terrible to behold.

More es-

pecially as he was wont to go about with
Do
a fierce and swaggering air, making loud
boasts, and deeming himself invincible,
:
With sublime scorn he looked down on

forever,” says Nan, looking off thoughtful-

moving of glaciers is to me

weather. The study lamp is lighted, and
in an easy chair before the fire sits Mrs.

‘¢ May be that was why mamma

But

you know ?”

1873.

happiness and his is made up with them.)
She arose from ber seat as she spoke, and
strolled down the garden path alone.
Jenny did not follow her. She sat on the
step, Most in thought. The riddle of her
friend's life was at last made clear to her.
She had often wondered why Margaret, in

A

convinced of it by
actual experience,” said Jenny, doubtingly.
“So I said and thought once. I have
been so convinced.
And it is all vanity and
vexation of spirit, my dear.”
“But how ?” persisted Jenny.
“How ? In ten thousand ways. If you
live in the fashionable world, you must do
as the fashionable world, does. You must

“ So one would
Grey. ( Yet it

snow against the windows, piling great
drifts in the corners of the fence and blocking paths to the house.
Bat, in the inside of the Greys’ pleasant
home, all is light and cheeriness, The hall
lamp burns brightly, and the wood-fire, in

says

“Exactly.

butter and cheese, Jenny, so

husband

long life of mere amusement is a dog's life,

shade of blue is seen, in the entire mass.”
‘“ And, when it is frozen, it stays there

Itisa stormy night.
Outside, the north
wind shrieks, and howls, and dashes the

mamma,”

your

lady's is in your position.”

their

tains the most pure and solid ice. There
are large fissures, or cracks, in the glaciers,
and to one looking through these, the ice
appears of a greenish hue. At the bottom
there is a blue tinge. Frequently, every

The Lesson on Glaciers.

““ Why,

as

18,

Heaven that you have him as he is, a good,
true man who loves you ; and never mind the

instead

| It is more a mixture of snow, ice, and | Jenny, at the best.”
“I should like to be
water.
The lower part of the glacier con-

glaciers have a gradual

they come in, a little shiverat the

a city merchant,

harder than ‘the fashionables who only have

blocks of ice? It must be so brilliant and
dazzling.”
fo.
‘It is less transparent than river “ice.

toward the warm regions. Here the ice
melts and flows down, giving water to the
cultivated regions below.”

But

was

~
** Oh!” says Weldon, the. oldest of the
“And O Jenny! Believe me, my
Prothers, ‘“ how I should like to see ome. |
there
are no people on earth who
Does the ice sparkle, mother, like small

— London Spectator.

from present snow or fire.

he

“And that is a great deal,” said Mrs. Von

in

and again. The snow on the higher lands
near melts and flows down on it. The
thawing and freezing go on, and, in this
way, a glacier is formed.”

And the vision passed away,

are

I wish

| Howth, coldly.
‘‘Jenny, if your wish could
Lucy, ¢ I can’t see |
| be granted, do you know what your life
| would be 2”
and places where |
| “What your's is, I suppose. What any

immense quantities, Other snow is blown
|
on this mass, fromthe surrounding country.

And I knew the far-away warning
Was a warning of yesterday.
And I pray that I may not forget it
In this land before the grave;
That I may not ery in the future,
And no one come to save.
And so I have learnt a lesson
Which I ought to have known before,
And which, though I learnt it dreaming,
I hope to forget no more.
So I sit alone with my conscience
In the place where the years increase,
And I try to remember the future
In the land where time will cease.
And I know of the future judgnient,
How dreadful soe’er it be,
:
That to sit alone with my conscience
‘Will be judgment enough for me,

thoughts

| Hiram Parke ?”

Chili

I will leave the books that

| tell you where they are.”

never go by,

;
evidently

“Yes?

“And be Mrs Von Howth, instead of Mrs.

| and Patagonia. It will be interesting for | of a farmer, and as rich
| you to lobk up the glacieis in the different is; that is all.”

For it was but the thought of my past life
Grown into eternity.
Then I woke from my timely dreaming,

Grey.
Her

and

cept in the northern part?” asks Winter.
Jenny hesitated. She dearly loved her
* You know you said there was one in | handsome husband.
Greenland.”
“Well, T don’t mean that I want to give
|
*“ Yes, there are many in the southern | up Hiram,” she said at last. *“I only mean

Then I felt that the future was present,

defiance to wintry

merchant,

be as rich as a princess in a fairy tale; and
here T am planted for life, plain Mrs. Hiram Parke, and nothing in the world to
compare with you. I am sick of being only a farmer's wife. "
Margaret Von Howth looked down at her
grumbling little friend with a sad smile.
“Jenny, it seems to me, as we sit here in
this quiet place, and look out over all these
pleasant fields that are your own,—it seems
to me that you are almost wicked. to talk
like that.”
“I dare say,” replied Mrs. Jenny; “but
you would not like it, Margaret. You would
never wish to change places with me.”
“Perhaps not. Would you like to‘change
with me ?”
.

have to go up 15,000 or 16,000 feet, before
we find permanent glaciers.”
Are there any glaciers in America, ex-

And no one came to save.
And the present would

for us.”

¢ And, in those regions, where shallfind the glaciers
* On the high mountains,’ * answer

Conscience.

—

=

far

Ellice’s word is law amoung the boys, and
now as she nods across toward them, they
only laugh and nod back.
Mrs. Grey improves the moment's pause
and proceeds with the lesson. ‘¢ Glaciers
are found, of course, in cold regions. In
polar lands they are on a evel ‘with the
sea. But, in warmer regions, where is it
always cold
*¢ On the mountains,” answer the chil
dren.

Sewing her apron, demure as you please:
Any one got such a dear little tease?

with

how

says Nan,
“but five hundred feet high,
I'm sure I can’t think how high that is.”

Hiding her zrandmamma’s Knitting away,

Alone

STAR. JUNE

MORNING

HRT

would have been a good wife

to

him,

but

quite so plainly as this.

And since then,we

have each taken our own way, independent
of the other. [ seldom see him at our house
in town. I have my carriage, my diamondg, my opera box.

In the season

I

go

to Saratoga or Newport, while he favors
Long Branch with his presence. We are
perfectly polite to each other; we never
quarrel; and I suppose if I were to die tomorrow, he’d be the

widowers for a week !

most

inconsolable

of

Jenny, you will not

wish to change places with<nie again. Your
husband might change a” thine has done,
exposed
to the same temptations, Thank

and

roast beef and

know that it does not belong to you.
Better to let your wife have a fit of hy-

sterics than to run in debt for nice new
furniture, or clothes, or jewelry .— Christian
Advocate.
ve

A Musical

Dog.

~ Haney's drt of Training Animals is a new

book, fullof interesting anecdotes of animals; and probably the best authority extant on methogls

of

training them.

Qur

only anxiety is lest the book may e

itpatlie

wrath of Mr. Bergh, as kindness is hot invariably the only means used to quicken the

wits of four-footed pupils. We give an extract concerning a remarkable dog
_ “Frank Schwartz, a merchant retired
from

business: in

Darmstadt, occupied his

leisure hours, which were many, almost ex-

clusively with
art acquired

music. - His passion for the

such

an intensity that he re-

quired every one about

him to fall in with

his musical predilections, by either vocal or
instrumental co-operation. Poodle, the dog,
was the only one unable to render any musical assistance. As worthy Herr Schwartz
felt the utter impossibility of making Poodle
afford

any practical

aid, he

determined to

train him to fill the office of critic in his own
harmonious community. He succeeded, too,’
by an ingenious method.
Whenever a note
out of tune proceeded from a voice or an
['ed
a dream. Methought I was efithronéd instrument
|
; every time that a musical fault:
.
.
| upon a star in mid heaven. “
was commitied by any member of the fam| “Ah!” said the other, softly; “1 am | ily—and
such faults were committed purIno dreamer; and itis litile I can do; but
posely—the rod was applied to Poodle's
I will strive to make that little more, and
back, and he naturally began to bark and
do it more perfectly.”
howl. He was exactly in the position of
So each continued on his separate way
the whipping boy, who pursued his studies
Modestus ever doing what lay next him,
with the royal prince.
Whenever the prince
with a beautiful,
unconscious
devotion *
made
a
grammatica
l
blugder,
the whipping
Bombastes ever blowing the trumpet of his
boy
had
to
smart
for
it.
Before
long, simown greatness,
till, one day, they were
ple threats were substituted for smiting on
summoned before the fairy court.
».

*

})

“Tis time,” said the King Oberon, ““ that

his (Poodles) back; afterward a look suf-

ficed to set the creature barking; and, little
by little, Poodlé' familiarized himself with
tes, should he rewarded.
What hast thou
wrong notes and other musical atmecities,
to paint the unfolding leaf, to distill with done? Let us hear the sum of the matter !” until at last a mistake could not be commit*¢ May it please your majesty,” said Little
rare art the perfumes of the flowers; who,
Brag, looking scornfully around on his com- ted without his rebuking it either by a bark
other times, danced merrily on the green
or a growl. He thus became, as far as musward, to the chimes of lily bells; or, bri- rades, *‘ ask the wild King of the Mist ; the sic was concerned, the most impartial
judge,
terrible goblins that dance in the whirl- |»
dling the night-moth steed, followed the
wind’s track ; the grim shadow that sits in the ‘most conscientious critic in the whole
moonbeam’s path and meteor’s track.
grand duchy of Hesse Darmstadt.
But he—ah ! he thought of nothing less the cavern of night—they will tell"—
Unfortunately, his appreciation of masi*¢ Enough of mists,and shadows, and gobthan stifling the fiery-mouthed dragons of
lins,” interrupted Oberon, angrily; ‘ what cal art was completely and solely negative.
the deep; hurling from their rocky fastreal good hast thou accomplished?
Who He bestowed no praise, but only blame.
nesses the grim old giants of the mountor what is the wiser or the better for thy Sing with expression, perform with talent,
ains; or contending
single-handed with
the dog would remain impassive and cold ;
coming
the fearful goblin of darkness, whose howl
but at the slightest incorrectness of intonaThe fairy hung his head in silence.
is’ mingled with the roar of the tempest,
tion he ground his teeth, lashed his tail,
‘“ Away
with
him!
cried the king.
and whose glittering eyes. fling back the
‘“ Hereafter, let all good fairies put their growled, yelped, and barked aloud. So long
lightning’s glare.
:
fingers in their ears when
Bombastes as he flourished—and he may flourish still—
Re-appearing after a brief absence, he
not a concert or an opera was rehearsed in
speaks.”
would fill the air with the noise of his ex~ “Come hither, Modestus,” said the gen- Darmstadt without inviting Herr Frederick
ploits. What serpents had he strangled,
Schwartz and his dog—bat more especially
tle voice of Titania.
‘ Know
that true
what monsters tamed.
what hobgoblins
greatness is allied to truth and duty. Thy the dog. If the prima donna made the
affrighted ! Why, Hercules was but a mouse
humble deeds of love shall never be forgot- slightest slip, the dog looked at his iaaster
beside Bombastes.
with an air of disapprobation. If the hautten.
When the little oak becomes a monTruth to tell, he never ventured far from
arch tree, it will tell of thy goodness to the boys came in too late, Poodle pricked up his
home.
He had a little trick of starting out
winds, and the winds will whisper it to the ears; if the clarionet hurried the movewith a valorous air, and, at the first alarm,
universe. When the little stream becomes ment, Poodle fidgeted on his bench; if the
hiding himself snugly.in a flower-bell or
a mighty river, it will sing of thy kindness kettle-drummer broke the time, Poodle utacorn cup, where he lay and dreamed his
In faet, no piece
to the stars, and the stars will repeat it to tered audible murmurs.
wonderful adventures.
2
was considered properly executed unless
infinity. The flowers thou hast sheltered
On such an occasion he espied Modestus,
the canine connoisseur remained quiet on
may perish, bat thy name shall be linked
who was kindly escortinga lost ladybug
with their sweetness forever.” And she dis- his seat. *
home to her little ones,
Nor must it. be supposed that Poodle’s inmissed him=with a wave of her hand.
Come on, foeman; I defy thee!” he
stinct was limited to forming a judgment of
Little Brag still lives, but where is the
shouted, pretending to mistake him for
the execution only. His intelligence, trained
| gentle Modestus ?"—Little Corporal.
some monster, Modestus hastily placed
by hearing classical works, seemed to have
his charge in safety, and warily advanced.
penetrated some of the secrets of composisuch

the humdrum ways of his fairy kinsfolk,
whose task it was to watch the infant buds,

*“ Ho!

Bombastes,”

he

exclaimed,

thought it was some. madman.”
“And
it is well you made
known,
or I should

have

crushed

into

merit as thine, Bombas-

A Child's Sacrifice.

*‘1I

yourself
you

tremendous

i

——

“My

little

Qc

children,

let

word, neither in tongue,

us

not

love

but in deed

in

and

pollen,” replied Little Brag, pompously. truth.”
‘“ How is it that you venture so far from
A child had a beautiful camry, which
home? Don’t you know you are exposed sang to him from early morning. The
to great dangers, from which my presence mother of the child was ill, so ill that the
alone protects you ?”
song of the little bird, which to the boy was
“I had not thought of-.danger,” replied delicious, disturbed and distressed her so
Modestus; *“ 1 was quite beside myself ‘at that she could scarcely bear to hear it.
the distress of her ladyship. It may be as
He put it in a room far away, but the
yon say,

Ihave not

cunning.

Iam

your valor,

least

among

®kill, nor

fairies.

Byt

it will never do to stand here talking, wi

bird’s notes reached the sick-bed, and

caus-

ed pain to her-long, feverish days.

One mofning, as the child stood holding

so many things are calling me. I hear t
his mother’s hand, he saw that when his, pet
young leaves crying for sap, the buds for sang, an expression of pain passed over her
light, the roots for moisture.”
dear face. She had never yet told him that
“Pho! let them cry!” said Little Brag, she could not bear the noise, but she did so

heartlessly.

‘I

see the King of the Mist

peeping over the edge of yonder ravine.
I'll chase him out of the valley.”
Unfuriing his fairy wings, he essayed a

now.

7

“It is no music to m»,” she said, as he

asked her if the notes were not pretty. He
looked at her in wonder.
flight up the mountain side.
The King of
‘And do you really dislike the sound ?”
the Mist laughed at his presumption.
“Indeed 1 do,” she said,
Steadily advancing, he caught the fairy in
The child, full of love to his mother, Jeft
his moist embrace, who wus glad to shrink the room. The golden feathers of the pretaway, with dripping plumes, to recover ty cauary were glistening in the sunshine,
their wives; but, on the other hand, there
>
and he was trilling forth his loveliest notes;
are sv many temptations, especially in socie- and dry himself.
Meantime, Modestus kept quietly on his but they had ceased to please the boy. They
ty, that I sometimes wonder, not that so
many go astray, but'that so many remain way ; no blatant trumpet heralded his com- were no longefretuy or ‘soothing (0 him,
ing or going. Only a brighter green and taking the ‘cage in his hand, he lft the
true to themselves and their duty.”
marked
his pathway; drooping flowers house. When he returned, he told his
She spoke absently, and her eyes had a
lo far-away glance, as if they
dwelt on other looked up and smiled as he apppoached; mother that the bird would disturb her rest
all things seemed to acknowledge his gen- no more, for he had given it to his little
things.
;
:
tle ministrations.
:
cousin.
Jenny ventured a question.
Once, with great effort, he rolled away a
“But you loved it so,” she said, ‘how
‘“‘Margaret, is yours a happy marriage ? huge pebble that threatened to suffocate a
could you part with the canary P”
Do you love your husband, and does he love baby oak.
:
“I loved the canary, mother," he replied,
you”
“What have you been doing?” asked “but I loved you more. I could not really
Mrs. Van Howth started, and
turned | the mail-clad elf, with his usual haughti- love anything that gave you pain. It would
crimson,
ness.
not be true love if I did.”—The Quiver.
“‘ Only succoring a frail infant of the for“Jenny, 1 would have loved him,—I
he never loved me.
He brought me to
place at the head of his house, because he
thought mé ladylike and interesting, that
was all. He told me so once, though not

than to’ dine off lamb

est,” replied the oth

‘ Humph,” rejoined
‘Little Brag, and
Ihave slain a giant!”
“Tis little I can do,” sighed Modestus,
“1 wish it were more.”

It Is Better.
3

Eee
& 8 ned

Better
to use the

old

cane-seated

chairs,

and faded two-ply carpet, than tremble
Again, as he sat down to rest on the at the bills sent home from the upholmossy tarf, he caught a low murmur un- sterer’s for the most elegant parlor
set
der ground,
that ever was made.
:
“Oh, how Ilong to rush forth from this
Better to meet your business acquaintprison house. The sen calls me; I hear her
ances with a free “don’t owe you a cent
ever moaning in’ my dreams.
I come, I smile, than to dodge around the corner
to
come! will no one aid me?”
escape a dun.
‘“ Yes,

that will I,” eried Modestus,

and

he uprooted the tangled mosses ; he scooped
up the loose dirt with a bit of shell ; he pried
up the tiny rocks. ‘Faster and faster he
worked,

and

and trickled

lo!

a little

sing
as ing
it went...
>

rill

merrily down
is

burst ‘forth,

the hill-side,
'

||

Better

pay

the Sl

cents for music, if yoh

organ-grinder two
must

to owe for a grand piano.

have

it, than

y

Better to gaze upon bare walls tha n pictures unpaid for.
of

Better to eat thin soup from earthenware, if you owe your butcher nothing,

Aun abrupt modulation, a false resotion.
lution, would produce symptoms of doubt
on Poodle’s muzzle ; ¢onsecutive fifths made

a halting

melody set his

Sometimes

Herr Schwartz

him shudder, and
teeth

on

edge.

and his intimate friends, in the privacy of a
snug little quartette party, would amuse
themselves by producing discordant sounds,

for the sake of tormenting the sensitive animal. On such occasions Poodle lost all
self-command ; his hair stood on end, his
eyes became bloodshot, and frightful howlings answered to the discord produced by
Moreover,
the fiddles of the mystificators.
they were obliged to keep within certain
hounds. Poodle possessed only a limited
Ii the cacophony was
stock of forbearance.
too intense or too prolonged, Poodle, carvying out his sense of duty, upset everything. Music stands, music stools, and instruments were strewed in confusion about
the room.”

The

Bible Authoritative.

A little boy, who was just beginning to
read, was corrected for pronouncing fp as
if written tow.

:

*¢ Call it to as you say do,” said his teach-

er, which the little fellow did, without gainsaying.
.
Presently the adverb foo occurred

in the

lesson, upon which he looked inquiringly
into her face.
4
_** Well, Harry, the word is loo,” she remarked, reading his glance.

“ But you've told me

¢-o speli foo,” he

replied, somewhat perplexed.
* So it does, and so does ¢-w-o0, the number,” she attempted to explain, but the sub-

ject becoming still more

complicated,

the

miniature philologist shook his head in bewilderment.

:

‘

* My first teacher did n’t call ’em all. the
same way,” he' modestly suggested.
‘* But they are pronounced exactly alike
—all three of them. When you go home,
ask your father to consult the dictionary,

and let that decide the question for us.”
“ Why not look into the

he reverently asked.

Bible

for it?” ¢

-

Innocent, blessed ‘childhood, in homes

in

which the word of God is regarded as (he
infallible standard!
The church in its entire

membership, is

the “ royal priesthood,” proclaiming salvation to the Jost world, and winving back
souls to the bosom of redeeming love.g
Pleasure is precaripus, but virtue
mortal.
.
;

is im-

~ THE
Lawyers

Literary Wiscellany.

M

:

Oe

The House of Commons

Habits of Literary Mei.

:

in Parliament.
——

may,

MORNING

therefore,

fairly be said to be the avenue through
which all the more brilliant figures of the
English bar pass on to success and distinction. The steady, solid men remain outside, and rise, when they do rise, by the patient drudgery of the courts. There are
many instances of men almost totally unknown to the public in general being
thus
made judges, simply because of their un-

STAR, JUNE 18, 1873.

Te

.
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till he has dissolvéd. If the end of the
polyp is cut off, he does not seem to suffer
any
serious inconvenience. He eats on as

are crossed ; & cloak

stomach is gone,

falls

from

before, though,

the shoul-

now that the bottom of his

all his prey

Soply pass-

WILTON

in social meetings was earnest, but at home her
quietness, firmness and decision for the right

stomach, and holds the worm fini there

in terra cotta, but of no definite type. The
head, in fact, is absolutely
that of Jupiter;
the figure is covered with a- tunic, having
short sleeves which only cover the upper
part of the arm; the legs and hands

WiLToN, Iowa.
Commences its Fall Term September
Catalogues sent to inquirers.
:

were
the most influential. Her husband testifies that under God he owes what he is to her.
Five children have risen up to call her blessed,

They were benefited by her

and

fll

places

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,

of

| usefulness,
In her short sickness she was submissive, trustful and hopeful,
CoM.

2, 1872.

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY,

|

ders and envelops the lower limbs; the es.out at the other end of the tube. Indeed,
This institution 18 under the control of the Wis.
right hand holds a papyrus, so that the the glutton may count himself fortunate,
consin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful
belief is it must represent
a philosopher. since he can eat.as much as he pleases with- 3 $75 to $250 per month, Srsviere, operacion for three years, The coming year promLet us consider some of the habits of
male, to introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED] ises more enlarged usefulness.
The vi
of
Li
Two days after, however, a more important out any danger of being gorged. Whetheminent persons,
COMMON SENSE
FAMILY
SEWING MAEvansville is finely located, and few
places
the
Sir Walter Scott used to get up at six In
CHINE. This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, West surpass it in point of moral and}
work of art was found at the bottom of er the stomach is in time supplied again by
ous intuck, quilt; cord, bind, braid and embroider ina
fluences.
p
Teligion
another garden contiguous to the one above growth we are not told. This is by no
winter and five in summer, light his own
most superior manner. Price only $15. Fully
Expenses are reasonable.
mentioned,
namely,
a marble
Venus, means impossible, however. For general
fire, shave, wash, dress, and then sit down
licensed and warranted for five years. We will
Prof. JACOBS will have charge ofthie Music Des
pay $1,000 for any machine that will sew a strongpartment.
doubted soundness and merit as lawyers, measuring, with the base, more than a yard ly amputation only adds a new polyp to
to his desk and have three hours’ steady
more; beautiful,or more elastic seam than
CALENDAR:
i er,
writing, rarely having occasion to make But the men whom the: public admire and in hight. It isin perfect preservation, as the world. * In his arithmetic, division and
ours, It'makes the * Elastic Lock Stitch.” Evmanuscrip
of
page
it
only
wants
two
fingers
of
the
right
hand,
a
multiplication
are
identical.
Cut
off
his
ery
second
stitch
can
be
cut,
and
still
the
cloth
cancel
or
FALL
TERM
Opens
Aug.
27,—continuing 13 weeks, .
care
to
read
about
are
the
lawyers
who
haye
corrections
Ww.
Slosing Nov.38: 5
»
i
\
can not-be pulled apart without tearing it. We
He would think over what he had to"write,
thade a name in Parliament. Of course this but, the most remarkable characteristic is arm, not only does another grow at once
pay
Agents
from
$75
to
$250
per
month,
and
ex‘WINTER TERM opens
Dec.
10,—continuing 13 w
Juring the last ten minutes before he left system has its defects. It frequently places that it is colored. The excavationsof Pom- to take its place, but the amputated limb
penses, or go commission from which twice that
closing Fe. 28.
?
8
whe,
amount can be made. Address SECOMB & Co.,
For particulars, address
his/bed, ‘let it *‘simmer” in his mind, he on the judicial hench a man who has really peii and Herculaneum have produced many becomes itself a new polyp. Cut him into
Mass.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Chicago, Ill., or
Rev. G.S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.
said, while he was shaving, and by the to learn his law when he gets there. In one other specimens of painted marble, but the pieces, we only make of the individual a < Boston,
St. Louis, Mo.
:
18120
time he had the pen in his hand, knew case, which was recently very prominent, it tints have all more or less faded away. In community. “He even turns himself inside
LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
pretty well how to carry out his purpose, made a judge of a bold and clever adven- the present work the hair is yellow, out like the fabled gymmast ; it is of no conWhat Is Home withoutan Organ?
About turer who knew, when he was thus sudden- the eyelashes and eyebrows black; the sequence. His skingmakes a very good stomon paper, whatever the subject.
The SuMMER TERM will commence on Monday,
And what will an Organ now be, without a copy
nine o'clock he would take breakfast, after ly elevated, as little of law as he did of | chlamys, which, from the left arm, passing ach, and the stomach a very
April 14, 1873.
.
good skin.
Jomplete courses of study for both sexes.
which, in ‘Edinburgh, he would proeeed to morals, I have no hesitation in saying that behind the shoulders, descends on the legs The polyps naturally prefer to live in the of DITSAN & CO’S new, delightful, eomplete colG, H. RICKER, Prin.
lection of Reed Organ Music, called the
way; naturalists
have,
however,
the.Law Court in which he was Clerk of I allude to the Irish judge, Mr. Justice and covers the lower parts,’is also tint- other
North Scituate, R. I., March 17, 1873.
i]
and there, sitting at a desk under Keogh, Notody could deny that when ed yellow outside, while the interior folds succeeded in transfixing them with a fine
Sessions,
ORGAN AT HOME!
LYNDON
LITERARY INSTITUTION
the judges, with an official black gown Keogh was made judge, after a brief and show atthe edges some traces of blue needle, thus compelling them to remain in
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
parts are white. The their new condition. Their functions go Every Organ needs it! The
thrown over his shoulders, but not cover- brilliant Parliamentary.career, his knowl- and red. The nude
ing his lofty head with a powdered beruke, edgejof law was extremely scanty, while his left arm, the hand of which holds the ap- on as before. Without apparent organs
Faculty :
Best collection for Reed
rgan at Home!
a smaller statue, of sense, without heart, lungs, intestines, i)
common to advocates of Scotland, would character might fairly be called infamous. ple of Paris, rests upon
J. 8. BROWN, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek,
ns! 200 not difficult pieces!
Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Preceptress, French and Nat.
sit through the trial of various civil suits, "The public opinion of his country -at first the drapery of which is also. tinted yellow, or brains, they perform with seeming sucural Science.
?
Pi
cess all the functions of higher animals— Boor
from one to four hours, sometimes reading,
| jooked on his elevation to the bench as one green, and black.”
an-ized that no dull music is in them;
Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Mathematics and Rhetoric,
fight,
flee
from
danger,
capture
their
prey,
but oftemer writing with great rapidity. might regard some brutal practical joke.
Miss IDA E. MORRILL, Musie.
n, smooth, legato style used, but
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.
bring up their children, and, in short, ful- the org
On these occasions he frequently answered The system of electing judges is, to my
Dickens
in
Boston.
fillall the duties which God has devolved as an orga
a great number of letters; or, if the print- mind,
at Home should be cheerful,
quite indefensible; but it must be
CALENDAR:
upon them. Nor do they seem to lack in
er's devil dogged at his heels, would write owned that no Irish community, howeyer
nd staccato music is not excluded. At Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August if 2r o
light
Dickens
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read,
on
that
last
night,
telligence, though.the organs of intelligence
Wmter Term of 13 weeks,
begins
em
r 3.
.
a chapter of one of the Waverley Novels. reckless or debased, would
have
then
.with that are wholly wanting. In what the marvelresent Te Organ in a Home is often silent, for Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 11, 1873.
In the country, where he always resided thought of electing such a man as Keogh to “Dr, Marigold’s Prescription,”
juimitable trial of ** Bardwell against Pick~ ous instincts of these brainless, nerveless
during
the summer and autumn, a fine day
the bench of justice, Since then, it is unH.
music is not provided for it, Here is
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students
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rustle and flutter, as the audience took their
their own exertions for an education, received at rethem) he appeared to be could not be
the
On the whole the system, like almost
PARTICULAR
NOTICE!
Persons
wishing
obitduced
tuition.
nit Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.
author of the Waverley Novels. Scott was every other anomaly in English political seats,—an audience that comprised whatevBoard from $2.50 to $3.50 in families; in elubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
a hearty eater, liked a tankard of. porter at life, works much better than might have er was finest in the intellect and culture of uaries publishedin the Morning Star. who do
Boston!
not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
luncheon, a glass of wine at dinner, and a been expected. It has, at all events, the
Academies, &c.
LOCATION :
It was a pleasure {o be there simply, and
small tumbler of whiskey toddy after sup- advantage for my present purpose, .that it
equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion
to
sit
and
wait
with
the
others
in
quiet,
The new, commodious buollding, ample in its arper, before he retired for the night, which brings out into strong relief and upon the
PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.
rangements, recently erected for the use of the
pleased expectancy for the moment when Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
was usually betwéen ten and eleven.
situated on a gentle eminence in the village
same arena a succession of striking and the great necromancer should appear.
The SPRING TERM of this institution will com- School,is
single square can well be afforded to any single
of ‘Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the uniSouthey was far more temperate, rarely brilliant figures, each of them halfadvocate,
mence Tuesday, Feb. 11, and continue eleven weeks,
versally
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of Vermont. The Lyn«
There
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in
that
audience,
too,
obituary. Verses areinadmissible,
under the instruction of J. LINSCOTT, recently Prin- «donville station, onfullthescenery
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half politician. The lawyer in Parliatnent
Passumpsie railroad, is but
Spal of N. E, Masonic Institute, Center Effingham,
ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
at night, and pure water throughout the somehow hardly ever rises to the level of whom people all over the civilized world
easily accessible from all Petia of the country, and
day. He also rose early, ate a good break- statesmanship. During a great debate sev- wouldygo far to see. There was Emerson,
DAVID ALVERSON died of heart disease in
Tuition from $3 00 to $6 C0.
at the same time removed
from the activities and
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the
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during the day, with a recess of an hour lawyers in the JIovse of Commons
had book-cases among which he had browsed was converted at about the age of thirty, and
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or
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in succession, and
had spoken
Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN, Secretary, at
all his life, and, seeing him sitting there baptized by Elder Hannible, uniting with a F.
4tf
DR. MOSES E. SWEAT, Secy.
That is, from ten to twelve he would write their best, the
Lyndonville.
late
Sir James
Gra- in quiet waiting among the others, some Baptist church in Sherman, N. Y. Removing
yndon Center. Vt., 1872.
81
west
in
1837,
he
united
with
the
F.
Baptist
articles for thé Quarterly Review;
from
ham began a speech by expressing a hope
of his wonderful sentences would leap and church of Wheatland, Mich., where he resided
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
twelve
two he would write history;
that the House had at last got out of the
about eleven years.
While here he lost his
NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION,
from two to three he would walk out of regionof Nisi Prius; and a very cordial throb across one's thoughts, clear-and pure for
OF PENNSYLVANIA.
as rays from diamonds. There was Long- first wife, and married, after about three years,
oors ; from three to five he would poetize ; burst of applause showed that the Commons
-A.
B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight
Mrs.
Sarah
Smith.
Removing
to
Madison,
he
AGRICULTURAL,
fellow, with some gracious dignity which
associates,
ffom
five to seven he would surrender in general shared the hope, and were weary
united 10 1857 with the F. Baptist church of
:
SCIENTIFIC
and
seemed
the
fitling
atmosphere
of
his
own
regular courses for both sexes. * Four terms of
Six
himself to dinner and socia¥ intercourse of clever legal cagpistry applied to a broad
Dover and Madison, of which he remained a
ten weeks-each,
;
CLASSICAL.
with his family; at seven he would have political question” I can not remember any perfect poems,—the fine, massive head, the loved and worthy member till his death, Bro.a
A. was of a genial religious temperament, and
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
a cup of tea, and would write or read lawyer in Parliament who could, except on rippling, glittering silver of the beard, the fervent
CALENDAR:
helper in the assemblies of God’s peothoroughly Christian.
generally from seven to nine, retiring to the very rarest occasion, rise above the face so remarkable in its strength, and
ple.
Com,
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
Location
can
not
be
surpassed
in
healthfulness,
calm,
and
goodness.
There,
too,
was
bed at ten. The curious thing is, that if level of Nisi Prius. Lord Cairns, perhaps,
Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
JonN MESSER died in Gorham, Me., at the beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
the clock struck-when he was half way in is the nearest approach to a statesman we Fields, the publisher of Dickens, the friend
Expenses
only
$175
for
College
year
of
40
weeks,
Winter Term loses January 24, 1873.
home
of
his
daughter,
Mrs.
Marietta
P.
Libby,
also in that deep, tender sense which we
a sentence, he would drop the pen, turn have had in a lawyer for many years; and
including Tuition, Boarding, Washing, Rent, Fue
Spring Term begins February 3 1873.
April
17,
aged
65
years.
He
is’
only
the
third
Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.
away from the particular subject he was even he, during all the Alabama discussions all know now we have read his book: and who has died from a family of fourteen children, and use of heavier Furniture,
Summer
Term begins April 28, 1873.
the
beautiful
woman
by
his
side,
of
whose
For
Catalogue
or
further
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address
the
seven sons and seven daughters.
The father
on, and take up another with the ease
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gives.

Charles

who did not resemble Southey
else, was like him in this.

Dickens,

ii anything

His. rule was to

stop writing at twelve, and when the
clock struck, he would shut his writingcase, go into another

room

for lunch,

and

the moment he had taken it, put on his hat

and, no matter what

out for
Jobn
which
admire,

a walk
Milton,
every
though

the

weather

was,

go

of two or three hours.
author of ‘Paradise Lost,”
one
pretends to know and
few to had the patignce

to read it through, commenced

authorship

by studying and writing late into the
night. - When he arrived at matarer manhood, he changed this evil practice, went
to bed at nine in the evening, rose at four
in summer and five in winter, studied until

noon, then took an how's exercise, dined
about two, after which he sung, and played
the organ, or listened to- other's music.
Again at study, from four to six, stopping
to receive the visits and

enjoy the conver-

sation of his frietds who came to see him.
At eight he would sup, smoke a pipe of
tobacco, drink a glass of water, and go to
bed at nine.

In

bed,

it

his finest thouglits‘came
when

he

for, being

was

writing

blind,

he

often would summon

is

said, many

(o him, especially
‘Paradise

Lost;”

‘had to dictate,

one

of his

was

more

temperate.

and

daughters

to write down what he had composed.

man

of

He

No

believed

that his best verses were composed between the autumnal and spring equinoxes.
Before he began his great sacred poem, he
knelt down and prayed God to inspire and
sustain him.
Rousseau chiefly composed at matinprime.
Jean Hardouin, the great French

scholar

and critic, wrote from four in the morning
until midnight.
Aristotle, who took little sleep, bad a
contrivance by which he was awakened

in the House of Lords last session, treated the

whole question in the most rigidly lawyerlike sense. He argued on the controversy
of two gréat nations as if he were Mr.
ker and the other parties were Dodson

Perand

Fogg.
It was magnificent pettifogging,
but it was pettifogging none the less. Half
a dozen sentences from the clear,broad, political common sense of the unbrilliant Lord
Derby touched the heart of the question in a
manner which the shrewd logic of the keen
lawyer and eloquent speaker wholly failed
to do.— Galaxy.

Bodies Undecayed.
—

OP

Dead bodies do not always decay.
Peculiarities in the soil in which they are buried
sometimes

arrest the progress of corruption,

and preserve them unchanged for centuries.
Here are several striking

instances

of this

sort:

The tomb-of Edward I., who died in 1307,
was opened Jan. 2, 1770, after four hundred

and sixty-three years had elapsed. His
body was almost perfect. Canute,
(the”
Dane) who crossed over to England in 1017,
was found in 1776 by the workmen who repaired Winchester Cathedral, where his
body had reposed nearly seven hundred and
fifty years, perfectly fresh. In 1569, three
Roman soldiers, fully equipped with war-like

implements, were

dug out of a bed of peat

in Ireland, where they had laia probably fif-

teen hundred years. Their
perfectly fresh and plump.

In the reign of James

after the

fall

of

the

bodies

were

II, of England,

church

at

Astley,

in

1530,

in

Warwickshire,there was taken up the corpse
of Thomas Gray, Marquis of Dorset, who was’
buried there the 10th of October,

the twenty-second year of Henry VIII; and
although it had lain there seventy-eight
years, the eyes, hair, flesh, nails and joints
remained as though it had been but newly
#arly, and then set to work,
:
Robert Braybrook, who was conseJohn Calvin commenced his daily stud- buried.
ies at five or six inthe morning, reading crated Bishop of London in 1381, and who
and writing in bed for hours togéther.
If died in 1404, and was buried in St. Paul’s,
business required him to go out; ‘he. would was taken out of his tomb after the great fire
in 1666, during the repairs of the cathedral ;
rise and dress; but, on ‘his return, again
went to bed. As he advanced in years, he and although he had lain there no less than
wrote little with his own hand, but dic- two hundred and sixty-two years, his bodytated to secretaries, rarely having occasion was found firm as to skin, hair, joints and
to make any corrections. Sometimes his nails.
Pietro Rodriguez, a Portuguese jeweller,
faculty of composition would fail ; then he
would quit his bed, attend to his out-door- while puigtiing his occupation in the city of
duties for days, weeks and even months Mexico, was, in 1595, accused before the
together, and not think of writing until he tribunal of the Inquisition, and, after
felt that the power had returned.
Then he suffering a variety of tortures, was condemned to be buried alive in a vault in the
would go to bed, send for his secretary,and
Convent de St. Domingo, in that city. He
resume his labors.
:
The great Cardinal Richelieu, who was was then thirty-eight years old. The .Con- a dramatist as well as Prime Minister of vent de St. Domingo was lately demolished
in a search for treasure supposed to be conFrauce, usually went to bed at éleven,
slept three hours, would rise and write .un- cealed there, and the body of Rodriguez
til eight in the morning—now and then ‘taken out of the vault exaet y as when plac. amusing himself by playing with his cats, ed there two hundred and seventy years before. His daughter, two and a half years of
of whom he was very fond.
Buffon, the naturalist, rose early and age, was lying under her father’s feet, aud
worked perpetually. "His great ‘Studies as pecfectly preserved as himself, The eviof Nature? cost him fifty years of labor, dences of torture on the body of the jewelIn one respect,
and he recopied it eighteen times before he ler are fearfully apparent.
sent it to the printers. He composed in a however, the appearance does not coincide
singular manner, writing upon large-sized with the record which we have given. The
paper, on which, as in alédger, five distinct miserable man must have died in the hands
of his tormentors. The position of his
-eolumns were ruled.
In the first column
he wrote down
the first thought; in the hands show that he was suspended by the
body and neck. until he died. Marks of the
second he corrected, enlarged and prused
it, and so on, until he had reached the fifth cord and of the burning iron are deeply reparts of his body.
column, within which he finally wrote the corded on the various
But, even after this, His hair and beard are firm, his skin natural
result of his labor,
he would recompose a ‘sentence twenty in hue and texture, without the' least! trace
times, and once devoted fourteen hours to of decomposition in any part.
find the proper word with which to round
off a periods:
:
Discoveries of Pompeii.

face it seems a kind

of sacrilege

to

write,

the

audience

drew

my

eyes

suddenly

to

the platform, which a man was crossing in
a rapid, rather business-like way.
Dickens, his first appearance, his whole

was amongst us, that I shall only touch
lightly Lere.
The first impression was so calm and
business-like, that it might have been slightly disenchanting to those who had greatly
idealized him.
Hero-worship is always a dangerous indulgence, but any slight chill of disappoivtment soon vavished under the spell of his
reading. For, despite its simplicity, it was
a spell. The dear old Christmas "story
could never afterward be the same to those
who heard the author read it that night.
By some subtle trick of voice and expression, he

individualized

in the story.
itinerant

every character

with

his

white

hat

and a shawl worn loosely round his shoulders, telling his story of the Suffolk young
woman whom he had courted from the footboard of his cart. There was Mrs. Marigold with her frightful temper; and there,

RUFUS MUNGER died in Bethany, May 11, at
the advanced age, lacking a few days, of 92 years.
He was born in Union, Ct. He moved to Genesee county in 1806, endured the hardships and
privations of pioneer life, and there spent his
days, with the exception of 12 years in Wisconsin. He served his country in the war eof 1812,
being a commissioned officer of his company.
He became a subject of divine grace when 12
years old, but never connected himself with the
church of Christ,which he deeply regretted when
it became evident his end was near.
The writer
of this has often witnessed the gathering tears,
when referring to this great neglect of duty.
Nevertheless he took a deep interest in religious
matters, and was a ready contributor to the
cause of God.
He reared a family of ten children, and lived to see them all embrace a hope
in Christ.
His last days were not wanting in the
richness of a religious experience.
His last
hours more especially brought out the fullness
of the love of Christ in the soul, when he seemed to have almost an impatient desire to depart
and be with Christ.
When questioned in regard to his fature prospects, as he stood at the
brink of the river, he said, when he passed over
he should sing *¢ Glory, glory, glory.”
We have
no reason to doubt his anticipations are more
than realized.
CoM.

shining between the quaint, tender father,
and the mother, so fierce and cruel in her
outbreaks of passion, was the face of that

dear, little, seraphic Sophy.

The

spell of

that voice passing so easily from the ** descriptive to the dramatic,” striking
out

every character clear as a chisel, with its
changing keys, entranced the whole: audience.
You might have heard the ticking
of a clock, so

still was

humor,

it

now

it.

was

the

Now it was the
tenderness,

now

the deep pathos of the story which lifted
everybody
into a common
sympathy.
Dickens was such a master of art, too.
There was nothing sensational or extrava-

gant in the whole

reading.

to its own hight, and

He lifted one

fired

the imagination

and possessed the heart apparently without
effort, as the soft winds blow, and birds
warble, or, better than either, as the num-

bers sing

their divine

sweetness through

)

azine.

Polyp.
It is not a long stride from the foraminifera to the polyps. Indeed, the line which
separates

these little

not very

distinctly

creatures

drawn;

of the sea is

perhaps

not in

fact ; certainly it is not very clearly discerned or traced by science. These polyps are
verily monsters. They have been known
to attain the gigantic size of one-third of
an inch in length, ** The most prominent
member of this group,” says M. Taudon,
‘is the fresh-water polyp or Hydra virides.
It looks like a little straight
semi-transparent, greenish,

DEA. SAMUEL ROBERTS died of congestion of

the lungs, in Newfield, Me.,Jan. 9,aged 64 years,
The deceased was born in Shapleigh, Me., where.
he experienced religion and united with the
church.
He afterward removed with his family
to Newfield, and was elected deacon of the
Newfield F. B. church in 185). Bro. Roberts
wus a quiet, unassuming man, yet he was a pillar in the church, puncrual at the social meeting,
loved his denomination, charitable to ‘ethers, a
peuce-maker, wise in counsel, full of good deeds,
His death leaves a wide gap in the church and
family and community.
He leaves a widow,
and a large family of sons and daughters to mourn
an affectionate husband and kind father.
His
end wus peace.

bag, tubular,
open at one

end, and fashioned like a trumpet’s mouth,
having around the opening six, occasional-

ly eight or ten, tentagles—fine, filiform, and
flexible arms, arranged around the mouth
in the form of a crown.
Thus the bag is
the body, the opening is the mouth, the

cavity is the stomach, and
arms.

This then, is the whole polyp.”

It is a voracious

learned

the tentacles the

creature,

and

has never

the value of temperance.

‘er has enough.

Its stomach

[It nev-

possesses

a

itself to its
power of adapting
curious
food, so that the polyp has the pleasure of

eating occasionally a quantity of food three
Cuvier, who raised comparative anatomy
its own body.
to a science, never had occasionto cop
The Unita Nationale, of Naples, gives an or four times the bulk ofmeal
is too great
his manuscript,
He composed very rapid- account of some interesting researches re- Sometimes it finds that its
ly, the proper words falling into the propeér. cently made in the ruins of the buried city : for its digestive powers. It then ejects a part
lace and everything
being arranged in «In the porch of a small house two skel- that it may digest the rest. Si. Francis
drew from
iis mind in a very orderly manner.
etons were found, -one of them being incon- de Sales, pointing to the brutes,
‘‘ They
Bossuet, the French divine, who left fifty testably that of a woman, as it had on a them a moral for the benefit ofheman.
exclaimed,
volumes of his own manuscripts, rose at bracelet in massive gold, of unusual form, are sober and temperate,”
appetites
‘four, wrapped himself up in a loose dress composed of thick rings soldered to each « and never eat more than their evidentfastened by two demand.” The worthy father was
of bear skin, and wrote until, from sheer other, the whole being
of the
fatigue, his hand refused to holdId the -pen., pieces of wire of the same metal. The day. ly unacqhainted with the habits
by
swallowed
worm
a
Sometimes
polyps.
discoverThen he would return to bed, take the after, in the same building, was
to escape. The
sleep of exhaustion, and, on awaking, go ed a small statue, seated, about two feet this monster, struggles
arm into his own
through the same process again,
high, of a rather uneommon model, It is polyp "athrusts his long

vad

ABIGAIL PHILPOT
died in Limerick, Me.,
Dec. 12, aged 44 years. The deceased experi:
enced religion in early life, and united with the
church, and sustained
an unblemished Christian
character till death.
Her sickness was long and
painful, and she often expressed a wish, “to
be in that beautiful world, where the inbabitant
never says—‘ I am sick.”
Her great desire
was to be fully prepared.
She was ready.
Though there was no rapture,no ecstasy, yet she
sweetly fell dsleep in Jesus, Of a large and loving family, father, and mother, and sisters all
are gone, only one is left. In that beautiful
world we shall greet one another again, pod

some delicious poem.—Arthur's Home May-

M.,

Agricultural

For further particulars, apply to the Principal, or
E. C,
LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N, H., July 22, 1872.

College

The Spring Session of the above institution, located
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
pleasant circumstances «Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have signifled thele-intention to enter. Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all for-

NICHOLS

tution, and are much encouraged

College, and it is open for

1y48

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Faculty:

Geometry.

Opens Dec. 3, 1872.
Opens Feb. 25, 1873.
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Mathematics.
Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of Gérman.
Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal
partment.

ivery.
uary.

De-

of Music.

La

Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,
Augusta), Teacher of Penmanship and BookKeeping.
/
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness.
Half terms commence” at the
beginning ansl middle of theterm.
4

CARRIE
WARDSWORTH,
daughter of Rev.
Samuel Poindexter, died of consumption,
in
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Limerick, Me., May 2, aged 21 years.
Her
Pittsfield, Maine.
+
healtn had been failing for a year, but terminat31
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.
ed very suddenly at last,with hemorrhage of the
lungs. Though called so suddenly ind early she
was fully prepared.
She experienced religion | BATES
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.
and was baptized by her father at the age of 15,
and lived a beautiful, faithful Christian life till The next Term of this®thool will commence Aug.
death. She possessed an excellent education, a 2, 1872. The Faculty for the next year is organized
as follows :
;
loving and sweet disposition,
and, as daughter,
Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
teacher, friend, was beloved by all, She conseRev.
J2Fullonton,
D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
crated one-tenth of all her earnings to the Lord.
History and Pastoral Theology,
She was one of the lovely Christians.
Death
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
loves the shining mark,
E. P. LADD.
Greek and Homiletics,
Rev. B. F. Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and
Bers Coruins, wife of Jonathan Collins,
s
Moral Philoso Rhys
. M., Protessor of Systematic
died in Danville;
vy 17, aged 78. To live to be
Rev,J. A. Howe,
doe
Theology.
.
useful is the highest object of life.
Mrs. Collins
Thomas S, Rich, Professor of Hebréw., attained this in some degree." Before experiencTwo
Courses
of
study
are
Jrsecribed;
one
eming
# work of grace, she labored effectually to
bracing and the other omitting the ancient lan.
bring her husband inte the path of sobriety. guages.
his accomplished, the way was prep ared for 8 Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
conversion to Christ.
Both were baptized by
Be
. J. BUTLER, Sec.
Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.
Rev. J. Fallonton,
May 31, 1840, Her testimony
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Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paintmg, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
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to Subscribe
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Winter term commences Nov. 7, 1872.
GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
REV. A. L. GERRISH, Principal Normal
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Vocal Music for Gentlemen,

particular

J. S. GARDNER, Principal.

600

ty
clubs,
EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
Use of Instrument for practice,

VIRGINIA.
important

Whitestown, N. Y., June 4, 1873.

COLLEGE.

rent, per term, from

CO., WEST

For

Sec.

COLLEGE,

Send for Catalogue.

The SUMMER TERM will open June 3, =A close’
Aug. 22, 1873.
EXPENSES.
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
$7.00
Board, per week, in private families,

near

The enlargement is fully completed, at an expense

THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., President.
Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

Room

poetry,

so

open August 25th.

Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
rates.
For further particulars address the Principal, or

RIDGEVILLE

reading,

The 32nd Academical year of this institution

A. B., Principal.

-

to

school

students

WHITESTOWN

the Principal.

-

given

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

SEMINARY.
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school
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Primary Branches, $400
Common English,
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ste BOY
Higher English,
«mee
O50
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of the

TAYLOR

The tuition will be as follows:

-

The

A.M. JONES,

FLEMINGTON,

The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence
on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, 1872.

Classical,

sexes.

VIRGINIA

This Institution offers to

Complete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desiring to take a thorough
course in Music.

H. COTTON,

attention

The location

WEST

Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
er week. or rooms may be obtained for self-boardng at reasonable rates.

WILLIAM

both

are invaluable.

For further particulars, address

and

the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions

Opens Sept. 3, 1872.

NORTHWOOD

Special

scanning, &c.

‘Calendar:
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks.
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks.

Jan, 13
:

declamafion, composition, Greek and Latin

Cc . A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
I. D. Smith, Principal Commercial Department.
E .C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.
FALL TERM, 13 weeks.

begin

being composed of only one department, a thoroughness mm doing their work is secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek,
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra an

.

GREEN

SCHOOL.

TERMS

LG. JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assist
ants.
The special work of this school is to fit students for

by the results al-

ready achieved.

LATIN

SPRING AND SUMMER
April 7, 1873.

merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this insti-

Eviyag PHELPS
was drowned May 23, in
what is called Bates’ Pond, while engaged in
moving logs, in the Township of Dayton, Tuscola Co., Mich., aged 23 years and 4 months.
The subject of this notice was a young man of
promise, one who had the good will of all who
knew him, and on whom his father depended for
support in old age. He has left a father, mother, five sisters and other numerous friends to
mourn their loss.
S. A. CURRIER.

There was Dr. Marigold, the

auctioneer,

Miss JANE W. Hoyt, A.
P. O., Center Co., Pa.

MeriBAH H. MESSER, widow .of the above,
died very suddenly in West Waterville, Me.,
April 23, azed 65 years. Sister Messer was
present at the faneral of her husband on the
Saturday
previous, apparently in her usual
bealth.
She at that time expressed a desire to
go with her husband, but we little thought then
she would follow so soon. She was for many
years a worthy and faithful member of the F. B.
church in West Waterville, but having removed
with her husband to Athens about two years
since, she united with our church at that place,
and remained a faithful member till she left the
church militant for the church triumphant, ¥
FW.

manner, and the character of his readings,
were so roughly ‘* written up” when he

Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.

President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress,

and mother of this large family lived to see them
all married, and well settled in life. Bro.” Messer had been sick for quite a long time, and during the past year he had been almost helpless.
He was converted about two years ago,and united
with the F. B. church in Athens, Me., of which
he remained a faithful member till the time of
his death.

because another Chaucer or Shakespeare
could alone do it worthily, was the wife of
the publisher.
I was thinking of all this, when a stir in

-

custom

5

which

MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Is now complete and ready for custom=
ers. Itisadapted to classes that have
just’completed “The Story of Jesus.’
This book, ¢ Wonderful Works of
Jesus,” received the prize offered not

long since by the Printing Establish-

ment,
tors,

.and is recommended
superintendents and

to pas-

teachers as

being in every way worthy of their
patronage. Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be filled immediate
ly. Price 15 cents ; Postage (extra),
4 cents.

=

.

'

mur

derer, was begun Monday of last week in the
Maine supreme court at Alfred.
The New York court of appeals decided Tuesday in favor of granting Stokes a new trial.
{I'he Universal Peace Union held its annual
meeting Wednesday at New York.

Two men were killed and one wounded

ut

There is * a woman ‘with an iron jaw?”
ing with a circus in Kentucky.
Lightning-rods are manufactured
phia at the rate of 50,000 feet a day.

inches of rain fell.

been recovered
last accounts.

and

the

ten dead

dam-

rest

bodies

were

had

missing

at

—
The Oregon volunteers deny that the massacre
of the Modocs was committed by any of their
number.
A party of lynchers mm Wetzel county, West
‘Virginia, killed a robber and his wife Wednesday
morning.
A jealous young farmer in Yadkin
county, North Carolina, shot his wife “dead last
Saturday ; and two murders are reported in New

York.
* The aquarium car, which left Charlestown,

N.

i., last week, with about $30,000 worth of propagating fish with which it was intended to

stock the rivers of California, fell through a trestle-work into Elkhorn River, near Omaha,
Sunday, and was completely wrecked.

on

The testimony of the members of the Polaris’s
company, taken at the Washington investigation
a nd soon to be published, shows that Captain
Hall died a natural death and that the separation
of those on the ice-floe was accidental.

FOREIGN.
Several French officials have sent in their
resignations in consequence of the circular issued by the minister of the interior on the 4th
instant.
A Spanish force

in

Cuba,

after

a five

days’

. hunt, came upon and dispersed the rebel band
under Major Diaz, killing the latter with 25 of
his followers, and taking 16 prisoners.

It is said that Count von Arnim, the German
ambassador
to France, has been recalled, because he made unnecessary calls upon President
MaeMahon.
The payment of the first instalment of the remaining milliard francs of the French war indemnity dae Germanyon the 5th instant, was
completed on Saturday last.
The Bualtan of Turkey has issued a firman
granting to the Khedive of Egypt an independent internal government, and authorizing him
to augment his army and conclude
foreign

The Russian column invgding Khiva

has

had

two engagements with the Khivans, one on the
27th of April and one on the 11th of May.
The

Russians were successful in both.

The funeral of Rattazzi took place at Rome on
Sunday and was attended

people.

Many

by

a large

persons, to show

crowd

of

their respect

for the deceased statesman, displayed black flags

from their residences.

:

~The bandof the Prince George regiment of
the Saxon army sailed from Hamburg on the

steamship Vandalia for New York.

The band

has sixty members, is one of the most: celebrated in Germany, and proposes to make a concert

tour through the United States.
‘Baron Schlosser, the German
Washington, has arrived

minister

at Berlin.

at

It is not

likely that he will returnto the United States.
Herr Von Krause, at present attached to the
German legation in London, is to be sent to
Washington ag charge d'affaires.
The Spanish Cortes has accepted the

.

resigna-

tion
of the Figueras ministry, and a new cabinet
headed
by Senor Pi Y. Margall is agreed upon.

The excitementin Mudrid is subsiding.‘

in

tion the mouth of the bag is entirely

fo2.70

An explosion of fire-<damp
occurred in the
Henry Clay colliery, near Shamokin,
Pennsyivania, Tuesday, while fifty miners were at work.
Thirty-five of the men saved themselves or were

Of the others

Fran-

fravelPhiladel-

Postmaster Crosby, of Danbury, Conn., has
invented a new fastening for mail bags, doing
away with the strap now in use.
By his inven-

age was done to the planting interests in the adjacent country, but the sanitary condition is
greatly improved.

rescued.

a

Michigan has a compulsory eduedtion law.
Under its influence the ratio of attendance is
rapidly increasing. The state has 5,418 schoolhouses, valued at $7,470,309.

about

It is feared that great

tes-

An almost i eredible paragraph is circulating
to the effect that Sergeant ‘Bates is actually—
after all that he has done for his ungrateful country—reduced”to the humiliating necessity of
working for a living, just like any ordinary citizen.
:

ever

Tenn.,

and

By a vote of 11 10 1 the Chicago School Board
has resolved to retain Free trade text books in
the schools.

at Memphis,

for

The Richmond Dispatch thinks the great mass
of Americans ‘ too genteel” to read postal cards
not addressed to them.

The bridge over the river Marias des Agnes,
on the Leavenworth, Lawrence and Galveston
Railroad in Kansas, fell while a train was passing
over it on Saturday and the bridge and train
were entirely demolished.
There were eleven
persons on the train, but no one was seriously

known there raged

are

Rolla, Mo., has what a local paper calls * the
chicken emigration agency,” which ships 250
dozen poultry,weekly,to New Orleans and other
places.

Mr. Payson, who was sent to Europe to investigate the claims of theBurnham heirs, has reurned and reports that the story of the will of
Benjamin Burnham in 1694 is a humbug, and
that there is no twenty-two millions to be contested.

ten o’clock Tuesday night, accompanied by
mense sheets of electricity In an hour

city

Fruit is abundant and very cheap in San
cisco.

The case of Bowles B®thers & (o., it is said,

storm

York

discharged all the’€hinamen in their employ.

has come out of the bankruptey court in ar unexpectedly favorable condition.
The
assignee
proposes to offer the creditors fifty cents on a
dollar, and the house has issued a statement that
it will pay the other half.
It is said, too, that the
firm will soon resume business.

thunder

Southerners

The wholesale butchers of San Francisco have

Three children were killed and another child
wounded by the explosion of a can of gunpowder at Steubenville, O., Tuesday.

and

New

the

The colored pgople of St, Louis are to have
grand musical jubilee on the 1st of August.

News of an unsuccessful attempt to assassinate Alphonso, the Carlist leader in Spain, comes
in a foreign letter to New York.

rain

trees in

of

The Moravians of this country propose to celebrate the John Huss memorial day, July 6.

St.

teports are current against the Texas border
commissioners, it being alleged that they have
greatly over-valued destroyed property for which
the Mexican government is expected to pay.

severest

migrations

half a mil-

A Tennessee man wrote his last will
tament on a paper collar.

A man supposed to be Edward W. Flint, of
Salem, Mass., committed suicide at Dubuque,
Towa, Tuesday evening, by shooting himself
through the head.

The

Caye is for sale; price,

-

new ministry in Spain in annovReing its’

it will favor a specdy demarcation of
policy says

encased

in

iron, easily closed and fastened, and so arranged
that when the bag is epen a square aperture is
formed, which will much facilitate the operation
of making up and assorting the mail.
In Ponca, Neb., has been found the fossil. remains of an animal supposed to be of the lizard
order, which measures one hundred feet in
length, twenty-five in breadth,and nobody knows

how many feet in depth,

as it has

net

yet

all

come to light.
A San Francisco paper tells of a gentleman
man who gave his Chinese servant five hours’
leave of absence the other day, and was somewhat amused by seeing him walk out of the gate
with a twelve-pound clock under his arm, which
he took with him to keep run of the time and be
back in season.
Not long ago the master of one of the Cunard
steamers running to New York, having a short
time previously taken to himself a wife, applied
for permission to take his helpmate with him for
just one voyage.
The request was granted more
readily than he had anticipated, bnt as it turned
out, the company took ene view of the transaction and the captain another. Proceeding as-usu-

al, to superintend the removal

of the

steamer

from the dock to the river, he was astounded to
find a brother captain in the act of giving orders.
Explanations were given, and it transpired that
though the company were not unwilling that
Captain — should take his wife to America,
they were not disposed to entrust him with the
ship also.
One charge was sufficient, where the
lives of nearly a thousand passengers and the
safety of a very large amount of property was
concerned.
The City of Chester, the new steamer of the
Liverpool, New York and Philadelphia Company, is the largest merchant steamer in the
world next to the Great Eastern.
Her dimensions are: Length over all, 458 feet; breadth, 44
feet; depth, extreme, 38.8; molded, 36.4; gross
tonnage, 4,800 ; engine power, 800 horses ; 15 boilers,30 furnaces,
Passenger accommodations—
1st class, 182; 3d class, 1,310; crew and ship’s
servants 135. Expected speed, 17 knots.
It is reported that over seven millions of fraudulent South Carolina State bonds are outstanding, and the State Comptroller has been ordered

to show cause why the state should not levy tax
to pay the interest on the same,
will be argued before the Supreme
District on the 10th.
Butler, of Egyptian
among the Carlists.
Dr.

Von

Dollinger

fame,

succeeds

and the case
Court of the

has
Baron

turned

up

Liebig as

president of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences.

John
with

Stuart. Mill left a full autobiography,
directions

that it be published at an early

day.
Mary E. Braddon is reported to have made
ten times as much by her sensational novels as
Mrs. Browning realized by her poetical works.
The French government has bought for the
Louvre,Raphael’s painting, called * The Supreme
Being,” said to be the only fresco of that painter
this side the Alps. The price paid -was about

$41,500.
One of the curiosities of the Vienna Exhibition
is a German translation of Homer’s Hiad in
stenography, by Prof. Schreiber of Vienna, consisting of 600 microscopic pages, so condensed
us to go into a nut-shell,

Thackery tells us of an Irish woman begging
alms from him, who, when ghe saw him put his
hand in his pocket, cried out, *“ M ay the blessing
of God follow you all your life;” but when he
only pulled out his snuff-box, immediately added, * and never overtake ye.”

An English detective, who was detailed to accompany the Prince of Wales and his brother to
the Vienna exhibition, to protect the royal pock-

federal States, the restoration of discipline in the ets from Austrian thieves, was arrested by the
proclal

f martial law against

se Carlist insurgents, the liberty of the
sion

of slavery.

Antilles

the slow

process of “making

bor, and his per cent, of profit on jthe

Alabama, it is said, will decline payment of the
July interest on her bonds.

Another crusade against whiskey has been
instituted by- the Salt Lake city government, several parties being sentenced to be imprisoned.

hurt.

of the

Over five million acres of land are open
homesteads and pre-emption in Dakota.

was

at

p treaty

Schuyler Colfax will deliver a Fourth-of-July
oration before the Odd Fellows of Cincinnati.

19 Quring last year.
Two brothers were suffocated in a gasometer

occurred

be rich, consider

The enforcement of the sleeping ordinance is
driving the Chinamen out of San Francisco.

there is, no m#kéd

A destructive thunder-storm
Louis, Monday night.

money by the growth of the soil far too dilatory.
Allowing the farmer to take out of his produce
reasonable wages, as a compensation for his la-

The buttonwood
fast dying out.

increase in the mortality since last/week.
The
interments at Elmwood were 50 against 26 the
corresponding week last year, and an average of

*

The Sultan of Zanzibar has signe
with Great Britain for the suppréessio

The summer
have begun.

road bridge at Coatesville, Pa.

at Eastport, Maine, Tuesday, and a third
taken out in a dangerous condition.

successful merchant or speculator,the profits look
small.
Ambitious young. men,iu hot haste to

Mammoth
lion.

by the

Cholera is believed to be on fhe. indie

Emperor William of Germany continues
seriously ill. Private advices represent his condition as alarming.

The

Paragraphs. or

falling of a scaffolding on the Pennsylvania Rail-

Memphis, Tenn., although

figure correctly. It is true, as compared with the

slave trade, néglected by Bir Bartle Frere.

During a heavy storm in Nebraska, Tuesday
last, the camp of a militarwdetachment'in Blackwood Creek was flooded and six [cavalrymen
and twenty-four horses were drowned.

and

E——

Vienna police for pressing too close upon the
princely pair, apd, ih spite of his explanations,
mi
off to jail,

valuation

of his land, implements,

etc., will not, properly,

in Ohio,

per cent.

exceed

three

per

aunum,

‘ That is a very poor business,” says the merchant and the banker; * I expect. to make fifteen or twenty per cent, on my money.”
Let
us look
a little into this fifteen or twenty per
cent.
Every man can not bea banker or a merchant,
simply because, if nobody tills the soil, the merchant will have no one to buy his goods, or the

bank to borrow its money.

Every

one has

not

the capital to set.ap a store, or a bank,and, therefore, he who
commences, frequently does it by
borrowing and paying interest, six, eight, ten,
or perhaps fifteen per cent.
We do not propose
that every young man
should try a farm either. Farming requires special qualifications, the first of which, is good
constitution ; the next, good judgment.
He al80 requires capital; but the above qualifications
constitute the principal part of it.
It is found by statistical data that of so many
merchants who
count
upon
sudden
wealth,

ninety-seven

out

of every

hundred

fail in the

course of their
lives, and become
bankrupt.
This process is by no means an'agreeable one to
go through.
With most men the principal objectin acquiring money is to leave something.
The farmer may not be able to die rich; he must
be content to live comfortably, and die in comfortable circumstances.
But to return to the
profits.
Suppose it is only three per cent.
That is, he
has a tract, say of one hundred acres of wild lard
that cost five dollars per acre, and the clearing
of half of it, ten dollars; his buildings, implements,
stock, ete., $1,500—in
all,
$2,600 or
$3,000. After paying himself wages, and supporting his family, he makes three per cent. on
his investment, of $90. This does not look very
imposing; but this little sum he can loan at ten
per cent., making it $99; and adding the next
year’s profit, there is £189; loaning this the third
year, it swells to $297; and by the time his children grow up, there is quite a nice little sum
salted away for them.
This profit is, however, not all represented |
by this sum.
There is a solid, imperishable |
investment in the farm itself, increased in value
by his own presence and labor, and the presence and labor of those around him.
Tt may be
worth only $25 per acre, but more, likely, by the |
i
time his. first born is of age, it is worth 850 per |
acre or £5,000; your merchant friend is, probably, by that time, twice that sum worse than
nothing.
— Selected.

Timber

in the West.
would

like fo ‘have

western homes. They have heard
which reward the laborer, and
which farmingcan be carried on
‘ but then,” say they, ‘‘ there is
timber.”
Having
lived thirty

of the returns
the ease with
by machinery;
the scarcity of
years
in five

Western

in thé East

States, we are prepared

to say

some-

thing of our timber prospects.
:
Timber with us grows with wonderful rapidity, Thirty vears ago people made the same
objection to going to Illinois which they now

make to going to Nebraska, but notwithstanding the wood that has been burned, and the
millions of railroad ties which have been furnished, there is more timber in Illinois to-day, than
ever.
All through Nebraska
timber planting
is an enthusiasm.
Every farmer plants.
Stock
companies plant large tracts; and Railroad Companies are raising timber.
Millions of trees aie
annually set out from the forests and hundreds
of nurseries are propagating on a grand scale.
One firm raise over twenty millions of conifers
alone, dnd can not supply’ the demand.
One
Patent Office Report estimates that 150,000 acres

are annually plantedto timber.

Last year one-

third more trees:Avere—pYinted than two years
ago.
Tree

culture

uncommon

has

thing

proved a success.

to see grevesof

Tt

is no

evergreens

in the heart of a once bleak prairie.
Conifers
succeed much better in the loam of the West,
than in their native Michigan or New York.
Arthur Bryant, of Princeton, Illinois, brother
of the
poet,
has a great variety.
Some of
his evergreens are forty feet high, and five feet
in circumference, though
only twenty
years
old. Mr. Scofield,
of Elgin, has European
larches fifteen years old, forty feet high, and a
foot in diameter,—capable of making two railroad ties and two fence posts, to the tree.
A
few months ago we visited Mr. Edwards, one of
the tree planters of the West, and it seemed as
though the wand of a magician had passed over
that prairie land.
What a transformation had
been produced in a score
of
years! Walks
wind through his grounds, embowered with

perennial

green.

Here are firs which you would

think half a century old; there,
pines large
enough for house
timbers; and the Norway
spruce, serving as stable for fowls and cattle.
Many cattle raisers are planting evergreens for
the protection of their stock; and the shelter
is so complete that
a few dollars save the ex-

"pense

foliage,

of a barn.
with

The

limbs

Norway

overlapping,

spruce,

by its

is especially

adapted for stock shelter; and we have seen a
hedge of this tree, six years planted, and four
feet apart in the row, so interlaced that the
snow could hardly blow through it.
In Towa and Nebraska, the artificial forests
diversify the once unbroken
prairies: and we
have seen so't maples so thrifty, that, after six
ears, ten acres would supply a family for ever.
lack walnut, eighteen years old has yielded at
the rate of forty cords of wood per acre. Cottonwoods, fifteen years old, are found that will

yield a cord to the tree. In one instance a row
of Lomburdy poplar, ten rods long, and twenty

years old, yielded twenty cords of wood,~two
cords to the rod. White willows set out as a
hedge, soon yielded ample returns of fuel,
There is an alarming
prospect for our Northern forests. Having visited
the centers of our
lumber trade, we find that seventeen
years will

complete the destruction of our

pineries.

Soon

after our pine is gone,your hard
wood forests
(which now supply our manufactories,
our agricultural enterprises and car works,) will also
be destroyed.
4

Thirty years will

inevitably

see the East

de-

nuded of timber, while groves, large enough
for building and manufacturing purposes, will
adorn.the West.
If properly tended, trees will
grow to a good size in. thirty years. There is a’
reat difference between a natural and an articlal forest. Before us, as we write, is a seetion
of Scotch pine, thirteen years old, aud ‘thirteen
inches through, and
the tree was thirty-five

feet high,
Go into artificial forests, and you
will find that trees often make a diameter of

one inch a year, and a hight of two feet; andwe have known white pines to grow even
three and four feet a year. The soft woods
sometimes show a yearly cirele of an inch in
thickness, giving a diameter of two inches a

ear.
.
.
We must plant.them both East and West. The

ease with which our Western soil can be eultivated, its freedom from stumps and stones, and
its cheapness give
advantage to the Western
lanter, But it is said there are beds of coal at
he East: so there are in the West. Illinois, Towa

sud Nebraska appear to be well stored with
coal.
But too much reliance should not be placed
on coal,

It does

must ultimately

not

exhausted,

fifteen feet high; and if there bad been ten

acres of it, it would, from
ed a family a perpetual

from

the seed

often

springs

up in corn

a plethora of this commodity
for fuel

much

cheaper

fields,

PHILADELPHIA,

many

an

Land

withdrawn from market, in accordance with
lowing resolutions adopted by the Board
tors, on the 13th of May:

Wall

through

interest

onds

secured
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the

England

supposed she had a supply tor a thousand years;
but last summer a coal panic so severely affect
a
“

DOVER

of the Company,
to

the

Fiscal Agents, writes
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Torpedoes,
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Wholesale and Retail.
For private use Our Boxes of assorted pieces
are a specialty. They
give the utmost satisfaction.
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to our exhibitions the
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Cor. Cortlandt & New Church Sts.,
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THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
RICHARD P. FRENCH,

of the

late

Cor.

RICHARD

FRENCH,

French's Hotel, has taken this Hotel, newly flitod

ol

and ontinely renovated the same.
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LADIES’ & GENTLEMEN’S DINING ROOMS ATTACHED,
4625

EXETER MACHINE

~

If you wish to buy your Crockery, China, and
House Furnishing Goods at Wholesale Prices, visit
GUY & BROTHERS, 33 and 85 Bedford 8t., Boston,
or write for a Price List. Silver-Plated Goods a specialty. State where you saw this advertisement, [4t22
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Uncle Anthony
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1 00

“ Although this Publishing House is comparatively
a Young.one, in enterprise and gkill in’ the presentation of first-class books
it is excelled. by none in the
trade.”— Episcopal Register.
At the commencement of their work of Publishing,
Messrs. D. Lothrop & Co, secured
the servives of
those very eminent,gentlemen,
*'Drs. 1.'ucoln,
Day, and Rankin, ag a permanent rea 'ing « nnmittee. The wisdom of this course is seen 1 ihe fact
that D. Lothrop & Co.’s publications have already
deservedly taken the foremost rank in Sunday-school
literature.— Watchman & Reflector.
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MINERALS WANTED.

LIBRARIES:

D. LOTHROP & 00., Publishers, Boston.

J.C. TILTON, Pittsburg, Px.

TALLOW.

lB cniins

Office 57 Kingston §t , corner of Bedford
St., Boston.
826

Te ANY PERSON sending me the address of 10 or
more men who want to make from $3,
000 ger Soa sure (farmers’ names preferred),
send a Census Book of 1870, and an engraving entitled “ The Old and the New,” 10x14} inches. Address
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50 The Log House.......
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Larry Conner’s Charge 60
A Child’s Companion. 60
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Home Sunshine.
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95 00§100 &0
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—{*from any of the Banks and

$30 per 100 Copies.
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Factory......
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fact which much enhances their value and attractive
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Do. sheet ¥ B..6
Russia, sheet..16

payment for the Company’s land at 1.10,
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choice do....9 50 gl
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Prime......
toe, Teves14 00948,g14 9 50
Lard

sup..&
West's
com. extras

Rio Grande.... 29 @.. !
Nos. 8 to 12.. i 8
Western, dry.. 22 g.. 24 | Nos. 13to 17...
8.
Do. wet,
11 8.. 12}
Nos. 18to 20... 10@..
Cuba Muscovado—
IRON,
New Orleans..
Swedish—

DISPOSED .OF, and on the basis

of this issue are

348...
14 30.

Extra Superfine. @ 18> | ~~ PETROLEUM.

Fine Feed...20 00 421 00 |
Middlings...21 00 g22 00 |
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|.

The Noble Printer....1 50
Anna Maylie
150
Mystery of the Lodge.1 50
Finished or Not....... 1 50
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@ 1 60 Glue..iviviiiea.
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MAIN,
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of previous sales will soon be absorbed.

Copies

Music

DIADEM.

WELLS,

.
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Carpetings—
Lowell sup. 8-ply

in spirit

of the trade of Manitoba and

and

27

of the large Government trade to the Upper Missouri, for the carrying of most of which'we have this

LOAN

re-

WEEKS.

Price, in Board Covers, 35 cts,;

T.

Ginghams.....
Mous.deLaines

harmony

agree

F

.

year contracted—our having in operation and under
contract, 165 miles of road og
the Pacific side, betweén Puget Sound and the Columbia River,—the
very successful inauguration of our Immigration
system, the large arrivals from Europe of bodies of

THE

Aa-Reports from all parts of the country pronounce
ROYAL DIADEM the best production of both authors
and publishers.
A~Examine it and satisfy yourself.
B= One copy,in paper cover sent en receipt of 2» ets”

Laboratory,

Prints...
Ticking ..

het

7} @..7¢ 3

Cotton Flannel. 13 @..

the

President.

Sold,although the book has been issned but little over

4

issue of

Print Cloths...

13.8418

dessnnasees
‘White

a

@&.. 15 8

in forwarding

be

SCHOOL,

Over 120,000

NEW

no

G. W, CASS,

NATIONAL

Is everywhere received with unbounded

24tf)

that

Respectfully Yours,

Diadem

SUNDAY

BIGLOW

and-

justify us in elevating the standard of our credit.
1 trust that when the limit of the
present Loan is
reached, the Company will find itself able to negotiate a six per cent. loan for the prosecution and
completion of the enterprise.
*

SONG BOOK

Royal

@

NO. Leeerseer

3m20

THE NEW

gy-Most

of its

Colonists of the very best character, destined to our
Land Grant, and the steady movement of settlers
from various parts of the Union to the country tributary to the Road,—all this should, in my judgment,

BETTER THAN GOLD!

ROYAL

own

tana—the

Min-

mortgage

BANK, Dover, N. H.

FOR THE

of Dollars,

and our control

of the Minnesota Division.
Parties exchanging Government Bonds at present
exceptionally lugh prices will realize an increase of
their principal of about one-third, and of income
| about one-half.
All marketable securities taken in exchange at
current prices, without commission.

HALE,

issues

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.
President’s Office, 23 Fifth Avenue.

with my

$571,010 27
905,960 68
1,500,000 00

entire

future

| and policy with the letter which I addressed to you
on the 11th day of December last.
The completion of our Road to the Missouri River,

DIVISION

Rp

of the

sale by CALVIN

cent. on

This Preamble and Resolve are in entire

mains unsold, and as soon as they are closed out,
these Bonds must advance in like manney with those

For

been begun:

per

Resolutions

+

curity than the Bonds sold in the past.
only

Drills, Brown.13

the Company

River Valley, and the valleys of Dakota,—the

an independent enterprise, this line would

small portion

assured to

you a copy of a Resolution passed unanimously by
the Board of Directors of the Northern Pacific Rail:
road Company, on the 13th of May
instant.

on

ow 8
«

Zine, ground in ol

18}
@..
4+4.uuss
avy
Medium 4-4..... Ha. 12

and

following letter:

The Bonds now offered are secured by a mortgage
upon the Milwaukee Division, from Cedar Rapids to
Postville, on the Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad, a
distance of 110 miles.

A

73-10

President

these

in currency.

In 1871 were
UR Ly
I
Rr
In 1873, estimated

As

have

Millions

The

nesota Division, marketed by us in the past, now
command, at the New York Stock Exchange, about
two per cent. above the subscription price, and are
in strong demand, indicating a further advance.
EARNINGS

rie

way

amble and Resolution.

and are strongly recommended as a
and Profitable Investment.

THE

is

Gentlemen :—1 have

The Bonds of this Company,

we

ug:

American...

Sheetin 3 and Suitige

to arrange with the Fiscal Agents for the closing out
of the 7 3-10 Loan, as indicated in the preceding Pre-

York,

interest

e..

BOMESTICS.

bonds, hereafter, by this Company, beyond the said
Thirty Millions, shall bear a higher rate of interest
than six per cent. per annum,
Resolved, That the Finance Committee be directed

At which price they yield over 9 per cent.,

Safe

as

:

Thirty

COMPANY,

accrued

Linseed

24

Low Middling. 1818. 19 | Ground mare 11g. 19

Company
Hundred
valuable

Therefore, Resolved, That
the Loan of the Company, under its present issue, bearing 7 3-10 per cent.
interest, be limited to a tot:1 amount not exceeding

Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
and

:

And, Whereas, It is believed that on these results
the credit of the Company is so established as to
render inexpedient the payment of so high a rate of

BURLINGTON,

90

traffic

pany’s bonds

OF THE

At

the fol.

an extent that
a Sinking Fund has resulted,
out of
which the redemption and cancellation of the Com-

OFFER FOR SALE A LIMITED NUMBER OF THE
First Mortgage’ Seven per Cent.
Convertible Sinking Fund Gold Bonds

.. RAILWAY

Olive,¥ gal

2 Crude
Domingo, .. 19 a
Sperm 50.. 8
0a. 20
Do.
ale...
63 @..
ps Refined do..... 00
10 ceeeennnnine
@.. 8
COTTON.
|Neatsfoot¥gal 1 20 § 1 40
Ordinary...... 12 2g. 8.. M4 |
PAINTS.
Good Ordinary
(i
A
a
orainay
1 16d..
vo 17 Lead,RedAm....
“4a..
0}

eing rapidly settled by immigration, foreign and
domestic, and sales thereof have been made at an
Sverage
rice of nearly six dollars per acre, to such

& CO.,

New

Bb

St
R

over its Road thus far completed:
*
And, Whereas, The Company has earned title to
about’ Ten Million acres of its Land Grant, and
placed a large
part of this in market, and the same is

daily doses of his Pleasant
re-establish the action of the
and enriching the blood, and
case of those diseases, 683

St.,

Java ¥

of Direc-

Whereas, The Northern Pacific Railroad
has built and has in operation, ever Five
miles of its line, through a favorable and
country :
:
And, Whereas, A large and growing

can be done by taking Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical

32

OIL.

8 00g 9 00

2

The ques-

Office, at Lincoln,

CLEWS

26 00 g2s 00 (POrtoRico...... 40 §. 62

COFFEE.

and

25 @.. 80

36 | do.Sweet.... ..
@.. ..
do. Muscovaded0 @..45

Picto....v0..0 00 @ 0 00

Anthracite...

Eastern

Nervous and Sick Headache
and Neuralgia.
In almost every instance these diseases are produced by derangement of the digestive organs, and
liver disease. Rarely, indeed, would any one suffer
from these diseases, if they kept their bowels regular
and digestion good by proper attention to the liver,
which is the great governor of these functions. This

HENRY

closed

ending JUNE 4, 1878.
- MOLASSES,

12 @. 154 Cuba, Clayed..

Cannel.....

of the North.

ern Pacific Railroad Company, is to be

more than 25,000 homesteaders and pre-emptors,
have filed claims to prairies, and nearly 3,000
others have bought them of the Burlingion &
Missouri River Railroad, on ten years’ credit,
six per cent, interest; and on contracts since
1872, no part of the principal
payable, till the beginning of the fifth year.— Nebraska Ex.
.

Discovery, with small
Purgative Pellets; they
liver, thereby puritying
effectually removing the

Molds. .veu0e

May 249, 1873.

The 7-30 First Mortgage Gold Loan

tion of pressed fuel from weeds and straw,is
now being agitated ; and in western Towa, compressed hay is already
used.
Seediing forest
Mees are furnished at from $2 to $10 per thou-

Sates

& CO.

Spermiievvedse35 @..
COAL.

that it can be had

than

household can be Supplied with coal.

sand.
In the United

For the week
CANDLES,

that age, have yieldsupply.
Cottonwood

and jgrows gs high as the corn (six feet) the
same year. *‘ Well, for the next five or ten
years what will you do?
The herd law obviates the necessity of fencing, yet the people dre
planting fences, which can not blow down and
do not rot; and, harsh as it may sound to Eastern ears, corn makes an excellent fuel. It is ascertained that a pound of corn is worth as much
as a pound of coal; and there is generally suh

4

WORKS!

READY!!

Sunday School Singing Book

SONGS OF THE BIBLE!
y W. A. OGDEN and A. J. ABBEY, the former,
author of the popular ‘“ New Silver Song.” Contains
Sirol new hymns and tunes by the
best writers.
Carefully reviewed before published, and highly
commended by eminent Theologians and Superintendents. A
beautiful and appropriate song for
gyeiy Bible lesson and Sunday school occasion.
Music
is adapted to children’s voices. Price, single
copies, 35 cts., $3.60 per dozen. One specimen copy
mailed for 30 cents. Specimen. pages free.
3128—2teow26] W. W. WHINTNE YX, Toledo, O.
ANTED ANY ASHER
lerg{men-.Siudents
Teachers, in fact anybody —who wanls a good
book to sell, can not find a better onethan The His:
tory af Christianity, by JOHN
8. C. ABBOTT.
KiSiueen hundred years of the World’s most wonderful
history in one volume, the only work of the kind
in this conntry—a book for every househo!d .in the
land—the theme 18 sublime and exciting. Exclusive
territory with no competition.
Address, B. B.
RupsELL, Publisher, 55 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

A DORN

grow, and consequently Yt

become

JAY COOKE

through,

equally remunerative with the Minnesota Division;
bat, in addition to their being a mortgage on the Milwaukee Line, these Bonds are a lien also upon the
Minnesota Division, and are thus even a better se-

——

Thousands

inches

g2ess esr

drunk.
:
The trial of Wagner, the Isle of Shoals

7

—

four

0086

A man name Fields killed bis wife and two
children, at Hamilton, Ontario, Thursday, while

>

People who think farming is a poor business
for a young man to engage in, do not always.

trees

Gosess

Apaches

showed

Fone

by

old,

SBRS8E2ES

2

Hostilities on Mexican territory
from Arizona are reported.

years

OF

ggugzs3es8sEs

:

posed by certain parties in Mexico for the annexation of a large tract along the Rio Grande,
a part of Sonora and thé*whole of Lower California to the United ‘States, the money received
therefor to be used in paying the national debt.
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1s a grove of cotton-

which, when only four

ESE" EE=52

Charleston,

wood in Seward county,

GreeRAeae
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appeared

braska is for the next few
wood in that time,
There

A scheme is pro-

BANKING

only trouble with the fuel question in Ne-

600

:

wise on the first provocation.

The

ed

C.

have

ed the industries of that country that the shock
was felt almost all ever the world.

»2238

S.

apples

Mexico,

{ust returned to St.. Louis, expresses the opinion
that there will be no serious complaint: of Mackenzie’s raid, but that the Mexicans will do like-

MISCELLANEOUS.
New

STAR, JUNE 18, 1873."

Soe

An Amerigan resident in Cohahutla,
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wild

fire,

The
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“ Awake’

count to agents.
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HOMES
and

sent for 50 cents.

Address W.

with the new

“ Asléep.”
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Sells like

large
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Engines!
Perfect Safety!
The Exeter Sectional Bollevk and Steam
dealers in Machinery
The Greatest Jlconomy and Durability!
Manufacturers of
YJudson’s Governors’,
and Tools, Harrison’s pat. Corn Mills, Steam Pumps, Steam Whistles, Water Gu
Scotch w1asses, Leather Beltin,
Hemp Packing, Rubber Packing, Babbitt Metal, Soa stone Packing, As'ongs, Hair I
g)
bestos. Felting, Lace Leather,
Rubber Hose
ow Water Detectors, Brown’s Pipe
CY
Emery and Emery Cloth, Steam Pipe and Fittings.
Orders by mail or express filled satisfactorily, in quality and price, or goods can be returned at our
expense.

| WM.

dis-

F. CARPENTE
Foxboro, Maes,

Salegroome, No.

67 Portland

BURLINGAME,

St., Boston.
»

Agent.

' Factory

at Exeter, N»
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